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PREFACE
The Electric and HybridVehicle Research, Development, and Demonstration
Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-413) authorized a federal program of research and
development designed to promote electric and hybrid vehicle technologies. The
Department of Energy (DOE), which has the responsibility for implementing the
Act, established the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research, Development, and
Demonstration Program within the Office of Transportation Programs to manage
the activities required by Public Law 94-413.
The National Aeronautics and Space A_inis_ration (NASA) was authorized
under an interagency agreement (Number EC-77-A-31-1044) wit., DOE to undertake
research and development of propulsion systems for electric and hybrid vehicles.
The Lewis Research Center was made the responsible NASA center for this project.
The study presented in this report is an early part of the Lewis Research Center
program for propulsion system research and development for hybrid vehicles.
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1I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
l.l Introduction
This report presents the results of a study performed on hybrid heat engine/
battery electric-vehicle-propulsion systems. The systems considered all used a
rotary stratified-charge engine and an AC motor in a parallel hy_T.idconfiguration.
The work involved three major tasks, which are treated in the remainder of
this summary. These are:
0 Parametric studies, in which a class of vehicle and a set of propulsior,
system design parameters were selected for further study.
o Design tradeoff studies, which resulted in the selection of design
directions for the major components.
o Conceptual design, in which these design directions were pursued in
more detail.
The study was performed by South Coast Technology, Inc., and two major
subcontractors, Gould, Inc., and Curtiss-Wright Corporation.
1.2 Parametric Studies
The five vehicle types considered in these studies were:
o Two-passenger commuter car
o Four-passenger car (primarily local use)
o Six-passenger family car (general use)
o Eight-passenger van
o Fifty-passenger city bus
Using vehicle weight relationships suppliedby LeRC, and component power-
to-weight relationships developed by SCT and its subcontractors, propulsion
systems were sized for these vehicles to meet performance goals set by LeRC.
This analysis was performed for each vehicle type, over a range of heat engine
power fractions ranging from 0 (pure electric vehicle) to l (conventional heat
engine powe_redvehicle), and for two battery types, nickel-zinc and lead-acid.
2In most cases, the critical performance goal was the 0-90 KPH (0-56 MPH) time,
which was specified by LeRC as follows:
o Two passenger car 15 sec.
o Four passenger car 12 sec.
o Six passenger car 12 sec.
o Eight passenger van 15 sec.
(No 0-90 KPH time was specified for the bus)
A computer program was developed to analyze the energy consumption of these
various vehicle/propulsion system combinations over driving cycles specified by
LeRC. The program incorporated a control strategy with a bi-modal structure,
which allowed the propulsion battery to discharge to a specified level (discharge
limit) on the first mode, and which maintained it at that level in the second
mode. This strategy permitted a portion of the vehicle energy requirements nor-
mally supplied by on-board fuel to be shifted to wall plug electricity. The
control strategy also called for the heat engine to be running only when the
power demand was high enough so that it could be operated within an efficient
region. This program was exercised for all the vehicle propulsion system com-
binations to provide estimates of annual fuel and wall plug energy consumption
under the usage conditions specified by LeRC. These results, together with esti-
mates of proulsion system acquisition costs, battery life and replacement costs,
and maintenance and repair costs, were then used to estimate life cycle costs for
the various propulsion systems. (Note: All cost estimates are given in 3976 S,
per LeRC guidelines.)
These studies gave the following results:
o For all vehicles, fuel consumption increased and wall plug energy
usage decreased as _he heat engine power fraction increased from 0
(pure electric) to l (pure heat engine). This was expected. However,
the life cycle cost steadily decreased over the same range of values
of heat engine power Fraction. In other words, for all vehicles and
missions considered, it is cheaper to buy and operate a conventional
vehicle than a hybrid, both of which use the same heat engine tech-
nology. This conclusion held true for assumed 1985 energy pricing
($1.60/gal. for gasoline, $.06/KWH for electricity, in 1976 $) and
for 19gO pricing (S2.00/gal. and $.07/KWH).
•o The application for which a hybrid propulsion system appears to be
most nearly competitive with a conventional system is in the large
six passenger car. This application had the largest percentage re-
duction in fuel consumption, and the smallest percentage increase in
life cycle cost. Because this application also represents a large
segment of the automotive market, it was concluded that it was the
most suitable for continued study. LeRC concurred in this conclusion.
O" In order to keep the economics of th_ hybrid system somewhat competi-
tive with a conventional propulsion system, the heat engine power
fraction should be at least .7; i.e., the heat engine should be capable
of supplying at least 70% of the maximum system power requirement.
Moreover, the propulsion battery should be sized so that it operates
near its peak power capability when the electric propulsion subsystem
is operating at maximum power.
O Based on the battery cost and life assumptions provided by LeRC, the
use of lead-acid batteries res_alted in a lower life cycle cost than
nickel-zinc. However, recognizing the uncertainties involved in any
projections regarding cost and life of developmental batteries, both
these battery types were kept under study during the subsequent Design
Tradeoff Studies task.
1.3 Design Tradeoff Studies
The objective of this task was to develop a design approach for a hybrid
propulsion system for the six passenger car application which would provide sub-
stantially reduced fuel consumption, compared with a conventional system, and
competitive life cycle cost. To this end, variations in design parameters and
design approeches were studied at the system, subsystem, and component level.
The first step in this effort was the construction (on paper) of a baseline hybrid
system, whose design parameters were based on the results of the Parametric Studies
Task. A computer simulation of this system was developed which represented the
system elements in considerably greater detail than the program used in the Para-
metric Studies. This simulation, appropriately modified as required by the parti-
cular study being done, was used to quantify the variations in fuel and energy
consumption which resulted from changes to the baseline system in design parameters,
component characteristics, or system configuration.
°.
4The design parameters for the baseline hybrid system are summarized below:
Heat Engine - Single rotor, direct-injected stratified charge, 70 Ki-!
peak output at 6000 RPM.
Electric Propulsion Subsystem - Induction motor with thristor AC con-
troller, 28.5 KW peak output at 3600 RPM.
Propulsion Battery - Improved state of the art lead-acid, 390 KG weight,
95 W/KG peak utilized specific power.
Transmission - 4 speed automatic with torque converter.
In terms of mechanical configurations, the heat engine and induction motor
were in-line with a clutch between them to permit the heat engine to be decoupled
from the system and shut down when it is not required. The traction motor drove
through the torque converter and drove the accessories (power steering pump,
transmission front pump, etc.).
The control strategy used for the baseline hybrid was, again, a bi-modal
strategy with the change in mode being determined by battery depth of discharge;
and the heat engine operated in an on-off manner. The elements of the strategy
were as follows:
Mode l (Depth of discharge above a specified discharge limit) - Heat
engine is off unless the system power demand is above a minimum level,
which was determined from optimization studies to be about 17 KW (22.8 HP).
For power demands above this level, the heat engine is brought on-line and
operated whenever possible along an optimum power vs. speed line. The
traction motor supplies the difference between the power demand and that
supplied by the heat engine.
Mode 2 (Depth of discharge held constant at the discharge limit) - In this
case, the heat engine must meet the average system power demand, and it
operates a much larger fraction of the time than on Mode I. It is brought
on-line whenever the torque demand exceeds a minimum level of 23.8 N-M
(17.6 ft.-lb.). Once the heat engine is on-line, the electric motor is
operated at zero current draw unless the system demand exceeds the heat
engine's capability, in which case the motor makes up the difference. The
motor is used for regenerative braking on both Modes l and 2.
With this basic control strategy, it wasfound that it waspossible to
operate the heat engineat an averagebrake specific fuel consumptionwhichwas
only 6.5%higher than its Iowestpossible value on Model, andI0%higher on
Mode2. Both these results wereattained on the FederalUrbanDriving Cycle.
Thebattery discharge limit wasset, moreor less arbitrarily, at 60%of the
maximumenergywhich could be withdrawnfrom the battery under the discharge
pattern experiencedin the hybrid. Subsequentanalysis indicated that this
limit could be set up to 80%without significant loss in performanceor battery
life.
With the 60%discharge limit, the baseline hybrid met all the performance
and gradeability goals set by LeRC. Theyearly averagefuel consumptionwas
estimatedto be .0431I/km (54.6 mpg)vs..0881 I/km (26.7 mpg)for a reference
conventional propulsion system. Thehybrid also consumed.Ig6 kwh/kmof wall
plug electricity. With regard to costs, it wasfound that, with $2/gal. for
gasoline and 7C/kwhfor electricity, the life cycle cost for the baseline hybrid
system was 7.17¢/_n vs. 6.11¢/km for the reference conventional system. Major
factors in the excess cost of the hybrid system were acquisition costs for the
electric propulsion system and battery, and battery replacement costs. At the
7C/kwh electricity cost level, the break-even fuel price point for the hybrid
was about $3/gal. No justification could be found for assuming fuel prices at
this level, so the values of $2/gal. and 7C/kwh were retained.
With the baseline system characterized, a number of computer simulation
runs and cost analyses were made to assess the effects of variations in design
parameters from the baseline values. The first of these parameters was the heat
engine power fraction. This analysis confirmed the findings of the Parametric
Studies Task; i.e., fuel consumtpion increased, but life cycle cost decreased
with increasing heat engine power fraction. However, it was also found that the
rate of increase of fuel consumption got much higher when the power fraction was
pushed much past .7, and it was concluded that the best compromise between fuel
consumption and life cycle cost was in the .7 to .75 region. Consequently, there
was no reason to change from the baseline value of .71.
Variations in design parameters involving the propulsion batteries were
also studied. These parameters included:
3
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6o Battery weight (equivalently: maximum battery specific power)
o Battery type (i.e., lead-acid, nickel-zinc, or nickel-iron*)
o Battery specific energy
The results of this study included the following:
o Increasing the maximum battery specific power to permit a reduction
in battery weight of 16.7% increased fue_ consumption by 7%, de-
creased wall plug energy consumption by 10_, and decreased life
cycle cost by 3.1%.
o Reducing battery specific energy by 20_ (leavin 9 peak specific
power and battery weight unchanged) increased fuel consumption by
I0%, decreased wall plug energy consumption by g%, and increased
life cycle cost 2.1%.
o Of the three ISOA battery types, with the batteries sized to take
advantage of their respective peak specific power capabilities,
the system with nickel-iron batteries achieved slightly lower life
cycle cost and slightly lower fuel consumption than the baseline
lead-acid system. The nickel-zinc system achieved the lowest fuel
consumption (20_ lower than the baseline), but the life cycle cost
was significantly higher (17_ above the baseline) due to high bat-
tery cost and frequency of replacement.
It must be noted that these results were obtained under certain assumptions
with respect to battery performance, cost and life which may or may not prove tO
be true in the event the ISOA batteries reach production status. Hoverer, it was
possible to draw a more general conclusion which is not so highly dependent on
these assumptions. This relates to the dependence of life cycle cost on the bat-
tery parameters of peak specific power (w/kg), specific energy (wh/kg), and the
ratio of specific cost ($/kg) to life. Specifically, what the study results
indicate is that, in minimizing the life cycle cost of a hybrid vehicle, the two
most important parameters are, first, peak specific power, and , following it very
closely, the ratio of specific cost to life. Specific energy, generally consi-
dered as being extremely important in electric vehicles, is of secondary import-
ance in a hybrid, at least in terms of life cycle cost.
* Nickel-iron was not included in the scope of work; however, it was included
so that all three ISOA {Improved State of the Art) batteries would be repre-
sented.
;T
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A parameter which affects life cycle cost and fuel econom.y, and which is
also related intimately to the propulsion battery, is the battery discharge
limit at which the transition from Mode 1 to _ode 2 is made. B_cause of the
high averag e rate at which the propulsion battery discharges in Mode l, the
actual depth of discharge (relative to the stanGard 3-hour rate) at which the
discharge limit is reached, is considerably less than the discharge limit itself.
In fact, at a discharge limit of .6, the depth of discharge relative to the
3-hour rate was found to be only 31% for the baseline system. Within the range
of discharge limits of .6 to .8, it was found that the reduction in battery life
at higher values of discharge limit was outweighed, in terms of cost, by savings
in fuel. At a value of .8 for the discharge limit, fuel consumption decreased
to .0384 i/km ano life cycle cost to 7.13¢/km from the baseline values of
.0431 l/km and 7.17¢/k_, respectively. The change in discharge limit from .6
to .8 was incorporated in the subsequent work in the Conceptual Design Task.
Another area of study in the Design Tradeoff Studies involved variations
in vehicle characteristics and design parameters. In particular, the effects
of variations in vehicle performance requirements were i_vestigated to determine
whether a reduction in these requirements would alleviate the hybrid's problem
of high life cycle cost. The effect of a reduction in acceleration performance
was, indeed, found to be significant, provided the reduction was fully taken
advantage of by holding the peak battery specific constant, thereby reducing the
battery size. Holding the heat engine power fraction and the peak battery speci-
fic power at the same values as the baseline, and reducing the 0-90 kph acceler-
ation time by about 8% (l sec.), resulted in a reduction in life cycle cost by
4% to 6.88¢/km. Surprisingly, the lower performance system consumed about 2.6%
more fuel than the baseline; this was a result of the fact that the reduction in
battery size produced a net decrease in the fraction of the total vehicle energy
requirements which was supplied by stored energy. It was concluded from this
investigation that the life cycle cost picture for the hybrid could be iuKoreved
somewhat by backing off on the performance requirements. It would be appropriate
tO consider this in defining the requirements for a hardware development program;
however, for the duration of this program, the requirements as defined by LeRC
were adhered to.
Design approaches other than those used in the baseline system were investi-
gated for the system mechanical layout, the transmission, heat engine, and elec-
tric propulsion subsystem. An alternative mechanical layout was considered in
which the torque converter was interposed between the heat engine and the electric
I
8motor, rather than both components driving through the torque converter. This
has the advantage of reducing torque converter losses; however, it also means
that a separate accessory drive system is required (since, with this configura-
tion, the electric motor is stopped whenever the vehicle is). It was found that
the cost of a separate accessory drive would not be offset by the fuel savings,
so no further consideration was given to this layout. It would, however, pro-
vide a viable alternative for a system in which the beet engine ran continuously
and would thus be available to drive accessories directly. However, simulation
of systems with continuously running heat engines indicated substantial fuel
consumption penalties (in excess of 2_°') over the baseline system and its control
strategy. This associated cost is only slightly offset by a reduction in wall
plug energy. ConseQuently, it was concluded the hybrid system's best chance of
being cost competitive with a conventional system is to maximize fuel savings by
using an on/off heat engine control strategy. The mechanical configuration used
for the baseline system appears to offer the most economical way of implementing
such a strategy.
Alternative transmissions were also considered, primarily as a means to
eliminate torque converter losses. Transmissions considered included an auto-
matically shifted gearbox and continuously variable transmissions (CVT's). These
devices all have one major disadvantage: They provide no shock absorbing capa-
bility in the driveline to smooth out the transient associated with suddenly
coupling the heat engine into the system and starting it when the power demand
requires it. With a torque converter in the system, the severity of this tran-
sient is reduced by a factor of about lO. I_ short, for a small improvement in
fuel economy, use of a transmission without a torque converter significantly in-
creases the problem of developing adequate driveability in a system using on/off
engine operation. In addition, it imposes an additional development task with
regard to the transmission itself. Since the development of a system which in-
corporates on/off engine operation involves considerable risk in the areas of
emissions control, driveability, and engine thermal control, and since the lar-
gest fuel economy pay-off is asso:iated with the successful implementation of
on/off engine operation, the judgment was made to stay with a transmission that
does not complicate this task; i.e., the conventional 4-speed automatic used in
the baseline was retained.
A similar "keep it simple and concentrate on what is important" philosophy
applied to the tradeoffs involving the heat engine. Alternatives considered
here included using a downsized, turbocharged single rotor design and a two-rotor,
, l I
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variable displacement design. In conventional systems, both these approaches
at improving the specific fuel consumption at light load operation. However,
in _he hybrid, such operation is effectively eliminated by the control strategy,
so the potential fuel economy gains from turbocharging or variable displacement
are extremely small relative to the costs involved. Consequently, the simple
single rotor, naturally aspirated design used in the baseline was retained.
Design alternatives considered for the electric propulsion subsystem
included the following:
o Type of semiconductor device (thyristor: transistor)
o Commutation circuit for thyristor case (individual pole, DC-side)
M_._ .,,_o (AC induction, ar ........ t m_nm9 synchronous)
These alternatives were investigated in terms of cost, efficiency, and
development requirements. The principal results of this study were the fo_low-
ing:
o The most cost effective approach to motor control, in terms of semi-
conductor device selection, depends not only on the power level to be
controlled, but also on the ease with which the basic controller top-
ology can be modified to serve other functions, in particular, battery
charging and the supply of 12 V accessory power. When all these fac-
tors are taken into account, it was concluded that, in the time frame
of interest (1981-1985 for development, post-1985 for production), an
SCR based controller using DC-side commutation would probably have a
slight advantage over a transistor based controller, for motor output
power levels in the 25-30 kw range. Optimistic and conservative cost
projections were made for the controller components for both transistor
and SCR approaches. These were then used as a basis for estimating the
cost of the complete controller. It was found that the optimistic and
conservative estimates for the transistor approach were higher than the
corresponding estimates for the SCR approach. However, the ranges of
subsystem costs for the two approaches overlapped; i.e., the optimistic
cost projection for the transistor based controller was less than the
conservative estimate for the SCR based controller.
The transistor based controller has the potential for somewhat higher
combined motor/controller efficiency than the SCR based system (ca. 86%
vs. ca. 82%). In terms of life cycle cost, this would tend to minimize
i
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the cost disparities between the two approaches, although, based on the
average of optimistic and conservative projections, the SCR system
would still have a slight advantage.
o The permanent magnet synchronous motor offers three major advantages
over an induction motor: higher efficiency, higher power factor, and
reduction in SCR controller complexity by its ability to commutate the
main motor SCR's and, thus, reduce commutation circuitry (some is still
required for low speed operation). The principal question mark involves
its cost in volume production. Two present manufacturers of motors of
this type provided estimates of 3 to 4 times the cost of a comparably
rated induction motor. Such a cost penalty would outweigh the savings
due to the reduction in commutation circuitry and the improvement in
efficiency.
Based on these results, it was concluded that an AC drive system using an
SCR controller with DC-side commutation and a three-phase induction motor repre-
sented a suitable design approach for continued study. However, because of rela-
tively small difference in cost between transistor and SCR design approaches, it
was concluded that any future development program should leave open the option
of pursuing the transistor approach if information available at the time indicates
changes in the cost projections made in this program. Future costs of permanent
magnet synchronous motors remains an open question: it was concluded that develop-
ment of these motors to achieve lower costs was more appropriate to a component
level development program, than to a program involving development of a complete
hybrid system.
1.4 Conceptual Design
The Design Tradeoff Studies Task indicated that the configuration and design
parameters used for the baseline hybrid propulsion system were, in general, suit-
able as starting points for continued design and development. (The major excep-
tion to this was the battery discharge limit, which was raised from .6 to .8
based on tradeoff study results which showed that this would improve fuel con-
sumption and not adversely affect ;ife cycle cost.) The major components and
subsystems of the hybrid propulsion system are as follows:
o Heat engine - A single rotor, 72 CID stratified charge rotary engine
rated at 70 kw at 6000 rpm. The engine is mounted in-line with the
oo
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electric motor and coupled to it by a hydraulically actuated clutch.
The engine utilizes a two-stage direct injection systemwith the pilot
stage initiating combustionand the main stage accommodatingthe vary-
ing load requirement. A high energy ignition system is provided which
supplies a long duration spark obviating the possibility of misfire.
Thecombustionzone itself is formedby a pocket in an insert bolted
to the rotor face. Thetemperature of this pocket is maintained at
high level by an insulati_,g air gap betweenthe insert and rotor; test
results showthat maintaining suchhigh temperatures reducesexhaust
emission levels. Overall, the engine's thermal efficiency is competi-
tive with that of the best automotive pre-chamberdiesels, with low raw
emission levels and lower particulate emissions than a diesel.
Electric propulsion subsystem- Consists of a 3-phaseACinduction motor
poweredby an SCRcontroller. The inverter configuration is a voltage
source, force commutatedinverter with DC-sidecommutationused to turn
off the main SCR's. The peakshaft output of the system is 28.5 kwat
3600rpm. The battery charger is integrated with the controller, util-
izing the samemajor powerelements (SCR'sand commutationinductors
and capacitors). The peakcharge rate would be on the order of 2-2.5 kw.
The topology of the SCRcontroller also permits a 12 V accessory supply
of about 600 Woutput to be incorporated without muchadditional circuitry.
Systemcontroller - Implementationof the bi-modal control strategy
requires the use of a microprocessor basedcontroller. An 8-bit unit
wouldbe used, with a programmemoryof between2 and 4 bytes, a data
memoryof 256x 8, and a software programexecution rate of at least
20 times per second. Thecontroller interfaces with the vehicle and
propulsion systemcomponentsthrough suitable sensors and electromech-
anical actuators.
Transmission/final drive - Four-speed overdrive automatic with transmis-
sion ratios of 2.45, 1.45, 1.0, and .75, a final drive ratio of 4.12,
and a converter stall torque ratio of 2.1. Torque converter Iockup,
or a split mechanical/hydrodynamic torque path, could be provided on the
upper gears provid_=d this does not result in excessive transmission of
engine start transients to the vehicle.
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o Propulsion Battery - Improved state of the art lead-acid, weighing
390 kg. Voltage would be determined primarily by factors of technical
convenience during detail design and development of the motor controls,
but would be in the 60-120 V range. An alternative which may be more
attractive, depending on whether production costs can be brought down
to reasonable levels, is a nickel-iron battery of about 275 kg mass.
The associated reduction in vehicle mass would permit a reduction in
peak motor shaft output to 26.3 kw, with the heat engine output being
unchanged.
o Cooling and Lubrication System - The preferred approach here is to use
a conventional radiator and cooling system to handle the bulk of the
heat engine's cooling requirements, together with a system utilizing
automatic transmission fluid as a combined lubricant and heat transfer
medium, whicil accomplishes the following functions:
- Lubrication and hydraulic supply for the transmission
- Cooling of the induction motor and inverter
- Engine lubrication and temperature maintenance
This second system controls the fluid temperature at the entry to
inverter by means of an oil cooler and bypass thermostat and reduces
the packaging requirements on the inverter by providing it with liquid
(rather than air) cooling. By utilizing waste heat from the inverter
motor and transmission to keep the motor temperature elevated during
its off cycle, it reduces the thermal cycling which the heat engine
experiences as it cycles on and off. It is expected that this will
alleviate problems in the areas of thermal stress fatigue and emissions
control resulting from on/off engine operation.
The projected performance, energy consumption, and life cycle cost for the
hybrid propulsion system can be summarized as follows:
I. Performance (at 2216 kg (4875 Ibs.) vehicle test weight)
o Acceleration: 0-90 km/h in ll.6 sec.
0-50 km/h in 4.4 sec.
40-90 km/h in 8.4 sec.
o Gradeability: Maintain 90 km/h on 4% grade indefinitely.
Start from rest on 30% grade, minimum.
. Fuel and Energy Consumption (yearly average)
o Fuel (assumed gasoline), .0384 I/km (61.3 mpg)
o Wall plug electricity, .221 kwh/km (.356 kwh/mi)
u |
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Life Cycle Cost (160,000 km (I00,000 mi.) life)
o 7.13¢/km (II.5¢/mi.) at S2/gal. gasoline and 7C/kwh electricity
The above fuel consumption and life cycle cost values compare to values of
.0881 l/km (26.7 mpg) and 6.ll¢/km (9.8¢/mi.) for a conventional propulsion sys-
tem, providing the same performance in a vehicle of the same _ccommodations and
using the same heat engine technology. Thus, the hybrid system is projected to
red_::e fuel consumption by about 60% relative to a conventional system, but at
a life cycle cost penalty of about 17%. The life cycle cost penalty has a total
present value of about S1600. Reduction in this cost penalty will require re-
ductions primarily in acquisition costs of the electric propulsion subsystem and
acquisition and replacement costs (or life) of the propulsion battery, which
represent disproportionately high costs relative to the power outputs of these
subsystems. These could materialize if the cost projections made in this study
for semiconductor devices prove to be conservative, or as a result of battery
optimization specifically for the hybrid application. However, it is considered
unlikely that the hybrid system will reach actual equality with a conventional
system in terms of life cycle cost unless fuel prices reach the S3/gal. level.
The critical areas of development for the hybrid system may be summarized
as follows:
o System Controls. Implementation of a control strategy which minimizes
overall fuel consumption requires the development of a microprocessor
based controller with considerably higher program and data storage
requirements than existing automotive uP systems, along with a large
amount of peripheral equipment (sensors, actuators, etc.). Integration
of the control algorithms for the heat engine, motor, and transmission
to obtain acceptable driveability is viewed as a major development
task, particularly since on/off engine operation is involved.
Heat Engine. The development of a heat engine and related subsystems
to provide adequate durability, acceptable driveability, and acceptable
emissions under on/off engine operating conditions is critical. With-
out the successful implementation of a control strategy in which the
heat engine is running only when required, the fuel economy figures
given above will not be attainable, and the life cycle cost picture
would be worse than it already is.
o14
Electric Propulsion Subsystem. The key developmenttask here involves
optimizing circuit designs to utilize lower cost componentry,andget-
ting as muchout of each componentas possible. A start _as madein
the conceptual design generated in this study in %heintegration of
battery charging and 12 V accessory supply functions with the basic
motor powersupply function.
Propulsion Battery. Although the battery characteristics corresponding
to ISOAlead-acid and nickel-zinc batteries were specified by LeRCfor
use in this program,the results indicate clearly that a battery de-
signed specifically for a hybrid application should not havethe same
characteristics as an electric vehicle battery. Specific powerand life
needto be moreheavily emphasizedrelative to specific energy than in
an EVbattery, and the discharge rates used in evaluating EV batteries
are almost totally irrelevant to the hybrid application. For this
reason, any hybrid propulsion system devel(_pment effort should be paral-
leled by an effort to develop a battery with characteristics _ailorea
to the hybrid system.
i
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2. INTRODUCTION
Hybrid heat engine/battery electric vehicular propulsion systems offer the
potential of reducing petroleum consumption by transferring vehicular energy
consumption from on-board petroleum based fuel to wall plug electricity and,
hence, to coal, nuclear, hydro, and other non-petroleum energy sources. This
report presents the results of a study performed on an advanced version of such
a system utilizing a rotary stratified charge engine and an AC motor/controller
in a parallel hybrid configuration.
The study involved three major tasks:
o Parametric Studies, in which the applicability of this type of
system to five different types of vehicles was studied, and a
vehicle type and set of system parameters selected for further
study.
Design Tradeoff Studies, in which alternative design approaches
were considered, the influences of various vehicle and propulsion
system parameters on system performance, fuel economy and cost
determined, and design directions for the major components esta-
blished.
o Conceptual Design, in which the design directions _.terefollowed
through in additional detail to establish feasibility of the
selected approach.
Subsequent sections of this report will treat each of these areas of
activity in detail, in terms of objectives, scope, technical approach, and
results.
The study was performed by South Coast Technology, Inc., and two major
subcontractors, Gould, Inc., and Curtiss-Wright Corporation. South Coast
Technology performed all system level design and analysis, Gould was respon-
sible for the electric propulsion subsystem, and Curtiss-Wright for the heat
engine.
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3. PARAMETRIC STUDIES
3.1 Objectives and Scope
There were two primary objectives of this task:
l ° To isolate, f_om among a group of reference mission/vehicle
combinations, that combination which is most suitable for
application of a hybrid propulsion system.
, To obtain a preliminary estimate of the system design parameters
(power requirements, heat engine power fraction, battery weight
fraction) appropriate to the selected mission/vehicle combination.
The scope of work undertaken to achieve these objectives is outlined below:
I. Construction of an analytical model of the energy consumption
processes in a vehicle with a parallel hybrid propulsion system.
2. Development of a computer program based on this analytical model.
3. Initial trade-off of system options for five reference vehicles.
. Evaluation of propulsion system performance in terms of:
a. Energy Consumption
- Spec. fuel consumption, I/km (gal/mi}
- Spec. wall plug energy, mj/km (kw-h/mi)
- Distance travelled, km (mi)
- Fuel and electric energy usage on a yearly basis
b. Energy Flow Distribution
- Energy loss in each subsystem over five driving phases:
Acceleration-cruise-coast-brake-idle
- Subsystems: Heat engine; wall plug powered charger;
primary storage_ electric motor/generator; controller;
transaxle
- Mode: All heat engine, Hybrid l and 2, etc.
.17
Life cycle cost estimates of each of the propulsion concept(s)
for each of five reference vehicles.
6. RecomTnendation for single baseline mission/vehicle for more
detailed study (19B5 technology).
Design constraints and goals for the five reference mission/vehicle
combinations were supplied by LeRC. These are summarized in Table 3-I. The
usage patterns for the vehicles were also specified by LeRC: these are summarized
in Table 3-2 and Figure 3-I. An analytical model for estimating vehicle mass was
developed by LeRC and used in this study; this is defined in Table 3-3. Finally,
the battery characteristics to be used in the study were defined by LeRC, based
on the goals of the Argonne National Laboratoryts Improved State-of-the-Art (ISOA)
Battery Development Program. These characteristics are defined in Table 3-4 and
Figures 3-2 and 3-3.
3.2 Technical Approach
Definition of Basic Parameters
The first step in these studies was to define a set of parameters which
have a major influence on propulsion system manufacturing cost, weight, and fuel
and energy consumption. The simplest set of such parameters is the following:
I. Battery type (lead-acid, nickel-zinc, etc.).
2. Battery weight fraction, W-B, defined as the ratio of battery weight,
WB, to vehicle curb weight, Wv.
3. Heat engine power fraction, P--HE'defined as the ratio of peak heat
engine power, PNE' to the maximum vehicle power requirement PTMAX"
This parameter set intentionally leaves out a great deal of detail; it
does not consider variations in the type of heat engine, traction motor, con-
troller, and so forth. Essentially, the assumption was made that such variations
would not affect significantly the range of 'basic' parameter values selected
as Containing an optimum. For example, if the characteristics of a turbocharged
instead of a naturally aspirated engine were used in the various vehicle system
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TABLE 3-2. DAILY RANGE FREQUENCY FOR ONE YEAR
DAILY RANGE NO. DAY OF TOTAL R_NGE
KM (MI) THE YEAR KM (MI)
o (o.o) 16 o ( o)
10 (6.2) 130 1300 (808)
30 (18.6) 85 255o (1585)
50 (31.1) 57 2850 (1771)
80 (49.7) 54 4320 (2685)
130 (80.8) 12 1560 (970)
160 (99.4) 7 1120 (696)
500 (311.0) 3 1500 (932)
800 (497.0) 1 800 (497)
TOTALS 365 16000 (9944)
NOTE: Use the above date to compute the yearly on-board
fuel and wall plug energy consumption for all
reference mission/vehicles except the city bus.
For days with less than 80 km range, assume the
"special test cycle" (STC) shown in Figure 3-1.
For days with more than 80 km range, assume that
10_ of the distance is driven over the STC and
that 90% of the distance is driven at a steady
speed of 90 km/h (56 mph).
For the city bus, assume that its daily range is
constant and use SAE J227a, Schedule C. Yearly
travel is 32000 km.
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TABLE 3-3
WpL, max.
"Tt
WF
VG
WC
WT
WS
Wp
PARAMETRIC REPRESENTATION OF WEIGHT
Definition
Maximum design payload
Test payload
Fixed weight
Gross vehicle weight
Curb weight
Test weight
Structure and
chassis weight
Propulsion weight
Formula
WG = WS + WpL,_a_ _ + WF
WC : WG - WpL, max.
WT = WC + WTL
WS = 0.23 WG
Determined by contractor
MISSION/VEHICLE SPECIFIC WEIGHT CONSTANTS
Mission/Vehicle
Constant Units A B C D
WpL, max.
WTL
WF
kg (lb.) 166 (&66) 272 (600) 508 (1120) 1043 (2300) 3629 (8000)
kg (lb.) 83 (183) 136 (300) 254 (560) 522 (1150) 1815 (4000)
kg (lb.) 204 (450) 408 (900) 612 (1350) 816 (1800) 5200 (11454)
22
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TABLE 3-4. ISOA BATTERY CHARACTERISTICS
Lead-Acid Nickel-Zinc
Specific Energy a, Wh/kg
Specific Power b, W/kg
Cycle Li fec
Cost d, S/kWh
Energy Efficiency
40
100
8DO
50
>.6
80
150
500
75
0.7
a. At a 3h discharge rate and an 8h charge rate.
b. Peak from battery - 15 second average
c. Number of discharges to 80% depth of discharge from rated
capacity. Duty cycle is 4-8 hour charge, 2-4 hour
discharge.
d. Price delivered to auto manufacturer with a production
of 10,000 units per year.
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4models, this would not change the conclusion that the battery weight fraction
should fall within a certain narrow range, and the heat engine power fraction
within another narrow range, and so forth. This assumption was necessary to
permit the universe of possibilities, which would _e investigated in more detail
in the design trade-off studies, to be kept down to a n_nageable size.
Vehicle and Prooulsion System Design Parameters
The next step was to determined the variation in vehicle and propulsion
system physical characteristics (power ratings, weights, etc.) v_ith these basic
parameters. This was done by first determining the power-to-mass ratios required
to achieve the performance goals Shown in Table 3-I. Because of the fact that
an AC electric propulsion system has a power curve which is shaped differently
than that of an internal combustion engine, the required power-to-mass ratio
varies somewhat as a function of the heat engine power fraction. The following
assumptions were made in determining the required power-to-mass ratio:
I • The heat engine has a maximum torque curve shape typified by that
of a stratified charge rotary engine, as exemplified by the Curtiss-
Wright RCI-60 engine (Figure 3-a).
. The maximum torque curve for the electric propulsion system is defined
by a constant torque outpu_ up to e certain speed, followed by a
constant power output above that speed (Figure 3-5).
. The transmission characteristics are typified by a a-speed overdrive
automatic transmission. The program which was used for simulating
full _hrottle accelerations, VSPDUP, does not have the capability of
modeling a torque converter• Consequently, the torque mulziplication
raTlge of the torque converter was represented by the first gear in a
5-speed transmission; this gear was assigned a much lower efficiency
than the other four gears.
A series of runs were made with the VSDUP program (see Section 3.3 for
details) to determine the power-to-_,ass ratios needed to meet the acceleration
performance goals with various heat engine power fractions, for the five dif-
• .. .
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representation defined by LeRC (Table 3-3). The mass relationships shown in
Table 3-3 reduce to the following:
Vehicle A WT = 1.3 Wp + 398 (Kg)
Vehicle B WT = 1.3 Wp + 748 (Kg)
Vehicle C WT = 1.3 Wp + 1202 (Kg)
Vehicle D WT = 1.3 Wp + 1896 (Kg)
Vehicle E WT = 1.3 Wp + 9664 (Kg)
Thus, the test mass is a simple linear function of the propulsion system mass.
Note that the above equations imply a mass propagation factor of .3; i.e., for
ever Kg of propulsion system mass added, .3 Kg must be added in vehicle struc-
ture, brakes, etc.
The propulsion system masses were defined by a set of linear relation-
ships, with the respective power levels, as summarized in Table 3-5. These
relationships were based on information supplied by the heat engine and elec-
trical propulsion subcontractors, Curtiss-Wright and Gould, and were subsequently
updated in later phases of the program.
The procedure used to determine the power-to-mass ratios required to meet
acceleration performance requirements was as follows:
l ° Assume a value for the total power required and compute the heat
engine and motor power ratings corresponding to the heat engine power
fraction for the particula_ case under consideration.
2. Compute the propulsion system and test weights based on the relation L
ships in Table 3-3 and 3-5.
3. Using the vehicle test weight and power ratings determined above, run
VSPDUP to determine 0-50, 40-90, and 0-90 KPH acceleration times.
4. Adjust total power and heat engine and n_)tor ratings in the direction
indicated by the results of the VSPDUP runs and go back to step 2.
2B
TABLE3-5
Heat Engine:
whereWh = heat engine weight, kg
Ph = heat engine power, kw
Wh = 2.3 Ph + 95
Electric Motor & Controller: We = 3.3 Pe
where We = electric motor weight, k_
Pe = electric motor input power, kw
ISOA Batteries: Wb = 10 Pe
where Wb = ISOA battery weight, kg
Pe = battery power, kw
NiZn Batteries: Wb = b.67 Pe
where Wb = NiZn battery weight, kg
Pe = battery power, kw
Transmission Weight: W t = 1.12 Pt + 31
where Wt = transmission weight, kg
Pt " transmission power, kw
29
Estimation of Fuel and Energy Consumption
Once the basic characteristics (weights and power ratings) of the five
vehicle types were established, as functions of the heat engine power fraction,
the next step was to estimate the fuel and energy consumption, again as functions
of the heat engine power fraction. This estimation was done by the hybrid ve-
hicle simulation program HYBRID, a detailed description of which is found in
Section 3.3 of this report. This simulation computes fuel and energy consump-
tion on specified driving cycles; for example, on the special test cycle and at
constant speeds. Based on this information, it computes yearly average fuel and
energy consumption using the daily range frequency provided by LeRC (Table 3-2).
In computing fuel and energy consumption on a driving cycle, it was neces-
sary to provide the simulation with a means for determining how to allocate the
total power demand between the heat engine and traction motor; i.e.: a control
strategy. This control strategy was designed to operate the heat engine as
much as possible near its minimum bsfc, and to use stored energy for as much
of the total driving as possible. As a result of earlier work on a near term
hybrid vehicle program, l it was concluded that to minimize fuel consumption, it
would be best to shut the heat engine off entirely unless the power demand was
too high for the traction motor to handle, or the batteries were at too low a
level of discharge. This approach presents some major development problems for
baat'_ngine, which are discussed later in this report. However, Curtiss-Wright
felt that the problems are not insurmountable, and the fuel economy pay-off
makes the approach worth pursuing.
Consequently, for a preliminary control strategy, a bi-modal strategy
with the characteristics defined in Table 3-6 was assumed. The strategy is
defined by two quantities: the maximum battery discharge level, DBMAX, and a
minimum heat engine operating power level, PEOMIN" Until the battery reaches
the discharge level DBMAX (Mode l), the system is operated on stored energy
(Cases l.l, 1.4) unless the system power demand PSO exceeds the heat engine
cut-in value PEOMIN" For system demands above PEOMIN' the heat engine is
operated at PEOMIN (Case 1.2) unless the system power demand is so great that
the motor output exceeds the maximum available,PMMAX (Case 1.3). Once the
battery reaches the maximum discharge level, the secon_ operating mode takes
over. On this mode, the roles of the heat engine and traction motor are
MODE
t
BATTERY#
DISCHARGE
<_DBMAX
>DBMAX
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TABLE 3-6
PRELIMINARY CONTROL STRATEGY
COMBINED HEAT
ENGINE & MOTOR
OUTPUT POWER, P
HEAT ENGINE
OUTPUT POWER,
MOTOR
OUTPUT POWER,
!.1 0 % PSO _PEOMIN
1.2 PEOMIN<Pso _ PEOMIN
÷ PMMAX
1.3 PEOMIN + PMMAX <
PSO < PHEMAX +
PMAX
1.4 PSO < 0
<
2.1 0 < PSO PHEMAX
2.2 _ < <
'HF_MAX PSO _"
PHEf_X + PMAX
2.3 PSO _ 0
0
0
' EOMIN
PSO " PMMAX
PSO
PSO- PEOMIN
PMMAX
0
PSO
PHEMAX
MAX (Pso' P_MIN )
0
PSO- PHEMAX
MAX .[PSO' P
PEOMiN : Minimum heat engine operating power levPl (Mode 1)
DBM_ = Battery discharge level (0 = fully chargrd, I = fully discharged)
PHE,MAX = Maximum heat engine power output
PMMAX = Maximum traction motor power output
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essentially reversed; on ModeI, the heat engine is usedfor peaking, whereas
on Mode2, the traction motor is usedfor peaking (and regenerative braking},
and the heat engine supplies the averagesystemrequirements.
This control strategy is by nomeansoptimum;however, it is plausible,
and it accomplishesthe two goals of running the heat engine as muchas possible
near its minimumbsfc and using as muchstored energy as possible. Consequently,
it is adequatefor the purposesof _omparingdifferent values of the two basic
parameters, and comparingthe reference vehicle/mission combinations.
Component Characteristics
As discussed in Section 3-3, HYBRID models the heat engine fuel consump-
tion characteristics by a curve of brake specific fuel consumption vs. power
output. These curves were developed from engine fuel maps supplied by Curtiss-
Wright by drawing a line which runs roughly normal to the lines of constant
bsfc and passes through the region of minimum bsfc. An example of the resul-
tant curve is shown in Figure 3-6, for Vehicle C.
forth
The electric motor/controller were represented by a relationship of the
POUT
PIN + --= Po _J
where PO is a term representing fixed losses and u is an efficiency factor.
Typical values used were P = 1 kw and u = .87 for a machine with 29 kw maximum
o
power. At an average operating level of lO kw, this gives an overall motor/
controller efficiency of 80%, which is consistent with the preliminary estimates
provided by Gould of 85-89% for the motor and 90-94% for the controller.
Transmission and differential were modeled simply as constant efficiency
devices with efficiencies of .92 and .96, respectively.
Propulsion batteries were modeled by the curves shown in Figures 3-2 and
3-3; details on the structure of the battery model used will be found in
Section 3.3.
II
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Life Cycle Cost
The final step in assembling the information required to select a
reference vehicle/mission combination and a set of basic parameters foF it
was to determine the life cycle costs for various hybrid configurations for
a life of lO years and compare these costs to comparable heat engine powered
vehicles. A computer program, LYFE2, described in Section 3.3, was used to
determine these costs. This program computed costs only for the propulsion
system, including batteries if used; other vehicle costs were not considered.
The cost factors included in the life cycle cost computation included
the following:
o Acquisition cost
o Fuel and electrical energy cost (per gal., KWH)
o Fuel and energy consumption
o Battery replacement costs
o Maintenance
Acquisition costs were based on the hea_ engine and electric drive
system power ratings determined using the VSPDUP program. The following
relationships were used in determining manufacturing cost:
llO + 4.4 PHE (l rotor engine)
Heat engine: CHE =
170 + 5.5 PHE (2 rotor engine)
where PHE = heat engine power rating,
CHE = heat engine manufacturing cost.
Electric drive syst_: CM = 350 + 16.6 PM
where PM = peak power rating of system,
CM = system cost.
Transaxle: CT - 255 + .82 (PHE + PM}
I |
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Two cases were considered in deriving acquisition cost from manufacturing
cost, which were considered to provide upper and lower bounds on this cost. In
the first case, all manufacturing and OEM costs (including battery) were simply
multiplied by a factor of two to obtain acquisition cost. The second corresponded
to a situation in which the incremental cost of a hybrid over a conventional IC
propulsion system is passed on at a minimum markup (i.e., nc profit made on the
increment). In this case, the cost was estimated as twice tire manufacturing
cost of the conventional system plus 1.25 times the increment between the con-
ventional and hybrid systems.
?uel and electrical energy costs were considered for two time periods,
1985 and ]990. Fuel costs were assumed to average Sl.50/gal. For the time
period starting in 1985 and S2.00/gal. for the period starting in 1990. Elec-
trical (wall plug) energy costs were assumed to average $O.06/KWH for the period
starting in 1985 and $O.07/KWH for the 1990 period.
Battery replacement costs were based on OEM prices of S2/kg for lead-acid
batteries, and S6/kg for nickel-zinc batteries.
Vehicle/Mission Recommendation and Power Fraction Determination
The selection of the vehicle/mission combination for detailed study was
made based on the fuel consump:ion and life cycle cost analyses. The criteria
were the following:
o The selected vehicle/mission should have the highest ootential
fleetwide fuel savings when the mission is performed by hybrid
vehicles.
o The life cycle cost of the hybrid propulsion system should be
competitive with that of a conventional system.
o There should be substantial marketing as well as engineering
reasons for using hybrid vehicles in the selected mission.
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3.3 Analytical Models and Computer Programs
In this section, the general structure of the anal_,tical models and
corresponding computer programs used in the Parametric Studies task are
discussed. Specific details including equations are found in Appendices A-C
for those computer programs which were either developed nr modified under
this contract.
VSPDUP
This program was developed prior to this contract. It is used for
estimating the acceleration and grade climbing ability of a vehicle, and is
based on a straightforward analytical model which can be summarized as follovts:
o Vehicle speed is obtained by the integration of vehicle acceleration,
which is determined by the net accelerating force and the vehicle
mass and wheel/tire and drive line inertias. Rotating speeds
throughout the drive train are computed from the vehicle speed,
tire rolling radius, and gear ratios. If the engine speed thus
determined exceeds a specified value, the next higher transmission
gear is selected.
Engine and motor torques are computed from tables of maximum torques
vs. speeds. Torques throughout the drive train are computed using
from the sum of the engine ano motor torques, gear ratios, and
transmission and differential efficiencies. Transmission efficiency
is a function of the gear selected.
Tractive effort is computed from the differential output torque
and tire rolling radius, and the net accelerating force is computed
as the difference between the tractive effort and the sum of the
forces required to overcome tire rolling resistance, aerodynamic
drag, and gradient.
HYBRID
This program was originally developed by SCT under the DOE Near Term
Hybrid Vehicle Program, and was improved and modified in the Advanced Hybrid
36
Propulsion SystemProgram. Theprogramis basedon the simplest possible model
which permits the effects of changesin the basic systemparameters(heat engine
powerfraction, battery weight fraction, battery type) and control parameters
(heat emginecut-in power, battery discharge limit) to be evaluated. Themajor
componentsare modeledas follows:
Heatengine - Representedby a curve of brake specific fuel consumption
vs. poweroutput. In effect, this representation assumesthe use of a
continuousQyvariable transmission which keepsthe engine operating
along an optimumline through its fuel n_p.
Electric drive system- Input poweris represented by a constant plus
the output powerdivided by a constant efficiency. Theoverall effi-
ciency is thus forced to zero as the output goesto zero. Whenthe
motor acts as a generator, the input (actually the negative of the
electrical output) is representedby a constant plus the output (nega-
tive of the mechanicalinput) multiplied by a constant efficiency.
o Transmissiorl- Assumedto be a constant efficiency 0evice.
o Differential - Likewise, constant efficiency.
o Tires - Rolling resistance is consideredto be linear with vehicle
speed(generally, the speedsensitive term is small).
o Aerodynamicdrag - Proportional to the squareof the vehicle speed.
o Batteries - Battery depletion per kilometer on a specified composite
driving cycle is assumedto be given by the expression
eC
X = Pc
where X is the battery depletion per kilometer
ec is the battery energyoutput per kilometer on the
compositedriving cycle
Pc is the averagebattery poweroutput over the compositedriving cycle
MB is the battery mass
Ec is the battery specifi_ :nergy correspondingto the
averagespecific powerPc/MB(see Figure 3-2).
I
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The distance dI travelled before the transition from Mode I to Mode 2
(see Table 3-6) is made is then given by
DBMAX
dl = X
where DBMAX is the battery discharge limit.
For the purpose of computing battery life, the program assumes that
the battery discharge limit is reached on all travel days (which is
very nearly true for any hybrid with a reasonably low battery weight
fraction). Consequently, the battery life is computed as just the
cycle life at a depth of discharge equal to the discharge limit (from
Figure 3-3) times the average daily travel distance.
in computational terms, the program deals only with power rather than
torques and speeds separately, which is one advantage of the simple component
representations described above. _ power demand at the drive wheels is computed
from the vehicle mass and the acce eration demanded by the driving cycle being
simulated: and frnm th_ rn11_n_ _+_o _A ....A ...._ _-'- =..... The
program then works its way from the drive wheels to the engine and motor output.
Based on the control strategy defined in Table 3-6, the power split between the
heat engine and electric drive system is computed for both Hode l and Mode 2
operations. From the heat engine and motor power levels, fuel rate and battery
output power are computed, again, for both Mode l and Mode 2 operations. These
variables are integrated with respect to time over the duration of the driving
cycle to get fuel consumption and battery output energy.
With the fuel and energy consumption computed for Mode I and Mode 2
operation on the individual driving cycles, such as the 'special test cycle',
the program then proceeds to compute the corresponding Mode l and Mode 2 quan-
tities over the composite driving cycles (which vary as a function of the daily
travel) by using the appropriate weighting factors. At this point, if the
battery energy output on Mode 2 is not zero for any of the composite cycles,
the corresponding fuel consumption on Mode 2 is adjusted appropriately to bring
it to zero. This adjustment is based on the assumption that, if the battery
output is negative (i.e., it is getting charged), then the operation will revert
to Mode l after the state of charge has risen a small amount, then go back to
Mode 2 when the discharge ]imit is reached again, and so forth. The same alge-
braic expression derived in the case of the battery energy output being negative
38
also works in case it is positive, although the physical significance is less
clear. Theprogramalso computesthe range on Model, as previously explained.
Finally, the yearly averagefuel and energyconsumptionare computed
basedon the distances travelled on Modes1 and 2 for eachof the composite
driving cycles, the fuel and energyconsumptionin Modes1 and 2 for eachcycle,
and the distribution of total travel relative to the various compositecycles.
Thewall plug output is then computedfrom the battery recharging efficiency.
Inputs to this programinclude vehicle information suchas final drive
ratio andefficiency, tire rolling radius, rolling resistance, gearboxeffi-
ciency, vehicle mass,drive:ine inertia, and aerodynamicdrag; propulsion sys-
temdata suchas engine powervs. fuel consumption,minimumengine operating
power, battery massand discharge limit, battery data of depth of discharge
vs. cycle life and specific powervs. specific energy, electric motor maximum
power, motor efficiency, generator efficiency, andaveragebattery regeneration
efficiency; finally, usagedata, including specifications for any numberof
driving cycles and their yearly distribution Of use. Output includes time,
speed, systempower, aerodynamicdrag energy, tire energy, final drive energy,
transmission energy, motor power,e:;gine power, generator power, braking power,
motor output energy, engine output energy, generator input energy, brake energy,
amountof fuel usedand battery output energy. Theoutput is printed at any
time interval specified. Total fuel and electrical energyconsumedfor each
driving cycle and the yearly combinationof driving cycles are also printed
as output.
LYFE2
This is a life cycle cost estimation programwhich is a simplified version
of LYFECC,another programdevelopedin the DOENearTermHybrid Vehicle Program.
Thesimplifications madeto this programinvolve deleting all costs which are
not directly associated with operation of the propulsion system;e.g., insurance,
parking and garaging, and so forth.
Theprogramfollows the guidelines set forth in the work statement for
estimating life cycle cests. Input data to the programconsists of:
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o Themanufacturingcost of the hybrid propulsion system
o Themanufacturing cost of a reference conventional propulsion system
o Battery weight
o Heat engine andmotor powerratings
o Percent downpayment
o Fuel consumption
o Wall plug energy consumption
o Battery life
o Battery OEMcost
o Distance travelled as a function of vehicle age
o Repair factor as a fu_ction of vehicle age
The last item in the list is a factor which multiplies a constant baseline
annual repair cost. The first year of the vehicle's life, it is zero and rises
with cumulative distamce travelled as shown in Figure 3-7. Zt then drops off
in the last year or two of the vehicle's life. This approach to computing
2
repair cost is the same as that used by JPL.
The baseline repair cost, which is modified by the repair factor, is
exoressed as a linear function of the heat engine, motor, and transaxle power
ratings. (See equations in Appendix B .) Maintenance costs are expressed
similarly; these, however, are not modified by an age-dependent factor.
Program output consists of the annual operating costs for each year,
average annual operating cost, discounted operating costs for each year, and
gross and discounted life cycle costs. Discount factors of 2% for personal
cars and I0% for commercial vehicles were assumed per _K)rk statement instruc-
tions.
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3.4 Discussion of Results
3.4.1 Characteristics of Mission/Vehicle Combinations
Power Requirements and Performance Characteristics
A series of runs were made with the VSPDUP program to define the power
requirements, vehicle masses, and other characteristics for hybrid vehicles
with heat engine power fractions ranging from l.O (all heat engine) to 0 (all
electric). Both lead-acid and nickel-zinc battery types were considered for
each of the five mission/vehicle combinations. In order to keep the number of
combinations of parameter values investigated from becomin_ excessive, all the
vehicles were 'constructed' so that the peak motor power corresponded to the
peak battery specific power as defined in Table 3-4.
The results are summarized in Tables 3-7 through 3-11. The following
observations are offered about these results:
o As the heat engine power fraction approaches l, the low speed accel-
eration (0-50 km/hr) decreases relative to the high speed acceleration
(0-90 km/hr and 40-90 km/hr). For heat engine power fractions of O,
.5, and .7, the maximum puwer requirements were generally defined by
the 0-90 km/hr acceleration time. With sufficient power to meet the
0-90 goals, the 0-50 km/hr_oals were also satisfied for these heat
engine power fractions. However, in the pure heat engine case (PHE : l),
the amount of low speed torque relative to the torque at higher engine
speeds is considerably less than for the other cases (i.e., the power
curve is less 'fat'); and for these cases, the critical acceleration
goal was generally the 0-50 kph goal. The change in shape of the
torque available curve as the heat engine power fraction changes can
be envisioned by comparing the typical heat engine and electric motor
torque curves shown in Figures 3-4 and 3-5.
The heat engine power fraction, P-HE " was defined as the ratio of the
maximum heat engine power to the sum of the maximum battery power output
into the motor/controller electrical system and the maximum heat engine
power. This definition was later changed (during the Design Tradeoff
Studies task) to the ratio of the maximum heat engine power to maximum
combined output of the heat engine and electric motor.
!Table 3-7.
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Vehicle A - Co_uting
Performance Calculations
Heat Engine Fraction:
Power - Total
(kw)
- Heat Eng.
- Elec.
Heat
Eng.
l.O
35
35
Hybrid Hybrid Electric Hybrid Hybrid Elec.
Lead-Acid Lead-Acid Lead-Acid NiZn NiZn NiZn
.7 .5 0 .7 .5 O
36 38 39 34 36 31
25 19 -- 24 18 --
II 19 39 lO 18 31
Power - Wt. Ratio
p/wt.
Weight - Test
(kg) - Test Load
- Curb
- Constant
- Elec. Mot.
- Battery
- Trans.
Time: 0-50 km/hr
{sec) 0-90 km/hr
40-90 km/hr
.0488
718
83
635
398
!75
70
6.0
13.6
8.7
.041D .0378 .0333 .D418 .0400 .0330
878 I004 I170 813 900 938
83 83 83 83 83 83
795 921 1087 730 817 855
398 398 398 398 398 398
152 !39 -- 150 136 --
36 63 129 33 59 71
llO 190 390 67 120 207
71 74 75 69 71 66
5.3 5.1 a.8 5.2 4.8 4.9
13.8 13.9 14.0 13.7 13.3 14.6
918 10.2 I0.7 9.7 9.7 ll.2
I m m_ll I
Table 3-8.
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Vehicle B - Family Use (Local)
Performance Calculations
Heat Hybrid Hybrid Electric
Eng. Lead-Acid Lead-Acid Lead-Acid
Heat Engine Fraction: l.O .7 .5 0
Power - Total 64
(kw) - Heat Eng. 64
- Elec.
Power - Wt. Ratio .0535
p/wt.
Weight - Test 1196
(kg) - Test Load 136
- Curb I060
- Constant 748
- Heat Eng. 242
Elec. Mot. --
- Battery --
- Trans. I03
Time: 0-50 km/hr 5.2
(sec) 0-90 km/hr ll.4
7.1
69 74 84
48 37 --
21 37 84
•0455 .0418 .03 55
1518 1770 2363
136 136 136
1382 1634 2227
748 748 748
205 180 --
69 122 277
210 370 840
I08 If4 125
4.6 4.4 4.3
ll.5 ll.7 12.2
8.0 8.4 9.2
Hybrid Hybrid Elec.
NiZn NiZn NiZn
.7 .5 0
64 66 66
45 33 --
19 33 66
.0462 .0430 .0379
1386 1534 1740
136 136 136
1250 1398 1604
748 748 748
198 171 --
63 i09 218
127 220 440
I03 I05 I05
4.5 4.4 4.1
II.4 II .5 II.6
7.9 8.3 8.8
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Table 3-9. Vehicle C - Family Use (Intercity)
Heat Engine Fraction:
Performance Cal cul ations
Heat Hybrid Hybrid Electric Hybrid Hybrid
Eng. Lead-Acid Lead-Acid Lead-Acid NiZn NiZn
I-0 .7 .5 0 .7 .5
Elec.
NiZn
0
Power - Total 92 96 I04 125 88 90 92
(kw) - Heat Eng. 92 67 52 -- 62 45 --
- Elec. -- 29 52 125 26 45 92
Power - Wt. Ratio
p/wt.
•0517 .0435 .0404 .0349 .0436 .0407 .0358
Weight - Test
(kg) - Test Load
- Curb
- Constant
- Heat Eng.
- Elec. Mot.
- Battery
- Trans.
1775 2208 2572 3585 2017 2213 2570
254 254 254 254 254 254 254
1521 1954 2318 3331 1763 1959 2316
1202 1202 1202 1202 i202 i202 i202
307 249 215 --- 238 198 ---
--- 96 172 412 86 148 304
--- 290 520 !250 173 300 614
134 139 147 171 130 132 134
Time: O-5D km/hr
(sec) 0-90 km/hr
40-90 km/hr
5.3 4.7 4.5 4.4 4.7 4.5 4.3
II.4 II.8 11.8 12.2 II.9 II.9 12.1
7.1 8.2 8.5 9.2 8.3 8.5 9.1
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Table 3-10. Vehicle D - Van
Performance Calculations
Heat Hybrid Hybrid Electric Hybrid Hybrid E1ec.
Eng. Lead-Acid Lead-Acid Lead-Acid NiZn NiZn _iZn
Heat Engine Fraction: 1.9
Power - To_al lO0
(kw) - Heat Eng. I00
Elec.
Power - Wt. Ratio .0399
p/wt.
Weight - Test 2504
{kg) - Test Load 522
- Curb 1982
- Constant 1896
- Heat Eng. 325
- Elec. Mot. ---
- Battery ---
- Trans. 143
Time: 0-50 km/hr 6-9
(sec) 0-90 km/hr 15.1
40-go km/hr g.4
.7 .5 0 .7 .5 0
I07 I12 125 196 lO0 98
75 56 --- 67 50 --
32 56 125 29 50 98
.0357 .0334 .0292 .0346 .0333 .0293
2994 3358 4279 2776 3002 3349
522 522 522 522 522 522
2472 2836 3757 2254 2480 2827
1896 1896 1896 1895 1895 1896
268 224 --- 249 210 ---
I06 185 412 96 165 323
320 560 1250 193 333 654
151 156 171 139 143 141
5.8 5.5 5.2 6.0 5.5 5.3
14.3 14.3 14.7 15.0 14.5 14.8
g.g g.g ll.l 10.4 10.4 ll.2
IPower - Total
(kw) Heat Engine
Electric
Power - Wt. Ratio
p/wt.
Weight - Test
(kg) Test Load
- Curb
- Constant
- Heat Ei_g.
- Elec. Mot.
- Battery
- Trans.
Time: 0-50
(sec)
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Table 3-11. Vehicle E - Bus
Performance Calculations
Heat
Eng.
260
260
Hybrid
Electric Lead-Acid
Lead-Acid .7/.3
Electric
NiZn
Hybrid
NiZn
.7/.3
ll.9 I0.8 11.4 I0.8 II.5
.0237 .0149 .0187 .0150
I0,983 13,454 II ,750 12,371 II,408
1,815 l ,815 l,815 I,815 l ,815
9,168 II ,639 9,935 I0,556 9,593
9,66a 9,664 9,664 9,664 9,664
693 -- 440 -- 435
-- 660 218 610 21l
-- 2,000 660 l,234 427
322 255 277 238 268
200 220 185 212
- 154 - 148
200 66 185 54
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Dueto the variation in the shapeof the powercurve with the heat
engine powerfraction, the power-to-massratio required to achieve
the acceleration goals also varies with the parameter. This variation
is summarizedin Figure 3-8.
Thepowerrequirementsdefined in the gradeability goals were, in
general, considerably less than those determinedby the acceleration
goals. This is illustrated in Table 3-12 by the fact that in most
cases, the powerrequired to maintain the specified speedon the grade
could be supplie_ by the heat enginealone, which indicates that ve-
hicle could sustain that speedindefinitely. Theonly exception to
this wasthe van (Vehicle D) with a .5 heatengine powerfraction; in
this case, the heat engine powerdeterminedby the acceleration require-
mentswasinsufficient to maintain 90 kphon a 4%grade. Notethat the
3%/ 90 kph gradeability requirements specified in Table 3-I are not
included in Table 3-12; this is because of the fact that the require-
ment to sustain 90 kph on a 4% grade, which applies to Vehicles A-D,
obvious!v imnl_:: +h© _14*y +_ m_intai_ 90 kph on a 3% grade for a
limited distance (1.0 km for Vehicle A, 1.5 km for B-D).
At this point in the program, Vehicle E was dropped from further consider-
ation. The very high power requirements for the traction motor, even for a
heat eng.ne power fraction of .7, put it outside the range in which the tech-
nology developed would be widely applicable.
Fuel :nd EnerBy Consumption
A series of runs with the HYBRID computer simulation was made for the
four reference vehicle/mission combinations A-D with various heat engine power
fractions and with the two battery types.
hybrid configurations:
Heat Engine
Fraction
l.O
.7
.5
.0
These runs included the following
Description
All heat engine power
70% heat engine and 30% electric power
50% heat engine and 50% electric power
All electric power
<L
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BASED ON FOLLOWING PERFORY_NCE REQUIREMENTS
VEHICLE MAX TIME BETWEEN SPEEDS (SEC)
0-50 KPH 0-90 40-90
12
12 10
12 I0
15 12
A 6 15
B 5
C 5
D i 6
I T PI I
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
VEHICLE/MISSION
B
C
A
D
m
HEAT ENGINE POWER FRACTION, PHE
Figure 3-8. VARIATION If4POWER-TO-MASS RATIO WITH HEAT ENGINE POWER FRACTION
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TABLE 3-12
Grade Distance Velocity
% Km Km/Hr
Rear Wheel
Required,
.5/.5
Power
Kw
.7/.3
Power Avai fable
From Heat Engine
(at Rear Wheel)
.5__/..__55 .7/.3
Vehicle A
Vehicle B
Vehicle C
Vehicle D
Vehicle E
0 Sustained
4 Sustained
8 .3
15 .2
0 Sustained
4 Sustained
8 .5
15 .3
105
90
50
25
105
90
50
25
10.8
17.2
12.9
10.8
12.6
26.2
22.1
19.0
10.5
15.7
11.4
9.5
12.0
23.2
19.1
16.3
0 Sustained 105 15.0 14.2
4- Sustained 90 36.0 31.7
B .5 50 31.7 27.4
15 .3 25 27.5 23.6
0 Sustained 96 26.8 26.0
4 Sustained 90 55.8 51.5
8 .5 50 42.9 38.6
15 .3 25 36.1 32.2
0 Sustained 80
4 Sustained 70
8 .2 50
15 - 25
60.8
134.5
150.3
126.3
17 22
33 43
47 60
5O 67
1_38.8
5O
All these vehicles were run on a modified SA_ J227a(D) cycle driving
cycle (STC) and a constant speed cruise, as ¢efineo in Table 3-I. The vehicle
and propulsion system parameters were as defined in Tables 3-7 to 3-I0. In
all case', the power demand PNOM at which the heat engine was cut in during
MoC _ _ c "ation was _et at 50_! of the peak power available from the electric
was found that, overall, this gave better results than running the
-he way to maximum before cutting in the heat engine, because of the
_ew.:_y diminished capacity of the battery at power levels close to its peak
power capability.
The fuel and wall plug energy consumption values obtained from :hese
simulations are summarized in Table 3-!3. Vehicles C and D show, in general,
the highest annual fuel savings for the hybrid configurations over the pure
IC-engine_ vehicles (heat engine power fraction : 1.0). This is to be expected
since these vehicles are larger than the other two. !t also appears that the
amount o= the _nnual savings is less sensitive to the heat engine power fraction
f:_, Vehicle C (passenger car) than it is for Vehicle D (van). This, however,
=_ oomewhat exaggerated for the following reasons. In the case of the .7/.3 van,
•_ the cruise section (72 kph) of the special test cycle, the power requirement
was just in excess of the power level PNOM at which the heat engine cuts in on
Mode 1 operation. As a result, this portion of the driving cycle was done almost
entirely on heat engine power. Similarly, on the constant speed (90 kph) cruise,
the heat engine cut in and supplied about 60% of the power requirement on Mode 1
opera_ion. The .7/.2 version of Vehicle C, on the other hand, because of its
much lower cruise power requirement (due 1argely to lower aerodynamic drag),
was able to handle the cruise portion of the special test cycle, as well as the
90 kph cruise, on motor power only, _uring Mode 1 operation. The .5/.5 versions
Of both Vehicles C and D drove both 72 and 90 kph cruise portions on motor power
only during Mode ! operation. As a result of this change in control behavior
between the .5/.5 and .7/.3 versions of Vehicle D, this vehicle shows a much
higher change in fuel consumption ,-,ith the change in heat engine power fraction
than does Veh_c!e C. A s_all chan_e in the value used for PNOM would allow the
.7/.3 van to perform Lhe 72 kph cruise under motnr power alone; however, it
would not be feasible to change PNOM enough to perform the 90 kph cruise on
motor power alone. This would take an unrealistically high sustained power
from the propulsion battery. On this basis, it is still possible to conclude
that Vehicle D's fuel consumption is more sensitive to battery weight fraction
than Vehicle C's_ although perhaps not to the extent indicated in Table 3-13.
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The change in control behavior of Vehicle D is illustrative of the fact
that the driving cyclces used {special test cycle and 90 kph cruise) are too
simple for effectively optimizing the system control strategy. That is, it
would be possible to design a control strategy that works _ell on those cycles
but which would not work well if the driving pattern changes by a small amount
from the one defined in terms of the_e cycles. What is needed are driving
cycles whose spectra of power requirements are much more widely distributed,
and more representative of real-world driving patterns, than these two cycles.
Consequently, in the subsequent tasks (design tradeoff studies and conceptual
design), the special test cycle was replaced by the federal urban driving cycle
(FUDC) and the 90 kph cruise by the highway cycle (FHDC).
When relative fuel economy, rather than absolute fuel savings, is con-
sidered, the situation is slightly different, as shown in Table 3-14. In these
terms, Vehicle C shows the largest fuel economy gain relative to a comparable
heat engiRe vehicle.
Life Cycle Costs
Life cycle cos:s were estimated with the program LYFE2, and the results
are summarized in Table 3-19.
The approximate ratios of life cycle costs of the hybrid configurations
to the corresponding pure heat engine propulsion system are su_arized in
Table 3-20.
Several facts are apparent upon inspection Df these two tables:
o Life cycle costs for the hybrid propulsion system are considerably
higher than for the pure heat engine system, even for cost case 1
in which the manufacturing cost is passed on at a minimum markup.
o Life cycle costs decrease with increasing heat engine power fraction,
even at the IggO period fuel pricing of S2.00/gal. This, of course,
is the opposite of the trend of fuel consumption, which increases with
increasing heat engine power fraction.
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o Life cycle costs for the hybrids using nickel-zinc batteries are
higher than those for the lead-acid systems. Evenat a heat engine
powerfraction of .7, the nickel-zinc systemcosts are higher than
TABLE3-14
FUEL ECONOMY OF HYBRID VEHICLES RELATIVE TO
HEAT ENGINE POWERED VEHICLE
Heat Engine Fraction
Vehicle A
Vehicle B
Vehi cle "C
Vehicle D
_brid ISOA _brid NiZn
0.5 0.7 0.5 0.7
1.64 1.31 2.11 1.63
1.89 1.52 2.37 1.90
2.05 1.63 2.58 2.09
1.50 1.15 1.92 1.23
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TABLE 3-16. RELATIVE LIFE CYCLE COSTS
OF HYBRID CONFIGURATIONS
Configuration
1985 - Period
Fuel &Electricity
Pricing
Cost Case I Cost Case 2 Cos t
1990 - Period
Pricing
Case 1 Cost Case
.5/.5 Lead-Acid 1.6-1.7 1.9-2.2 1.5-1.6 1.7-2.0
Nickel-Zi nc 2.3-2.6 3.0-3.5 2.0-2.3 2.6-3.1
.7/.3 Lead-Acid 1.4-1.6 1.6-1.9 1.3-1.4 1.4-1.6
1.7-1.9 2.2-2.5 1.6-1.8 2.0-2.2
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the lead-acid systemcosts at a powerfraction of .5 (which provides
fuel economycomparableto the .7/.3 nickel-zinc system) (seeTable 3-13}.
Thehigh nickel-zinc system life cycle costs are due to the high
initial and replacement costs of the battery and its limited life;
the slightly better fuel consumption of the nickel-zinc syst_n (for a
given power fraction) is not enough to pay for the increment in lifetime
battery costs.
3.5 Conclusions
Applicability of Hybrid System to Mission/Vehicle Combinations
Vehicle A (2-passenger commuter) is a type of vehicle which does not exist
in today's automobile market, although it will probably appear by the 1985 time
frame with conventional IC propulsion, and possibly as an urban electric. The
potential fuel economy of such a vehicle is so high (on the order of 60-70 mpg
with an e_ficient engine such as the rotary stratified charge engine) that the
magnitude of the potential fuel saving with a hybrid configuration is quite
small, in the range of 42-77 gal/yr (depending on configuration) es indicated
in Table 3-13. In view of the low fuel savings and uncertain market size for
this class of vehicle, it does not appear to be a good candidate for a hybrid
propulsion system. This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that, even in the
.7/.3 configuration, the heat engine power rating is only 25 KV_ (33.5 HP), which
puts it Out of the mainstream of power plant sizes under development for auto-
motive use.
Vehicle B (family use, local) corresponds roughly to a subcompact or
slightly larger vehicle in today's marketplace. Quite high fuel economy was
projected for the heat engine only version of this vehicle - in the vicinity
of 45-50 mpg. Because zhis vehicle size represents a large fraction of the
total _arket, replacement of these vehicles by hybrids would represent a signi-
ficiant annual fuel savings. Four factors, however, tend to make this vehicle
class less suitable for hybridization than the larger vehicles C (family use,
intercity) and D {van): First, vehicles of type B are generally quite compact
and efficient in their packaging, and not a great deal of room is available for
packaging additional hardware (specifically, the propulsion battery). Second,
the sensitivity of this market segment to price is higher; the added initial
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cost of a hybrid is less likely to be accepted by a purchaser of this class of
vehicle (particularly in view of its already high fuel economy) than by a
purchaser of a larger vehicle. Third, the profitability of this type of vehicle
to the manufacturer and dealer is generally less than that of the larger,
usually more heavily optioned vehicle; consequently, the manufacturer has less
discretion with the smaller vehicle in how the added cost of the hybrid is
passed on. Finally, the larger vehicles are much more of a problem to manufac-
turers in terms of meeting fuel economy standards; and an increase in fuel
economy by a factor of two in such vehicles would mean a good deal more to a
manufacturer's CAFE (corporate average fuel economy) than a corresponding
increase in the fuel economy of a smaller, more fuel efficient vehicle; conse-
quently, there is more incentive for a manufacturer to produce such a vehicle
than the smaller class of vehicle.
Vehicles C and D, then, appear to be the most suitable for hybrid appli-
cation; however, Vehicle C represents a much larger market segment than D.
Moreover, since Vehicle D is used predominantly in commercial applications in
which life cycle cost is a paramount consideration, and since it appears likely
that a hybrid system will suffer not only an initial cost penalty but also a
life cycle cost penalty, Vehicle C is probably a better choice than D, at least
until such time as hybrid costs become competitive with conventional heat engine
systems. Consequently, the recon_nendation was made to LeRC (and accepted) that
_he remainder of the study concentrate on vehicle/mission combination C.
Preliminary Selection of Basic System Parameters
Because of the contravariant nature of life cycle costs and fuel consump-
tion, there is not a clearly defined optimum heat engine power fraction.
Economics drives one toward higher heat engine power fractions and, since
quite substantial fuel savings with Vehicle C are attainable even at a power
fraction of .7, it was felt that this was the region which should be investi-
gated, rather than the region around .5. From a practical standpoint, a
propulsion system designed around this heat engine power fraction could also
be more easily packaged in the same vehicle as a conventional propulsion
system than could one with the larger battery pack and motor/controller asso-
ciated with a .5 power fraction. Since hybrid propulsion systems would un-
doubtedly be introduced as fuel efficient options in production vehicles which
would also be available with conventional systems, it makes sense to design for
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a situation in which both systemscould be accommodatedin one vehicle, with
a minimumof modification.
With respect to battery weight fraction and battery type, it is clear
that whatevercan bedoneto minimize battery weight and replacementcost
wouldbe beneficial from a cost standpoint, as well as from the standpoint of
ultimately integrating the systeminto a vehicle. Assuminqthat the projected
battery characteristics supplied by LeRCare accurate, it wasconcludedthat
the lead-acid systemis economicallymoreviable in a hybrid application than
the nickel-zinc system,and that the battery shouldbe sized so that the peak
powercapability should not be muchgreater than the peak input to the motor/
ccntroller. Consequently,the emphasisin the subsequenttasks wasplacedon
the lead-acid system; however,in recognition of the fact that projections of
battery characteristics (particularly life and cost) are highly uncertain, the
nickel-zinc systemwascarried along as an alternative; and. in fact, the
nickel-iron systemwas introduced as a third possibility.
4. DESIGNTRADEOFFSTUDIES
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4.1 Objectives and Scope
The objective of this task was to develop, for the selected mission/vehicle
application, apropulsion system design approach which would provide a balanced
combination of performance and cost while meeting the design constraints and
goals specified in Table 3-I. Development of this preferred design approach
entailed performing design tradeoff studies at system and component levels.
The scope of these tradeoff studies involved the following:
System Level
o Variations in control strategy
o Variations in system level parameters (heat engine power fraction,
battery weight fraction, battery type)
o Alternative system layouLs (mechanical configuration)
Component Level
o Heat engine design alternatives: single rotor stratified charge
engine (RSC), multi-rotor variable displacement RSC engine, turbo-
charged RSC engine
o Motor/controller design alternatives: induction motor, bru_hless DC
(electronically commutated) motor, controller power devices (SCR or
transistor) and circuitry.
o Transmission design alternatives: conventional automatic transmission
with torque converter (possibly with lockup capability), automatically
shifted gearbox with automatic clutch, various types of continuously
variable transmission
These various design alternatives were to be investigated in terms of
their effects on cost, fuel and energy consumption, and development require-
ments. Based on tradeoffs among these areas, a preferred design approach was
characterized in terms of the alternatives investigated.
In addition to performing these tradeoff studies, the task also involved
an investigation of the sensitivity of the syst_ to changes in the basic
assumptions made with respect to the following:
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o Vehicle weight
o Vehicle performancerequirements
o Roadload powerrequirements (rolling resistance andaerodynamicdrag)
o Battery performancecharacteristics
4.2 Technical Approach
The approach taken to the design tradeoff studies involved the following
steps:
o Construction of a baseline propulsion system with parameters within
the range selected in the parametric studies task.
o Development of a computer simulation of this system.
o Preliminary optimization of a control strategy using this simulation.
c Characterization of the baseline system in terms of fuel and energy
consumption, cost factors.
n Using _a _m_..+^_ sim_,_
.......... _........ on and o%her analytical techniques, analysis
of the effects of variations in parameters and design approach from
the baseline system, and also of the effects of variations in perfor-
mance requirements _nd other basic assumptions.
o In parallel with the above steps, which involved primarily system
level tradeoffs, design tradeoffs were conducted at the component
level. An example of the work at this level would be the investigation
of alternative controller circuit designs.
The basic tools used for these tradeoff studies were three computer simu-
lations, which were somewhat more detailed than those used for the parametric
studies task. The simulation programs were titled VSPDUP2 and HYBRID2. Descrip-
tions of these programs and a discussion of the areas in which they differed
from the earlier programs, VSPDUP and HYBRID, will be found in the following
section of this report.
The basic guidelines, design constraints and goals, weight estimation
methodology, and battery characteristics, which are sun_arized in Tables 3-I
through 3-4 and Figure 3-2, were used in this task as well as the earlier para-
metric studies task. The principal deviation from the assumptions and method-
ology used in the parametric studies task was the replacement of the 'special
test cycle' defined by LeRC (Figure 3-I) by the Federal Urban Driving Cycle,
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andthe replacementof the 90 Km/hcruise by the Federal HighwayDriving Cycle.
Thereasonfor these replacementswasdiscussed in Section 3.4.1 of this report,
under "Fuel and EnergyConsumption."
4.3 Anal_cical Models and Computer Programs
The major computer simulations used in this task are modifications of the
programs discussed in Section 3.3. Additional detail will be found in Appendices
B and C.
VSPDUP_
This program, developed prior to this contract, is a modification of VSPDUP,
with the principal difference b_ing that VSPDUP2 incorporates a complete torque
converter model. (With VSPDUP, it was necessary to model a torque converter by
an additional transmission gear ratio, with low efficiency.) The torque converter
is modelled by curves of torque ratio To/Ti (output torque/input torque) and speed
ratio (No/Ni) (output speed/input speed) vs. an output speed-torque parameter
No/-/-To (output speed/_output torque). For each value of No/%fTo, the program
also computes
No _ No . /To
%'T-"O" " '/Ti
The above set of parameters is adequate to define the input speed and torque for
the torque converter given the output speed and torque, or input speed and output
torque can be defined given output speed and input torque. However, in simulat-
ing a full throttle acceleration, all that is known at any given time is the out-
put speed together with the fact that the power plant torque is a known function
of speed. Consequently, a series of iterations is necessary at each step to
match the power plant characteristics with the torque converter characteristics.
HYBRID2
This program is an expanded version of HYBRID. As in the case of HYBRID,
it was originally developed by SCT under the DOE Near Term Hybrid Vehicle Pro-
gram, and was improved and modified during this program. The major differences
between HYBRID AND HYBRID2 lie in the modelling of the following components:
m , I
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Heat Engine. HYBRID2 represents the heat engine by a map of bsfc (brake
specific fuel consumption) as a function of bmep (brake mean effective
pressure) and engine speed, together with a curve of maximum torque
vs. engine speed. Because of this detailed engine modelling, it is
necessary for the program to deal with torque and speed independently,
rather than dealing only with power, as HYBRID does.
Electric Motor/Controls. HYBRID2 uses a representation in which input
power is defined as a piecewise linear function of output power. The
major difference between this model and the one used by HYBRID is that
it models more accurately the drop-off in efficiency which Occurs at
high power levels.
Accessory Load. Torque required to drive motor driven accessories is
modelled as a piecewise linear function of electric motor speed.
These accessories _nclud_ the transmission front pump and power steer-
ing pump. The air conditioning compressor, if operational, would
also be included here; however, no simulations were actually run with
an A/C load on the system. Other accessories, such as the engine
cooling fan, are assumed to be electrically driven and do not repre-
sent a direct load on the motor.
Torque Converter. This is modelled as described in the last section
describing the program VSPDUP2.
Gearbox. The losses ix the transmission gears are represented by two
components: losses which are proportional to the power being trans-
mitted, and losses which are dependent only on speed (spin losses).
The efficiency and spin loss coefficients are specified separately
for each ratio in the transmission.
Final Drive. This is modelled like the gearbox, except, of course,
there is only one gear ratio to consider.
Batteries. The _ttery model is similar both to a fractional utilization
model and to that used in HYBRID; however, instead of averaging bat-
tery power over an entire driving cycle, power is averaged over a more
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limited time. Thus, the time history of the bat:ery output over a
driving cycle is usedto create, by taking a movingaverageover a
specified time interval, a newoutput time history which is a smoothed
version of the original. In mathematicalterms,
t + At
Fc (t) - 2At f Pc
t - At
where the Pc(t) is the actual battery power output as a function of
time, 2_t is the averaging interval, and Pc(t) is the smoothed output.
From this point on, depletion is computed as in a fractional utiliza-
tion model. At each time t, the available baztery specific energy
Ec(t) is computed from he(t), using a Ragone plot for the battery type
under consideration [e.g., Fig. 3-2). The depletion per kilometer,
XK , is then computed as
-- ;" c' _''''B dt
XK DK o _cf_ (t)_
"(_BB "
where DK is the driving cycle distance.
This methodology for computing battery depletion is a generalized form
of that used in HYBRID and of the fractional utilization model, which
uses the same formula for computing depletion, but with actual power
output time history used instead of a smoothed time history. SCT's
experience with electric vehicles has inCicated that the methodology
used in HYBRID produces results which are optimistic, but the fraction-
al utilization model is conservative. The approach of using a smoothed
power time history with the fractional utilization model appears to
produce realistic results provided the averaging interval is chosen
properly. Test results with the "Electric by SCT" VW Rabbit conversion
indicate that a suitable value for the averaging I/2 interval is about
8 sec.
As in HYBRID, the program assumes that the battery discharge limit is
reached on all but a negligible number of driving days. This assump-
tion is very approximate, but in view of the other vagaries associated
with estimating battery life, is an appropriate one to make. A change
LYFE2
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from the life estimation methodologyused in HYBRIDresulted from
recognition of the fact that the relatively high rates of discharge
in Mode_ result in the _ctual depth of discharge of battery not being
numerically equal to the discharge limit whenthe discharge limit is
reached, as assumedin HYBRID.N_(_rical equality of these two factors
wouldbe a reasonableassumptionif the averageMode_ discharge rate
correspondedto the 3-hour rate; however,this rate is closer to the
l-hour rate than the 3-hour rate. With the recognition of this fact,
the HYBRID2 battery modelling was changed from that used in HYBRID so
that the depth o_ discharge at the discharge limit was computed as
EB
DOD = _ ,
where EB is the energy expended by the battery up to the discharge
limit, and EBMAX is the battery energy capacity at the 3-hour rate.
In all other aspects - vehicle modelling, computation of range, ad-
justment of Mode 2 fuel consumption to attain zero net discharge from
=he battery on Mode 2, computation of mode-averaged, cycle-averaged,
an_ yearly-averaged fuel and energy consumptions, etc.. - HYBRID2 is
identical to HYBRID.
The life cycle cost program described in Section 3.3 was modified slightly
for the design tradeof_ studies task. The modifications were based on a review
of the life cycle cost methodology which revealed that, because of the fact that
a higher capital investment is required to set up an engine line than to set up
an electronic assembly line, the multiplier used in going from the base manufac-
turing cost level (exclusive of investment) to the retail price level should be
higher for the heat engine and transmission than for the electric propulsion
subsystem. A review of these capital investments together with typical factory
and dealer markups, indicated that factors of 2.3 and 2.2 would be suitable for
the heat engine and transmission, and the electric propulsion subsystem, respec-
tively. The battery retail price was assumed to be a factor of 1.3 times the
battery OEM price. Additional modifications were made based on more detailed
analyses of the manufacturing cost of the subsystems. The following relationships
were used:
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Heat Engine Manufacturing Cost:
CHE = 4.36 PHE + 121
Electric Propulsion Subsystem Manufacturing Cost:
CM = 17.6 PM + 195
Transaxle Manufacturing Cost:
CT = 1.31 (PHE " PM ) + 125
where PHE and PM are the peak power ratings of the heat engir,e and
electric motor, respectively. All the above costs are expressed in
Ig76 dollars.
Battery replacement costs were based on OEM prices of S2/Kg for lead-acid
batteries, S6/Kg for nickel-zinc batteries, and $3.75/Kg for nickel-iron batteries.
Again, these numbers were based on ANL goals for battery cost per KVIHof installed
capacity and for battery specific energy in WH/Kg.
_.4 Discussion of Results
a.4.1 Baseline Propulsion System
Description
A schematic of the advanced hybrid propulsion system is shown in Figure 4-I.
The he_t engine drives through an electrically or hydraulically actuated cltztch
which, in conjunction with an ignition relay and the fuel injection pump, is the
means for starting the heat engine and bringfng _t on line when it is r_quire_,
and disengaging it and shutting it down when it is not required. The clutch
output is coupled to one end of the motor shaft; the other end of the motor shaft
drives the torque converter. The motor shaft, thus, serves as m summimg junction
for :he heat engine and electric motor output torques.
With this configuration, the electric motor is always coupled to the torque
converter _nput. The motor in this case _d}es at a low speed when the car is at
rest, driving the transmission front pump and, if required, power steering pump.
\\
\
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It should be noted that it is necessary to keep the hydraulic pressure in a
conventional automatic transmission up to a minimum level at idle to prevent
slippage and undue wear of _he clutches and bands when accelerating from rest.
Also, on a car of this class, power assisted brakes would be essential and,
because of the lack of engine vacuum, either a separate vacuum pump or hydrauli-
cally assisted brakes (hydro-boost) would be required. Hydraulically assisted
brakes can use the power steering pump as a supply, and since power steering
would also likely be standard on a car of this class, the more economical ap-
proach would probably be to use hydro-boost rather than a separate vacuum p_p.
In either case, however, a power source would be needed for these components
when the heat engine is shut down; and rather than incurring the not inconsider-
able cost of a separate electric drive, it would be most economical to use the
traction motor for this purpose. To accomplish this, it is necessary for the
traction motor to drive through the torque converter, rather than coupling it to
the drive train between the torque converter output and transmission input. In
the latter case, it would, of necessity, be stationary when the vehicle is at
rest and thus could not drive the transmission front pump and power s_eering
pump. A discussion of the losses associated with this, as well as alternative
mechanical configurations, will be found in Section a.a.4 of this report.
Component Characteristics
Component design parameters for _he baseline system are shown in Table 4-I.
Peak power curves for the traction motor, heat engine and combined total are
given in Figure 4-2, and the heat engine fuel map is shown in Figure 4-3. This
figure also shows the shift logic which is used whenever the heat enaine is
operating; the transmission is shifted so that the heat engine operates, to the
extent possible, within the region indicated by the heavy lines. It is, of
cours e , possible to operate to the right of the upshift line if the transmission
is in fourth gear (no upshift possible) or to the left of the downshift line if
it is in first gear (no downshift possible). However, in general this shift
strategy, in conjunction with the heat engine/motor control strategy, keeps the
heat engine operating very close to its region of minimum bsfc; this will be
discussed in a subsequent section.
The motor/controller characteristics used are summarized in Figure 4-4.
These input vs. output power characteristics were based on an efficiency map
TABLE 4-I.
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BASELINE PROPULSION SYSTEM PARAMETERS
Component/Parameter
Heat Engine
Type
Peak Power
Heat Engine Power Fraction
Electric Motor
Type
Peak Power
Propulsion Battery
Type
Weight
Nominal Capacity
Peak Utilized Specific Power
Battery Weight Fraction*
Transmission/Final Drive
Type
Ratios
Torque Converter Stall Ratio
Final Drive Ratio
Type/Value
Single rotor, direct-injected
stratified charge
70 KW @ 6000 RPM
.71
Induction
28.5 KW @ 3600 RPM
ISOA Lead-Acid
390 kg
15.6 kwh
96 w/kg
.2
4-speed automatic with torque
converter
2.45, 1.45, l.O, 0.75
2.1
4.12
* Relative to vehicle curb weight.
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by Gould (Fig. 4-5 in Section 4.4.5); when this data was replotted in terms of
input power vs. output power, it was found that the points were grouped tightly
along a curve which could be well approximated by the piecewise linear curve
shown in Figure 4-4.
The torque converter was sized to give a stall speed of about 1700 RPM
under full throttle acceleration. The torque converter characteristics, speed
ratio and torque ratio as a function of the output capacity factor are shown in
Figure 4-5.
Characteristics of the lead-acid propu]sion battery were those defined in
Figures 3-2 and 3-3; however, as discussed in Section _.3, a procedure for esti-
mating battery life was used which was somewhat different from that used in the
parametric studies task.
Control Strateqy Description
The control strategy used for the baseline is similar to that used in the
parametric studies, in that the engine is operated in an on/off fashion and two
operating modes are used, which depend on battery state of charge. The selection
of the power split between the heat engine and motor, however, depends on both
power and torque (equivalently, power and speed), rather than just power. A
discussion of this strategy for Mode _ and Mode 2 operation follows.
I. Mode l Operation
This mode applies, as before, when the battery has not been depleted beyond
a discharge limit DBMAX , and a net withdrawal of stored energy is made until
that discharge limit is reached. In this mode, the decision to start the engine
is made based on a power parameter, PNOM ' and a speed parameter, VMA X. If
the power demand does not exceed PNOM ' only the electric drive subsystem operates.
PNOM must be selected with two factors in mind: First, if it is too low, then
the heat engine operates more than it has to and fuel consumption is high; and,
second, if it is too high, the sustained power required from the battery is ex-
cessive, which results in poor utilization of stored energy.
.!
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Regardlessof the value of the powerdemandPCOM(as long as it is positive,
i.e., the vehicle is not dece]erating), the heat engine is started if the vehicle
speedexceedsthe value of the parameterVMAX . This parameterwas introduced
primarily to insure that the sustained powercapability of the battery is not
exceededin highwaydriving.
If the powerdemandexceedsPNOMor speedexceedsVMAX , then the powersplit
betweenthe heat engineand electric motor is determinedprimarily by the heat
engine characteristics. A parameterPHEMIN' which is a piecewise linear function
of speed,defines a desirable operating line for the heat engine. This line is
lai_ out on the fuel mapso that it moreor less parallels the long axis of the
closed curvesof constant brake specific fuel consumption. Note that it doesnot
necessarily needto lie directly on these axes (i.e., passdirectly through the
minimumfuel consumptionpoints at eachpowerlevel): this point wil| be discussed
further whencontro] strategy optimization is discussed.
Theposition of the PHEMINand PNOMlines on the engine fuel map is shown
in Figure 4-6. The split between the heat engine and motor when the engine is
running is determined as follows:
Case I. PNOM < PCOM _ PHEMIN (N) + PMMAX (N)' where PMMAxIN) is the maximum
motor power available at the speed in question, N. The heat engine is operated at
PHEMIN(N), unless PHEMIN(N) exceeds PCDM' in which case the heat engine operates
at PCOM " In any case, the motor provides the difference between PCDM and the heat
engine output.
Case 2. PHEMIN (N) + PMMAX (N) < PCOM " In this case, the motor delivers
its maximum power PMMAX(N) , and the heat engine provides the difference between
PCOM and themotor output; i.e., the heat engine power output is greater than
PHEMIN(N)
The effect of PHEMIN(N) is thus to restrict the region of heat engine
operation almost entirely to the shaded region in Figure 4-6, with most of its
operation concentrated along the line PHEMIN " As in the choice of the parameter
PNOM " there is an optimum positioning of the line PHEMIN " If it is too low,
too much of the engine operation is at lower values of bsfc, and fuel economy
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suffers. If it is too high, although the averagebsfc maybe lower, the engine
doesmoretotal work and the motor less; and, although the overall energy effi-
ciency maybe higher, so too is the fuel consumption.
2. Mode 2 Operation
In this mode, the heat engine must operate a large enough fraction of the
total time, and at a high enough power level, to insure that the propulsion
battery does not continue to discharge past the discharge limit. In this case,
the heat engine is started if the power demand exceeds a level PHEMN2 ' which
corresponds to a constant torque line. Once the heat engine is started, it
supplies the entire power demand unless the demand exceeds the maximum power
capability of the heat engine at the speed in question, in which case the heat
engine operates at maximum power and the e_ectric motor makes up the oifference.
The restriction of the region of operation of the heat engine which results from
this strategy is shown in Figure 4-7. It is evident that in Mode 2 operation,
the heat engine can opec'ate over a wider power range than in Mode I.
The above scenario will not, in general, insure that the propulsion bat-
tery does not continue to discharge at a low rate, because the energy expended
by the battery at power demands below PHEMN2 and when assisting the heat engine
may exceed the amount returned to the battery during regenerative braking.
Consequently, when the heat engine is operating, is may be necessary to adjust
its power level so that it not only supplies the power required for propelling
the vehicle, but also provides input power to the motor/generator for maintaining
the battery state of charge.
Control Strategy Optimization
The program HYBRID2 was exercised with various values for the control
parameters in an attempt to find a combination which would minimize fuel consump-
tion. First, the line PHEMIN was set up as shown in Figure 4-6 to restrict heat
engine operation to a region over which the bsfc was within about I0% of the
absolute minimum value of 26D g/kwh, except for very high power, high speed
operation. Second, the parameters PNOM and VMA X were varied to minimize fuel
consumption. Figure 4-8 shows th_ variation in annual average fuel consumption
with these two parameters. A sharp drop in fuel consumption is evident between
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VMA X = 75 KPH and 95 KPH. With VMA X = 95 KPH, this parameter does not signi-
ficantly affect the system control on the federal urban or highway driving
cycles, since, except for a few seconds on the highway cycle, the speeds on
these driving cycles are all below 95 KPH. For VMAX = 95 KPH, a minimum of
fuel consumption appears to occur in the range for PNOM of Ig-20 KW. However,
wi, _ . value of PNOM of ZO Kw, the average battery output on the highway driving
cycle on Mode l is about 10.5 KW; the corresponding specific power is 26.8 Kw/Kg,
in excess of the ISOA goal for sustaining power of a lead-acid battery of 25 W/Kg.
Because of this, the value of PNOM was backed off to 17 Kw, _i_ich corresponds to
a specific power of 23.1W/Kg. The sensitivity of fuel consumption to PNOM in
the range from 17 to 20 Kw is small (about I% change in fuel consumption over
this range).
The question arises as to the significance of the VMAX parameter if its
best value is beyond the mormal range of driving speeds. Obviously, it could
be deleted from the control strategy if the only problem was to minimize the
fuel consumption predicted by a computer simulation. Ultimately, however, other
driving conditions must be considered, as well as overall vehicle driveability,
which is a problem totally ignored by the computer simulation. It may be desir-
able to have VMA X set lower than 95 MPH so that the heat engine operates contin-
uously under highway cruise conditions in order to avoid the potential annoyance
of having it start up and shut down in response to minor changes in grade and
s_eed. Such questions cannot be resolved except with running hardware; and,
until that point is reached= it was felt that it was better to keep the control
strategy structured to include this parameter, even though it does not have much
relevance to the computer simulation.
Attempts to improve the fuel economy by further restricting the nperating
region of the heat engine were not productive. For example, even when the PHEMIN
line approximated closely the locus of points defining the minimum fuel consump-
tion vs. power level, fuel consumption was not improved. _!though the average
bsfc was improved slightly, the engine was also operated at a higher average
power level, w_ich more than compensated for the reduction in bsfc.
The control parameters which resulted from the optimization process are
summarized below:
£
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PNOM = I7 KW
VMA x = 95 KPH
N N _ 2.6)]PHEMIN(KW) : .I0472 [59.9 lO00 + 47.1MAX (0,
N
PHEMN2(KW) = .I0472 (23.8 _ )
This strategy's accomplishments in terms of minimizing the average brake
specific fuel consumption are summarized in Table 4-2. Note that the minimum
attainable bsfc with this engine is about 260 g/kwh.
Table 4-2. AVERAGE BSFC
Mode l
Mode 2
BSFC (g/kwh 1
Urban Cycle Highway Cycle
277 (6.5%) 277 (6.5%)
286 (10%) 279 (7.5%)
Table 4-2 also indicates the percent deviation ef the average bsfc from the
minimum attainable. Obviously, the control strategy is quite effective in
keeping the engine operating close to its region of minimum bsfc.
Figures 4-9 and 4-10 show the distribution of engine operating points on
the urban cycle, on Modes l and 2 respectively, with the shaded regions of
Figures 4-6 and 4-7 shown superimposed. The numbers in the squares indicate
the number of occurrences for which the engine operating point was within the
boundaries of the cell within which the square is centered. For example, in
Figure 4-9, the number 23 is in the square located in the cell which is contained
between 2500 and 3000 RPM and between 15 and 20 KW. This indicates that, of the
total number of sample occurrences, on 23 of these the engine was operating
between 2500 and 3000 RPM with a power output between 15 and 20 KW. The areas
of the squares have been drawn proportional to the number of occurrences. It
should be noted that the number of occurrences within a cell is always shown at
the center of the cell. Consequently, if a cell intersects the shaded region,
but its center lies outside the cell, it is possible that an occurrence inside
the shaded region could show up in the figure as apparently being outside that
region. Taking this into account, Figure 4-9 shows that the majority of the
operating points are clustered along the PHEMIN line, and the remainder of the
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of the points lie mostly within the shaded region; only a few isolated points
are definitely outside the region.
As expected, the Mode 2 distribution shows a wider scatter than Mode I,
since the operating region of the engine is not as tightly controlled in this
case. Most of the operating points here are clustered between 1500 and 2500 RPM,
and 5 and 20 KW, with bsfc's ranging from about 265 to no more than 400 g/kwh.
Selection of the Battery Discharge Limit
All the above runs were made with DBMAX , the battery discharge limit,
equal to .6. Since this parameter defines the transition from Mode l to Mode 2
and does not affect how the system operates in the individual modes, its effects
are independent of those of the other parameters. Consequently, investigation
of its effects was postponed until the other parameters were optimized.
Increasing DBMAX reduces fuel consumption and increases energy consumption
since it increases the fraction of the total driving distance which is done on
Mode l (low fuel consumption and high energy consumption) and decreases Mode 2
driving (high fuel consumption and zero energy consumption). The adverse effect !
of increasing DBMAX is a reduction in battery llfe. The variation of these three
quantities, fuel and energy consumption and battery life, are sun=narized in
Figure 4-11. It should be noted that battery life is computed on the basis of
the depth of discharge relative to the capacity at the 3-hour rate, as discussed
in Section 4.3, whereas the battery depth of discharge in operation, which is
compared with DBMAX to determine when to switch from Mode l to Mode 2, is com-
puted relative to the discharge pattern which the battery is undergoing in use.
The average rate at which the battery is discharged in Mode l _peration is con-
siderably faster than the 3-hour rate; thus, it turns out that a value of DBMAX
of .6 corresponds to a depth of discharge relative to the 3-hour rate of only .31.
This, then, explains the long battery life shown in Figure 4-11. It should also
be noted that the variation in depth of discharge relative to the 3-hour rate is
only from .25 to .35 as DBMAX varies from .4 to .8, which explains the relatively
small variation in battery ]ire over this range for DBMAX
The effects of DBI_X on life cycle cost will be discussed in a subsequent
section. In addition to its effect on fuel and energy consumption and life cycle
, II
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cost, one other'factor could influence the selection of a value for this parameter,
and that is gradeability. For a vehicle of this class, it is essential that it be
able to maintain a reasonable speed on any grade likely to be encountered for
whatever distance that grade may persist. In highway travel, the chances are
that the batteries will already be at the discharge limit when a grade is encoun-
tered. If the power requirement on that grade at a reasonable operating speed
exceeds that availabl_ from the heat engine, the electric motor will have to
supply the difference, which means that the battery will suffer a net discharge,
past the discharge limit, until the grade terminates. This means that there must
be enough reserve beyond the discharge limit to permit the vehicle to continue to
operate on the grade without significant loss of performance, for however long
the grade is likely to last.
In addition to the design goal of maintaining 90 kph on a a% grade for an
indefinite period, the following gradeability conditions, developed during the
Near Term Hybrid Vehicle design program, were considered.
8% grade, 85 kph, 5 kn_
8% grade, 65 kph, indefinitely
15% grade, 50 kph, 2 km
These are considerably more stringent conditions than those given as design
goals in Table 3-I. However, they are more in line with the conditions which
might be encountered in highway travel in mountainous sections of the country.
Even with these stringent requirements, however, the baseline hybrid system
was able to handle the grade/speed combinations, in Mode 2, using only the heat
engine. Table 4-3 sunmarizes the situation. In each case, the engine is capable
of providing the required system output power, although rather marginally in two
cases (8%, 85 kph, and 15%, 50 kph). Note that the gear listed in Table 4-3 is
the one which would be called for by the shift strategy shown in Figure 4-3.
Thus, the high performance (0-90 kph in 12 sec.) and large heat engine
power fractio_ {.71) of the baseline syste_ make it unnecessary to consider
Mode 2 gradeability in selecting a value for DBMAX - This would not necessarily
be the case for a vehicle with lesser acceleration performance, or a smaller heat
engine power fraction, such as the SCT Near Term Hybrid Vehicle design.
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Although gradeability does not enter into the selection of a value of
DBMAX , it is still necessary to leave s_me margin between the discharge limit
and the value I, which corresponds to the "discharged" state relative to the
hybrid discharge pattern, in order to avoid a perceptible drop-off in performance
when operating at the discharge limit. Consequently, throughout the Design
Tradeoff Studies task, we continued to work with a value of .6 for DBMAX In
retrospect, this may have been too conservative, and there appears to be no
reason that a value as high as .8 could not be used.
Characterization of the Baseline System
I. Acceleration/Gradeability
The program VSPDUP2 was used to determine the acceleration and maximum
gradeability of the baseline hybrid. The results are shown in Figure 4-12.
A 0-90 km/h time of ll.6 sec. was obtained, slightly under the design goal of
12.0 sec. The 0-50 km/h time of 4.4 sec. and 40-90 km/h time of 8.4 sec. are
both well within the design goals of 5 sec. and lO sec., respectively.
The maximum gradeability (both heat engine and motor operating at maximum
power) as a function of speed is shown in Figure 4-13. A usual requirement for
an on-road vehicle is the ability to start up from rest on a 30% grade and climb
the grade. It is evident from Figure4-13that the baseline hybrid would have
no problem meeting such a requirement, since the maximum start-up torque corre-
sponds to a grade of over 80%.
2. Fuel and Enerqy Consumption
Table 4-4 summarizes the fuel and energy consumption of the baseline
hybrid system on both the urban and highway driving cycles, and for both Mode l
and Mode 2 operation. For comparative purposes, Table 4-5 shows the same quan-
tities for a reference conventional vehicle, also using a rotary stratified
charge engine. Note that the hybrid dissipates more road load energy, due to
its higher test weight (2216 kg vs. 1622 kg for the conventional vehicle).
Energy dissipation in braking is much lower in the hybrid than in the conven-
tional vehicle, particularly on the urban cycle, reflecting the fact that most
of the braking is done regeneratively by the traction motor.
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BASELINE HYBRID ENERGY CONSU_@T!ON
Road Load Energy I CMJ/km)
Braking Energy (MJ/km)
Drive Train Energy 2 (ZJ/km)
Engine Output Energy (MJ/km)
Motor Shaft Energy (MJ/km)
Drivin9
Generating
Net Battery Output Energy
(MJ/km)
Fuel Consumption (g/km)
Battery Depletion (km -1)
Operating Range to DBMAX = .6
(km)
Urban Cycle .Hiqhwa_ CYCle
Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode I Mode 2
.298 .298 .407 .407
.007 .007 .012 .012
.321 .298 .136 .134
.251 .691 .241 .584
.585 .122 .360 .015
-.210 -.210 -.046 -.046
.590 .058 .417 .020
(0) (o)
19.4 54.9 18.5 45.3
(58.8) 3 (46.6) 3
.o!28 - .olo2 -
46.9
Yearly Averages:
Fuel Cons_nption (g/km) 30.7_
Wall Plug Energy Consumption (kwh/km) .196
58-6
I. Includes energy dissipated in aerodynamic drag and tire rolling
resistance.
2. Includes loss in differential, gearbox, torque converter, and
transmission and power steering hydraulic pumps.
3. Fuel consumption corrected for zero net battery output on Mode 2.
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TABLE4-5. REFERENCECONVENTIONALVEHICLENERGYCONSUMPTION
RoadLoadEnergy(MJ/km)
Braking Energy (MJ/km)
Drive Train Energy (MJ/km)
EngineOutput Energy(MJ/km)
Fuel Consumption(g/km)
Yearly AverageFuel Consumption(g/km)
Urban_Cy._cl_ ee
•240
.089
.235
.564
68.9
62-8
Highway Cycle
.349
•021
.117
.487
47.0
g2
The drive train losses in the urban cycle are slightly higher, in propor-
tion to the road load energy, in the hybrid than they are in the conventional
vehicle, particularly in Mode I. This is apparently a result of the fact that
the hybrid spends more time in the lower gears, with consequent lower overall
efficiency, than the conventional c_r. Note that, although the hybrid heat
engine does somewhat more work on Mode 2 than does the engine in the convention-
al system, the hybrid uses slightly less fuel (on the urban cycle), or an almost
identical amount of fuel (highway cycle). This is due to the higher average
loading and lower bsfc of the hybrid engine, combined with the fact that the
hybrid engine is shut dovm at idle and when decelerating. The fuel savings for
the hybrid comes on Mode l operation, of course: its fuel consumption is only
28% of that of the conventional vehicle on the urban cycle, and about 39% on
the highway cycle. If a discharge limit of .6 is used, enough of the total
annual driving is done on Mode l to bring the hybrid's annual fuel consumption
down to 49% of that of the conventional vehicle. Stated in terms of miles per
gallon, the hybrid achieves a fuel economy of 54.6 mpg vs. 26.7 mpg for the
conventional vehicle. The hybrid's fuel economy goes up still further to 61.6
mpg if a discharge limit of .8 is used, which, as discussed previously, appears
to be feasible.
If some assumptions are made with respect to refinery, distribution and
power generating plant efficiencies, the preceding estimates of fuel and energy
input to the vehicle can be converted into total energy consumption figures.
This has been done in Table 4-6, under the assumptions indicated therein. The
hybrid consumes more total energy than the conventional vehicle; however, since
in the U.S. only about 15% of the total electric generation is in oil-fired
plants, the hybrid's consumption of petroleum energy is 40-45% lower depending
on the battery discharge limit. It is also noteworthy that the total energy
consumption increases as the battery discharge limit increases; this is indica-
tive of the fact that the on-board heat engine is more efficient than the bat-
tery charging and electric power generation/distribution processes.
3. Costs
As discussed in Section 4.2, the methodology used for estimating life
cycle costs in the Design Tradeoff Studies task was modified somewhat from that
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TABLE 4-6. TOTAL ENERGY CONSU_TION
COMPAEISON FOR BASELINE HYBRID
AND CONVENTIONAL VEHICLE
Average Total Energy
Consumption I (MJ/km)
Average Petroleum
Energy Consumption 2 (MJ/km)
Baseline Hybrid
DBM_ = .6 DBMAy = .8
Conventional
Vehicle
3.89 4.DO 3.21
1.92 1.78 3.21
lo Computed as the energy equivalent of the total crude oil required
at the refinery input, under the assumption that all the input
energy comes from crude oil, and under the fDllowing assumptions:
Refinery/distribution efficiency = .93 (fuel oil)
.84 (gasoline)
Electrical generation efficiency = .36
Electrical distribution efficiency = .91
2. Same as 1, except the assumption is made that only 15% of the
electrical energy generation comes from petrole_.
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used in the parametric studies to reflect better estimates on the total markup
frOm manufacturing or OEM cost to retail on the various propulsion system com-
ponents. The retail [acquisition) cost breakdown for the system is as shown in
Table 4-7.
Table 4-7. Baseline Hybrid Propulsion Acquisition
Cost (1976 $)
Acquisition
Cost % of Total
Heat Engine S 98! 23.9
Electric Propulsion 1,532 37.2
(Motor & Controls)
Transaxle 584 14.2
Propulsion Batteries 1,014 24.7
Totals S4,111 lO0.O
As is evident from the above, the bulk of the acquisition cost (61.9%)
lies in the electric propulsion subsystem and propulsion batteries. The corre-
sponding acquisition costs for a conventional propulsion system using the rotary
stratified charge engine are su_narized in Table 4-8.
Table 4-8. Comv_ntional Propulsion System Acquisition
Costs (1976 S)
Acquisition
Cost % of Total
Heat Engine SI,207 68.1
Electric Propulsion
Transaxle 566 31.9
Propulsion Batteries - -
Totals SI,773 lO0.O
i
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The differential in acquisition cost between a cor.'_'entionalpropulsion
using the same IC engine technology and the hybrid system, both sized for a
passenger car of the same accommodations, is thus about $2,338. For the hybrid
to have competitive life cycle cost, it means that this $2,338, plus the cost
of electricity used by the hybrid, plus the cost of replacing the propulsion
battery, must be paid for by the fuel savings. It was found that a very high
fuel price was required to do this.
The life cycle cost picture is summarized in Figure 4-14. It defines the
life cycle cost of the baseline hybrid propulsion system as a function of the
gasoline and electricity cost (all in 1976 $)- Also plotted is the life cycle
cost of a conventional propulsion system as a function of gasoline cost. The
break-even points, in terms of equal life costs for the two systems, are indi-
cated by the intersections of the lines in Figure 4-14. Thus, at an electricity
cost of 5C/KWH, it requires a gasoline price of about S2.70/gal. for the life
cycle cost of the hybrid to equal that of the conventional system. At 7C/KWH,
the number is S3.DO/gal., and so forth.
In subsequent investigations carried out in the design tradeoff studies
task, life cycle costs were computed at the combination of $2.00/gal. for gaso-
line, and 7C/KWH for electricity. No clear justification could be found for
assuming gasoline prices any higher than this (again, bear in mind that these
figures are in 1976 $), or electricity prices much lower. With this combination,
the life cycle cost for the baseline hybrid system is 7.17¢/KM, vs. 6.11_/KM
for the conventional system. These costs break down as shown in Table 4-g for
the hybrid system. The major cost items constitute the following percentages
of the total discounted life cycle cost:
Heat Engine & Transaxle Acquisition
Electric Propulsion Subsystem Acquisition
Battery Acquisition & Replacement
Fuel
Electricity
Maintenance & Repair
Salvage
13.65%
13.36%
16.55%
28.61%
17.20%
12.49%
-1.86%
I00.00%
. t ¸¸. _-_
c.
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FIGURE4-14. - BASELINE HYBRID LIFE CYCLE COST.
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It should be noted that the discounted (present) value of the fuel consumed
by the reference conventional propulsion system was $6,708, or $3,426 more than
the present value of the fuel consumed by the hybrid. However, the hybrid also
consumes $1,g73 worth of electricity, which brings the net fuel/energy cost sav-
ings down to $1,453. This is not enough to pay for propulsion battery _cquisition
and replacement and the differential in propulsion system acquisition ($3,221
total). Thus, the baseline hybrid is about S1,768 in the hole, disregarding
minor differences in maintenance, repairs, and salvage value. Cost is, conse-
quently, an item which required rigorous attention during the system design and
subsequent development phases.
4.4.2 Effects of Propulsion System Parameter Variations from Baseline
Heat Engine Power Fraction
It was concluded during the parametric studies task that a heat engine
power fraction of about .7 wa_ a suitable value to design the baseline system
around. One of the first orders of business in the design tradeoff studies task
was to determine whether any modifications to this conclusion were warranted,
based on running the more detailed simulation program HYBRID2. These cases
were run at a constant performance level, and with the peak battery specific
power held constant at 96 w/kg. The results are summarized in Figure 4-15. As
noted in the discussion in Section 3, fuel consumption decreases, and cost de-
creases with the increasing heat engine power fraction. Consequently, there is
no clearly defined optimum value (at least at the cost levels of $2.00/gal. and
7C/kwh) for the heat engine power fraction. What is evident is an increase in
the slope of the fuel consumption curve beyond a heat engine power fraction of
.7. Because of this, and because of the importance placed on achieving low fuel
consumption, it was concluded that it would not be desirable to push the heat
engine power fraction much beyond .7 in the interests of reducing life cycle
cost. In view of this, the value of .71 used for the baseline appeared to be
a good point to design around.
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Variations in Battery Characteristics
I. Batter X Weight
Since the cost (particularly replacement cost) of the propulsion battery
is a significant factor in the overall life cycle cost of the hybrid propulsion
system, it is of obvious interest to explore ways of reducing that cost. One
approach to this is to reduce the battery weight, pushing the peak specific
power of the battery higher. Since this peak specific power for the baseline
system was 96 w/kg, which is very close to the nominal peak of 100 w/kg speci-
fied for ISOA lead-acid batteries in the assumptions and guidelines for the
program, it was not possible to push this power level much higher and still
hold to these guidelines. However, as an exercise to determine what the effects
might be, the battery weight was reduced from 390 kg to 325 kg, a reduction of
65 kg, or 16.7%. Using a weight propagation factor of .3, the vehicle test mass
dropped from 2216 kg to 2132 kg, or a 3.8% reduction. The power ratings of the
heat engine and electric motor were dropped correspondingly. The overall effect
on the peak battery specific power was to raise it from 96 w/kg to III w/kg, an
increase of 15.6%.
The effects on the system characteristics which determine life cycle costs
were as follows:
•-..--_
o Increase
o Decrease
o Increase
o Decrease
o Decrease
due to sl
o Decrease
of 7% in fuel consumption (and cost).
of 10% in energy consumption (and cost).
of I% in the total of fuel and energy cost.
of 16.7% battery acquisition and replacement cost.
of 2.6% in propulsion system (non-battery acquisition cost),
ight downs!zing of components.
of 3.1% in life cycle cost.
Note that in the baseline case, battery acquisition and replacement
accounts for 16.55% of the total life cycle cost. If only this portion of the
life cycle cost is considered, the 16.7% reduction in battery weight accounts
for a reduction of 2.8% in life cycle cost. Thus, the remainder of the increases
and decreases (fuel and energy costs, propulsion system acquisition) amount for
an additional .3% savings. In other words, the cost savi,gs due to using a
lO1
smaller battery are increasedby a factor of about I0%whenthe effect on the
overall syste_nis considered, provided the weight reduction due to the smaller
battery is fully taken advantageof, both in the vehicle and in t._,eremainder
of the propulsion system.
2. Battery Type
In addition to the two types of batteries (ISOA lead-acid and nickel-
zinc) specified in the work statement, consideration was also given to the nickel-
_mnn syst__n.. Assum__H- characteristics _- thls syst_-,,are ........ _n F,gures
and 4-17; the lead-acid and nickel-zinc characteristics are also shown for com-
parative purposes. The propulsion system parameters for the three systems con-
sidered are summarized in Table 4-I0. Note that in each case, the batteries are
sized for maximum specific powers in operation which are very close to the peak
specific powers defined by the X-intercepts of the curves in Figure 4-16.
The results of simulations using HYBRID2 and life cycle cost are summarized
in Table 4-II. The nickel-zinc system clearly has the potential for significantly
lower (approx. 20%) fuel consumption than the other two battery systems, as a
result of this battery's high specific energy. H_wever, as concluded in the
parametric studies task, it appears that the combination of short cycle life and
high replacement cost makes this system rather uncompetitive in terms of life
cycle cost. The nickel-iron system, on the other hand, looks quite attractive,
primarily as a result of its projected extended cycle life. Its life cycle cost
figure of 6.56¢/km is only 7.4% higher than the value of 6.11¢/km for the refer-
ence conventional propulsion system.
These conclusions must be regarded as being highly tentative since they
are based on assumptions with respect to battery life and cost which may or may
not prove to be true when and if batteries of the three types considered reach
commercial production. The best that can be said about these cost and life
assumptions is that they were in line with the goals set by the Argonne National
Laboratory for Improved State of the Art batteries, at the time this study was
being done.
In recognition of the uncertainty of these assumptions, and of the con-
tinual influx of new information on battery characteristics, the contribution
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PROPULSION SYSTEM PARAMETERS
FOR THREE BATTERY TYPES
Lead-Acid
(Baseline)
Heat E,IgineMax. Power (Kw) 70
Electric Drive Subsystem Max. Power (Kw) 28.5
Battery Weight (Kg) 390
Vehicle Test Weight (Kg} 2216
Peak Battery Specific Power 96
Nickel-Zinc
72.1
25.4
229
1968
146
Nickel-lron
6_.3
26.3
274
2039
126
Table 4-11. EFFECTS OF BATTERY TYPE
ON SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
Fuel Consumption (G/Km)
Wall Plug Energy Consumption (KWH/Km)
Projected Battery Life (Km)
Costs:
Propulsion System Acquisition
(exclusive of propulsion battery)(S)
Battery Acquisition (S)
Life Cycle (¢IKm) (@ $2/gal. fuel,
7¢IKWH electricity)
Contribution of Battery
Acquisition and Replacement
to Life Cycle Cost C_/Km,)
Lead-Acid
(Baseline)
30.72
.196
97000
3097
1014
7.17
1.19
Nickel-Zinc
24.40
.212
62600
2867
1786
8.40
3.10
Nickel-Iron
30.05
.181
16000+
(life of vehicle)
2931
1336
6.56
.B_
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of battery costs (initial acquisition and replacement) to the life cycle cost is
broken out separately in Table 4-11. If the reader wishes to make a different
set of assumptions with respect to life and cost, he can correct these figures
appropriately and estimate new values for life cycle cost. For exa_.ple, if the
assumed life characteristics for nickel-iron batteries are high by _ factor of
1.5 and the cost low by a factor of 0.8, its contribution to the life cycle cost
can be corrected to .84(I.5)/.8 = 1.5B¢/lan.. The total life cycle cost can then
be estimated as 6.55 - .84 + 1.58 = 7.30¢/km.
3. Battery Performance Characteristics
Apart from the uncertainties involving the cost and life of commercialized
ISOA batteries, there are also uncertainties involving the specific energy charac-
teristics. Consequently, some runs were made with the lead-acid and nickel-zinc
systems to determine the effects if the specific energy at a given specific power
is 20% lower than the values shown in Figure 4-16. The peak specific power and
battery mass were left unchanged. For both these systems, this lowering of
specific energy resulted in an increase in fuel consumption of about I0% and a
decrease in wall plug energy consumption of about 9%. The relative increase in
ft_el consumption was more than the decrease in energy consumption because of the
fact that the amount of operation on Mode 2 increased and Mode l operation de-
creased, and the overall efficiency of the heat engine on Mode 2 is somewhat less
than its efficiency on Mode I. It should also be noted that the decrease in wall
plug consumption does not match, in percentage terms, the decrease in battery
specific energy. T_is is a result of the fact that some driving takes place on
days on which the battery discharge limit is not reached; this occurs both for
the nominal case and the cases for which the specific energy was reduced 20%.
On the short distance days, reducing the available energy from the battery has
no effect on the relative consumption of fuel and wall plug electricity.
The net effect of this change on overall life cycle cost is still less:
for the baseline lead-acid case, an increase in life cycle cost from 7.17¢/km
to 7.26¢/km, or an increase of 2.1%.
4. Ba:ter_ Figures of Merit for Hybrid Application
The life cycle cost of a hybrid propulsion system can be divided into
three basic components:
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LC I A component associated with the acquisition and replacement cost
and life of the propulsion battery.
LC2 A component associated with the cost of fuel and energy consumed.
LC3 A component associated with the acquisition cost of the propulsion
system, along with maintenance and repair costs.
Table 4-12 shows these different cost components for the hybrid system
with the three different battery types considered. It is noteworthy that LC 2
and LC3 are considerably less sensitive to battery type than is LC l
_'_- 4-12. Life Cycle Cost Components for Three
Battery Types
Lead-Acid
1.19C/km
3.28
Cost Component
LC l (Battery Acquisition
& Replacement)
LC 2 (Fuel & Energy}
Nickel-Zinc Nickel-lron
3. lO 0.84
LC 3 (Propu3sion System
Acquisition)
2.70
2.96 3.14
2.34 2.58
Now, each of these cost components is affected by a different battery
paFameter. Consider LCl Obviously, this is directly proportional to the ratio
of battery acquisition cost to battery life. In turn, battery acquisition cust
is proportional to the product of battery cost/mass by the battery mass. Since,
to minimize battery weight and costs, the batteries have been sized so that the
maximum specific power in operation is close to the peak usable specific power,
battery mass is inversely proportional to peak usable specific power. We are,
thus, led to the following definition of a battery cost parameter for the hybrid
application:
PCB - L ( w - CYCLE )
FMAX
where
P_X =
L =
battery cost/mass (¢/kg)
peak usable power (w/kg)
cycle life (cycles at 80% DOD)
!07
Note that this is quite a bit different than the cost parametersnormally used
for eavluating a battery for an electric vehicle application.
LC2 is related primarily to the total
this numberincreases, the amountof Model
fuel useddecreases,andthe amountof wall
in a net reduction in the total cost of fuel and energy.
for this parameteris:
PEB = E (hr.)
PMAX
where E = specific energy (w hr/kg)
and P-MAXis defined previously. Note that E should bedefined at a rate
whichmakessensefor the hybrid application; in particular, the one hour rate
is moremeaningful than the three hour rating commonlyuseofor electric vehicles.
energystored in the battery. As
operation increases, the amountof
plug energy increases, whichresults
A suitable definition
LC3 is affected by the battery primarily as a result of its mass, since a
reduction in battery mass results in a downsizing of the propulsion system, and
a reduction in vehicle mass. As discussed previously, the battery mass is deter-
mined primarily by peak usable battery specific power, P--MAX; consequently, LC3
can be regarded as being dependent primarily on the parameter
PPB = PMAX
These three parameters, PCB = cB r_ ,and =
]SMAxL ' PEB- PMAX PPB '
can be regarded as economic figures of merit for use in evaluating a battery type
for hybrid application. The next question is, what weights should be given these
parameters? To answer this, the data generated on the life cycle costs of the
hybrid system with the three battery types were used to generate an approximate
linear relation between total life cycle cost and these three parameters. This
relation is as follows:
L C C = 7.47 + 357.5 PCB - 1.74 PEB - .0072 PPB "
Table 4-13 compares the results provided by this expression with those
discussed in previous paragraphs. Agreement is within 1.8%. Thus, this expres-
sion provides a useful means for estimating the effects of changes in battery
parameters on life cycle costs. In using it, however, it must be recognized
that its range of applicability is limited by the following:
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The hybrid propulsion system must be similar to the baseline system
in terms of size and general design.
o Fuel and electricity costs are S2/gal. and 7C/kwh, respectively.
The expression may also be normalized to the baseline case (lead-acid
batteries). The results are:
LCC = 1.049 + .1255 PCB - .D733 PEB - .1011 PPB
"" LCC
where LCC : Lcc(baseline ) ,
and so forth. The coefficients in this expression effectively define the rela-
tive weights of the three battery figures of merit. The battery cost parameter
PCB is most significant, followed by the peak power parameter PPB and the total
energy parameter PEB " in that order.
This expression can also be linearized in terms of the more conventional
parameters PMAX ' CB/L ' and E . The results are
LCC : .1255A (CB/L) - .1533APMA X - .0733AE
What this expression says, for example, is that an increase of I0% in PMAX
from the baseline is worth about 1.5% decrease in life cycle cost, whereas a
I0% increase in E is only worth about .7% on life cycle cost; that is, specific
power is more than twice as important as specific energy in determining the life
cycle cost of a hybrid. The ratio of cost per mass to battery life is of com-
parable weight to specific power, with a I0% decrease in this parameter being
worth about a 1.3% decrease in life cycle cost.
Motor/Controller Efficiency
To assess the effects of motor/controller efficiency on the system perfor-
mance, a simulation run was made with the average motor/cont1"oller efficiency
5% higher than the baseline case. The result was a reduction in fuel consumption
of 3.2%, resulting from an extension of the average operating range on Mode 1
and a consequent greater fraction of the yearly operation on Mode 1. A minor
reduction in energy consumption of 1.3% occurred, as a result of lower energy
110
consumption on those days for which the driving distance does not exceed the
Mode l range. The impact on discounted lifetime fuel and energy costs was a
savings of S130.70, or .08¢/k_n. This computation was made without any reduction
in battery size to take advantage of the slightly lower peak power requirements
of the motor/controller. With 5% lower battery weight, based on the results in
Section 4.4.2 relating to the effects of a battery weight, a further reduction
of $I06.40 in life cycle cost could be achieved as a result of reduced propulsion
system and battery acquisitiom and replacement costs. This would be accompanied
by an increase in fuel consumption of 2.1%, and a decrease in energy consumption
of 3%, for a net fuel economy improvement of about I% and a reduction in energy
consumption of about 4%. The resultant net decrease in discounted life cycle
cost is $237, or .15¢/km. Consequently, if it costs more than $237 to achieve
a 5% increase in motor/controller efficiency_ that increase in efficiency is not
economically justifiable.
Control Strategy Variations
I. Parameter Variations
The effects of the Control parameters PHEMIN " PHEMN2 " PMMAX ' VMAX " and
DBMAX on fuel and energy consumption have been discussed in Section 4.4.1,
Baseline Propulsion System. Since PHEMIN ' PHEMN2 ' PMMAX ' and VMA X were
selected to minimize fuel and energy consumption on the two operating modes,
variations in these parameters from the baseline values generally result in
increased operating costs, so no further discussion of them is required. The
effect of variations in the battery discharge limit, DBMAX , on fuel and energy
consumption were also discussed in Section 4.C.I; in this section_ this discus-
sion will be expanded to include the effect on life cycle cost.
These effects are summarized in Figure 4-18. Note that the reduction in
life cycle cost associated with a given increase in DBMAX decreases as DBMAX
increases; it appears that there may be an absolute minimum slightly above
DBMAX = .8. The change in life cycle cost between values of DBMAX of .6 and .8
is only .04¢/km, or 0.6%; between .4 and .6, the change is .07¢/km, or I%.
Clearly, there is no point in dropping below DBMAX of .6; and, as indicated in
the discussion in Section 4.1.1, all factors indicate the desirability of oper-
ating near DBMAX = .8 rather than the value of .6 used for the baseline.
. I I
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DISCHARGELIMIT, DBmax
FIGURE4-18. - VARIATION IN LIFECYCLECOSTWITH BAI"rERY
DISCHARGELIMIT.
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2. Variations iG Control StrateQy Structure
The major variations considered in the structure of the control strategy
involved elimination of on-off operation of the heat engine. These variations
were considered, not as alternatives to the baseline strategy which might provide
lower fuel consumption or life cycle cost, but as backup strategies which might
be employed in the unlikely event that the on-off engine operation called for
in the baseline strategy proves to be unworkable from a practical standpoint.
The variations included the following:
_° Strategy is the same as the baseline, except the engine is allowed
to idle during the periods in which the vehicle is not stationary
and in which the engine would normally be off if the baseline strat-
egy were used. A clutch is still required to decouple the engine
from the driveline during the idle pe_'iods.
B° The engine is never decoupled from the drivetrain, and the fuel
is shut off during the periods in which the vehicle is not station-
ary and in which the engine would normally be off if the baseline
strategy were used. During these periods, the electric motor sup-
plies the _orque required to motor the heat e_gine at the system
speed.
C. Same as B, except enough fuel is supplied to keep the engine running
at the system speed without putting additional load on the motor;
i.e., the output torque of the heat engine is zero during the 'off'
periods.
In all the above three variations, the engine was utilized, whenever the
vehicle was stationary, to supply accessory, torque converter, and transmission
front pump loads. Thus, in variation A, the engine clutch was always engaged
when the vehicle was stationary.
The effects on fuel consumption, energy consumption, and lifetime fuel
and energy costs are summarized in Table 4-14.
Table 4-14.
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Effects of Continuous Engine Operation on
Fuel and Energy Consumption
Fuel Consumption (g/km)
Wall Plug Energy Consumption
(kwh/km)
On-Off
Continuous OperationOperatio_
IBaseline) A B C
30.72 37.39 50.91 54.69
.196 .173 .203 .173
Discounted Fuel/Energy $5255 5736 7482 7584
Costs (S)
Clearly, from standpoints of both fuel consumption and life cycle costs,
variation A is the best of the three continuous operation variations considered.
The difference in fuel and energy costs between A and the other two variations
is far more than enough to pay for the additional clutch and controls which are
required by A. Even variation A is not a very good alternative to the baseline
strategy, however, since it uses about 22% more fuel. The net fuel and energy
cost penalty of _bout S500 represents an increment in life cycle cost of about
0.3_/km. It is clear that the pay-offs associated with on-off operation make
it the place to start in a hybrid propulsion system development program.
4.4.3 Sensitivity to Assumptions About Vehicle Characteristics and Performance
The principal essumptions concerning vehicle performance and characteris-
tics were supplied by LeRC and were summarized in Tables 3-I ard 3-3. These
involve factors which directly affect road load power requirements, such as
drag coefficient and rolling resistance coefficients, as well as factors which
affect the computation of vehicle wright and, thus, indirectly affect the esti-
mation of road load requirements. _hanges in these assumptions affect the
results of this study; the objective of this section is to quantify these
effects.
Effects of Changes in Performance Requirements
Modifications of the baseline propulsion system parameters to accommodate
changes in the acceleration performance requirements can be handled in a number
of different ways.
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The best way is probably to go back to the beginning of the design
processand re-optimize the entire systemaround the newperformancerequire-
ments, in lieu of this extremely time consumingprocess, the following scen-
arios maybeconsidered:
A. Leavethe electric propulsion systemalone andaGjust the heat
engine size to meet the newrequirements.
B. Leave the heat engine alone and adjust the electric propulsion
subsystem.
C. Keepthe heat engine powerfraction and battery massfraction con-
stant; adjust both heat engine and electric propulsion subsystems.
D. Keepthe heat engine powerfraction and battery maximumspecific
powerconstant; adjust both subsystems.
Let us consider these alternativ_ scenarios in light of someof the
preceding discussions. First, in view of the large contribution of the electric
propulsion systemsubsystemto life cycle cost, alternative B doesnot makemuch
sense if the performancerequirements are being adjusted upward. It is much
cheaper to get additional performanceby putting in moreheat engine than by
putting moreelectric motor and battery.
Conversely, alternative A does not makemuchsenseif performancerequire-
mentsare being adjusted downward,since it does not take advantageof potential
cost reductions associated with reducing the size of the electric propulsion
subsystem. For relatively small changesin performancerequirements, either
upwardor downward,from the baseline values, it appearslikely that keeping
the neat engine powerfraction constant morenearly approximatesthe optimum
situation than either of alternatives A or B.
Scenarios C and D represent two alternative approaches in which the heat
engine power fraction is held constant. In scenario C, the maximum specific
power required of the battery increases with increasing vehicle performance
requirements. Since the baseline system already operates very near the peak
specific power capability of the battery (96 w/kg vs. lO0 w/kh), scenario C
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cannotbe usedif performancesignificantly abovethe baseline is required.
Thereis, however,no problemin using it for lesser performancerequirements.
With scenario D, the battery weight fraction increaseswith increasing perfor-
mancerequirements. Theresult is that vehicle weight and, consequently,
battery weight and propulsion systempowerrequirementsincreasemorerapidly
underscenario D than under scenarioC. Conversely,a relaxation in perfor-
mancerequirementsresults in _ smaller c_angein vehicle andpropulsion system
size under scenario Cthan underD.
Vehicle andpropulsion systemparameterswerecomputedfor a rangeof
values of power-to-massratio under both scenariosCand D, and simulations
wererun using the programsHYBRID2andVSPDUP2for these systems. The results
are summarizedin Figures 4-19 through Figure 4-21. Figure 4-19 showsthe
variation in acceleration performancewith power-to-massratio for a fixed heat
engine powerfraction. A spanof .035 to .05 kw/kg in power-to-massratio
producesa rangeof 0-90 kphacceleration times from about 14 sec. downto
about no sec. Mostcurrent production sedansfall within this range.
Figure 4-20 showsthe variation in vehicle test masswith power-to-mass
ratio. As indicated previously, the massincreasesmorerapidly with increas-
ing performance(power-to-weightratio) with the peakspecific powerheld
constant than with the battery weight fraction held constant. At a weight
fraction of .176, the limiting peakspecific powerof no0w/kg for lead-acid
batteries is reachedat a power-to-massratio of .046 kw/kg, close to the base-
line value of .0429 kw/kg.
In Figure 4-21, fuel economy, energy consumption, and life cycle cost
are plotted as functions of power-to-mass ratio for the two scenarios C and D.
Surprisingly, for scenario D (constant battery specific power) fuel economy
actually improves with increasing power-to-mass ratio and performance. The
reason for this is that the battery mass fraction increases with increasing
power-to-mass ratio under this scenario; consequently, the amount of energy
storage relative to the vehicle mass also increases, and the relative amount
of Mode l operation increases. This improves fuel economy. Under scenario C,
fuel economy is a much weaker function of power-to-mass ratio, reaching a maxi-
mum at a power-to-mass ratio of .04 kw/kg, which is close to the baseline value.
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Note that in both cases, life cycle cost increases monotonically with increasing
performance and power-to-weight ratio, so performance still extracts its toll.
To get a more concrete idea of what these results mean, consider (Lreduc-
tion in power-to-mass ratio from .0429 to .04, corresponding to an increase in
0-90 kph acceleration time from If.6 to 12.5 sec., a decrease in performance of
7.8%. If the battery mass fraction is held constant, fuel economy increases
only slightly, from 23.4 to 23.6 km/l, an improvement of only 0.85%, or about
I/lO of the relative decrease in performance. The reduction in life cycle cost
is more significant, dropping from 7.17¢/km to 7.02¢/km, a decrease cf 2.1%, or
about I/4 of the relative decrease in performance. On the other hand, if the
battery peak specific power is held constant for the same _erformance reduction,
the life cycle cost decreases to 6.88¢/km, a decr_s: of 4%, or about I/2 of the
relative decrease in performance. However, in this case, the fuel economy also
decreases to 22.8 km/l, about 2.6%, or I/3 of the relative performance decre3se.
It appears, then, that fuel economy is a relatively weak function of the
performance level. In fact, if the hybrid system design is aimed at low life
cycle cost (scenario D), a reduction in the performance requirements results in
a decrease, rather than an increase, in fuel economy. The life cycle cost can,
however, be reduced significantly by backing off on the performance requirements.
Effects of Changes in Vehicle Characteristics Affecting Road Load Power
_e.quirements
These characteristics include vehicle mass, aerodynamic drag coefficient,
and tire rolling resistance. The vehicle mass is affected by assumptions re-
garding chassis and body mass and mass propagation factors.
The relation used for computing vehicle test mass, as derived from the
mass relationships provided by LeRC (Table 3-3) is:
WT : 1.3 _Ip + 1202 (kg) (I)
where WT is the test mass, and Wp is the propulsion system weight. Included
in the fixed mass of 1202 kg is a test payload of 254 kg, so the vehicle curb
mass is given by
WC - 1.3 Wp + 948 (kg) (2)
]20
The componentmassvs. powerrelationships given in Table 3-5 were updated
to the following:
Heat Engine:
Electric Motor/Controller:
Transaxle:
Wh = 1.5 Ph+ 80
We = 3.98 Pm (Pm= peak motor output power)
Wt = 1"9 (Ph + Pm ) + 25
These relationships, together with those definin 9 the vehicle mass, gave
a test mass of 2216 Kg (4875 Ibs.) for the baseline hybrid, and a curb mass of
1962 Kg (4316 Ibs.). The corresponding values for the reference conventional
vehicle were 1622 Kg (3568 Ibs.) for the test mass,_nd 1368 Kg (3010 Ibs.) for
the curb mass.
In view of the fact that the present Chrysler "K" cars are six passenger
cars weighing under 3000 Ibs., the masses which relationships (I) and (2) above
give for a ca. ]990 conventional six passenger vehicle may be somewhat high.
This may be a result of the fixed masses, or the mass propagation factor (0.3),
being somewhat high, or a combination of the two. In particular, the mass pro-
pagation factor may vary over a fairly wide range, depending on where the mass
added or removed from the vehicle is located, For example, a mass added directly
over an axle requires less additional body structure to support it than a cen-
trally located mass. Generally, a reasonable range for the weight propagation
factor is from .2 to .5 depending on the mass location, so the value of .3 used
is by no means unreasonable, only uncertain.
As a result of these considerations, it appears that there is a total
uncertainty on the vehicle test mass of + I0%, with the probability being that,
if it is off in any direction, it is too high.
With this conclusion in mind, simulations were run with the HYBRID2 pro-
gram ,_t values of test mass I0% over and I0% under the nominal value of 2216 Kg.
Prop,_Ision system component sizes were adjusted to maintain a constant power-
to-_eight ratio and constant battery maximum specific power. Th_ results are
summarized in Table 4-15.
Table 4-15.
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EFFECTSOFCHANGESIN
VEHICLETESTMASS
I°
Relative Mass Chang_
Variable +I 0% -l0%
Energy Expended in Brakes,
Air Drag, and Tire Rolling
Resistance:
Urban Cycle +7.4% -7.4%
Highway Cycle +5.5% -5.6%
2. Fuel Consumption +3.6% -2.8%
3. Wall Plug Energy Consumption +9.7% -8.6%
4. Life Cycle Cost +6.2% -5.8%
Note that the increment in wall plug energy consumption closely approxi-
mates the change in vehicle mass. This is simply because the battery mass,
and hence, the energy storage capacity, was adjusted up or down with the vehicle
mass. Table 4-15 indicates that a relative error in the estimation of vehicle
mass results in a relative error which is about I/3 as large in the estimation
of fuel economy, and one which is about 60% as large in the estimation of life
cycle cost.
2. Tire Rolling Resistance
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It is estimated that the assumption with regard to tire rolling resistance
is subject to an uncertainty of about _ 20%. The effects of changes of this
magnitude are summarized in Table 4-16. (Wall plug energy was not tabulated
since the changes were not significant.) It should be noted that no adjustments
were made in the sizes of propulsion system components for these runs, because
of the very minor effect of rolling resistance on acceleration performance.
Table 4-16. Effects of Changes in Tire Rolling
Resistance Coefficient
°
Variable
Energy expended in brakes, air drag,
and tire roiling resistance
Urban Cycle
Highway Cycle
2. Fuel consumption
3. Life cycle cost
Relative Change in
Roll.ing Resistance
+20% -20%
+14.1% -14.0%
+10.1% -I0.2%
+lO.l% - 9.2%
+ 2.9% - 2.6%
Table 4-16 indicates that a relative error in estimation or tire rolling
resistance results in an error of about I/2 that magnitude in the estimation of
fuel economy, and about 14% as large a relative error in the estimation of life
cycle cost.
3. Aerodynamic Drag coefficient
As in the case of tire rolling resistance, the assumption on the product
of aerodynamic drag coefficient and frontal area are felt to have an uncertainty
of about 20%. The effects of changes of this magnitude are summarized in Table
4-17.
l .
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Table 4-17. Effects of Changes in the Product of Drag
Coefficient and Frontal Area (CDA)
Relative Change in CDA
Variable +20% -20%
Energy expended in brakes, air drag,
and tire rolling resistance
Urban Cycle +5.2% -5.2%
Highway Cycle +8.9% -9.0%
2. Fuel consumption +6.7% -5.3%
3. Life cycle cost +I.9% -I.5%
The table indicates that a relative error in the estimation of drag co-
efficient results in a relative error in fuel consumption which is about 30%
as large, and one in life cycle cost which is about 8% as large.
4.4.4 Effects of Alternative Design Approaches
Alternative System Layouts
In the baseline hybrid propulsion system, the heat engine and traction
motor both drive through a torque converter and four-speed automatic transmis-
sion. In this section, we address the question of whether alternative mechani-
cal layouts would offer superior overall performance.
As discussed in Section 4.4.1, the reason for allowing the traction motor
to drive through the torque converter is to permit it to keep running while the
vehicle is at rest in order to supply accessory power and to keep adequate hy-
draulic pressure available for the transmission and torque converter. Power
must be supplied to meet these requirements when the vehicle is at rest, and
if the heat engine is shut down (the most fuel efficient strategy), the only
power source available is the propulsion battery. The only question is whether
it is more economical to use the traction motor to drive these accessories or
tc use a separate drive motor. The major problem with the latter scheme is that
the separate drive motor would also have to be large enough to drive accessories
under all vehicle operating conditions, not just when it is at rest. Even with
J
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constant speed operation, the peak accessory power requirement (air conditioning
compressor, power steering pump, transmission front pump) would be in excess of
4 kw. This relatively large motor would have to be paid for by the fuel savings
associated with the extension of the Mode l operating range obtained by elimin-
ating the portion of the torque converter losses supplied in the baseline system
by the traction motor. Analysis of the losses involved indicate that the avera§e
torque converter power loss which can be assigned to the electric motor (i.e.,
the fraction of the total torque converter loss which corresponds to the ratio
of motor power to total power delivered) is about l kw. Now, the average motor
output on Mode l over the urban driving cycle is about 5.1 kw, and 7.8 kw on the
highway cycle. Most Mode l driving is done on the urban cycle, so an average of
about 6 kw is reasonable. As a rough estimate, the range extension on Mode l
can be estimated to be about I/6, or apDroximately 17%. The resultant fuel sav-
ings amount to about 6.5%, with a present value {at the S2/gal level) of $214 over
the vehicle lifetime. The acquisition cost, however, of a DC accessory drive
system with a power rating of at least 4 kw can be expected to be considerably
higher than this value. Whether a DC shunt motor with m_nimal controls, or an
AC motor with an inverter is used, the OEM cost of a drive system with 5 kw peak
output, 2.5 kw continuous output, _muld be in excess of $200.
Consequently, it does not appear that a separate electric drive for the
accessory systems is economically justifiable; and the baseline system has much
to recommend it in terms of simplicity and minimizing the development requirements
for those subsystems which are not critical to overall system performance.
If, however, it is ultimately determined in the course of development that
on-off engine operation presents insurmountable problems, then a configuration
in which the traction n_otor does not drive through torque converter makes sense.
Under those conditions, the heat engine is available at all times to supply
accessory power, making a separate accessory drive unnecessary. A system of
this type was simulated, and it is of interest to compare the results of this
simulation with those obtained with the baseline system with continuous operation
of the heat engine, as described in Section 4.2.2, "Control Strategy Variations."
The mechanical configuration of the system simulated is shown schematically
in Figure 4-22. The component descriptions were identical to those used for the
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baseline system, except that a smaller diameter torque converter (242 mm instead
of 276 mm) was used. A higher stall torque ratio (2.4 rather than 2.0) was also
used in order to compensate for the loss of low speed torque resulting from the
fact that the electric motor's torque is not multiplied by the torque converter.
Compared with the best of the three continuous operation strategies (vari-
ation 'A') which were considered for the baseline layout, the revised mechanical
layout left the fuel consumption virtually unchanges (37.44 g/kmvs. 37.39 g/km).
The wall plug energy consumption was reduced about 18% from .173 to .142 g/km.
The reduction of wall plug energy consumption was due to a significant increase
in Mode l range which was due not only to the elimination of a portion of the
torque converter losses from the electric motor load, but also from the transfer
of the accessory load from the motor to the heat engine under all operating con-
ditions, not just at idle. The range extension was such that, even at a value
of .6 for the battery discharge limit DBMAX, the discharge limit v_as not reached
on most driving days. If the control strategy were to be re-optimized for the
different configuration (perhaps by using a larger value of PNOM) some of the
fuel energy usage could be shifted back to wall plug energy. Time did not permit
going through this exercise; however, the results in hand do indicate that the
configuration shown in Figure 4-22 is superior to the baseline if the heat engine
is operated continuously. As discussed previously, however, this type of operation
should be considered only if some serious development work indicates that on-off
operation, with its high fuel economy payoff, is not feasible.
Alternative Transmissions
In the last section, the effects of relocating the torque converter relative
to the heat engine and motor were discussed. The next obvious question to ask is,
can the torque converter be completely eliminated using either dn automatically
shifted gearbox or a continuously variable t-ansmission? Before attempting to
answer this question, it is necessary to understand the function of the torque
converter in the baseline system. That function is comprised of the following
elements, the first two of which are con_non to both conventional and hybrid appli-
cations:
I. It provides additional torque multiplication at low speeds, increas-
ing the effective ratio range of the transmission.
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It provides a 'shock absorber' in the system, which reduces the
severity of the shift transient as felt by the driver, and allevi-
ates the problem of designing and developing a transmission which
shifts smoothly without having the driver in the loop controlling
throttle and clutch engagement.
3. It permits the traction motor to keep running, when the vehicle is
6 at rest, to supply accessory power, including the requirements of
the transmission front pump.
° It smoothes out the transient (as felt by the vehicle occupants)
which occurs when the heat engine clutch is engaged to start the
heat engine.
The last point is one which must not be overlooked when considering the
practical aspects of a hybrid system. The highest fuel economy payoff comes
from the ability of the hybrid to utilize the heat engine in an on-off mode; in
practical terms, this must be accomplished in a system which still provides
smoothness and driveability which is acceptable to the average driver. Analyses
p:rformed in the previous Near Term Hybrid Vehicle Program I have shown that
the magnitude of the transient experienced by the vehicle when the heat engine
is started are on the order of I/lO as severe when a torque converter is in the
system as when it is locked up. This transient can be measured by either the
maximum deceleration, or the total velocity change, experienced by the vehicle
during the engine start up process. In that case, the peak vehicle deceleration
was on the order of .l G when no torque converter was used, vs. about .Ol G with
the torque converter in the system. This factor, coupled with item. 3 on the list
of torque converter functional elements, must be carefully considered when in-
vestigating the use of either an automatically shifted gearbox or a CVT in a
hybrid application involving on-off engine operation.
Figure 4-23 shows schematically a mechanical layout for a hybrid system
utilizing either an automatically shifted gearbox or a continuously variable
transmission. In the case of an automatically shifted gearbox, the clutch be-
tween the induction motor and gearbox would have to be servo-controlled to
disengage during the shifting process to provide smooth shifts. This would
have to be synchronized properly with control of the heat engine and motor to
prevent excessive speed excursions of these components while they are unloaded
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during the shifting process. Because of the variables introduced by clutch
wear, variations in clutch temperature, and speed and load at which the shift
takes place, it is a difficult problem to get such a purely mecahnical system
to shift smoothly under all conditions, without having an extremely sophisti-
cated adaptive controller (i.e., a human driver) in the loop. It is conceiv-
able that such a system could be made to work successfully when there is a
precise measure of, and control over, speed and torque of the driving unit.
For example, in a pure electric vehicle driven by a DC motor in which the
controller limits armature current, setting this armature current limit to zero
during the shifting process provides a precise means of insuring that the
shift takes place under essentially zero torque. This can be combined with
a phase-lock controller operating on the motor field, which synchronizes the
motor input speed, while it is unloaded, with the transmission input speed in
the gear to which gearbox is being shifted.
In the hybrid application, this picture is considerably complicated by
the presence of the heat engine and the need for precise control over its out-
put torque also, during the shift process. Such control would be particularly
difficult if the shift was accompanied by a transition from engine-off to
engine-on operation, which is likely to be the case in the event of a sudden
increase in power demand. These considerations, coupled with the overall
problem of trying to achieve a smooth transition from engine-off to engine-on
operation without a hydrodynamic torque converter, led to the conclusion that
the development of such a transmission, as an integral part of a hybrid system,
should be given low priority relative to the more fundamental development
problems of the hybrid system such as on-off control of the heat engine optimi-
zation of the overa]1 control strategy, and reduction of life cycle cost.
The same conclusion was drawn with respect to the use of a continuously
variable transmission, cn the basis of slightly different considerations. The
usual objective of a CVT is to obtain improved fuel economy, relative to that
obtainable with a conventional automatic transmission, by keeping the engine
operating closer to the minimum bsfc attainable at any given power demand, and
by achieving a higher overall efficiency. In the case of the hybrid, heat engine
operation is kept near the region of minimum bsfc by the system control stra-
tegy. As indicated in the discussion of the baseline hybrid in Section 4.4.1,
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the average bsfc in any operating mode is never more than 10% greater than the
absolute minimum attainable with this engine. Consequently, it cannot be ex-
pected that a CVT will provide much improvement in this regard. Consequently,
there remains only the question of the average efficiency of a CVT vs. that of
a conventional automatic.
Efficiency claims for CVT's vary widely; howew..-, if attention is re-
stricted to those which snow serious promise of being available as well devel-
oped prototypes in the near future, and of achieving production staus in passen-
ger cars by the year 1990, the problen_ of sorting these claims out becomes
somewhat simplified. It is the judgment of the writers that the only CVT which
warrants serious consideration within this time frame is the metallic belt drive
being developed by Van Doorne's Transmissie B.V. in Holland, and Borg Warner in
the U.S. (This judgment is admittedly colored by the feeling that a hybrid
propulsion system development program should address primarily the fundamental
development problems discussed previously; transmission development per se
should be involved only secondarily.) This transmission transmits torque on
the compression side of the belt, consisting of a set of endless maraging steel
bands which support and guide a set of wedge shaped elements. These wedge
shaped elephants ride on the pulley surfaces and transmit torque from one pulley
to the other by thrust forces between the elements. Tensioning of the bands
must be greater than the thrust forces between the elements. This tensioning,
together with the positioning of the pulleys to vary tho transmission ratio,
is accomplished hydraulically. As indicated in Figure 4-23 , a separate clutch
is required for start up since slippage of the belt relative to the pulleys is
not permissible.
Comparing this :ransmission with a conventional automatic, it appears that
any major difference in efficiency lies primarily in the automatic's torque
converter. Both transmissions require oil pumps to supply pressure for actuating
clutches and bands (conventional auto, tic) or the variable ratio pulleys (CVT)
The power requirements of these pun;ps are probably similar. As far as the effi-
ciency of the basic 'gearing' is concerned, we would expect the average effici-
ency of the automatic to be, if anything, slightly higher than that of the CVT,
since one gear is direct drive.
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Basedon these considerations, it wasnot expectedthat use of a CVT
would make a great deal of difference on fuel or energy consumption. This
was confirmed by a simulation, the essential characteristics of which were the
following:
On-off operation of the heat engine was retained, using the sa_ne cri-
teria for starting and stopping the neat engine as used in the base-
line system.
The traction motor was de-clutched from the transmission at 500 RPM
and allowed to idle when the vehicle was at rest in order to supply
accessory loads (power steering and transmission hydraulic supply).
A 4:1 ratio range was assumed for the CVT, ano the ratio was chosen
as follows: If the heat engine was on, the ratio was selected to
operate the heat engine at the minimum bsfc for the power level de-
manded. If the heat engine was off, the ratio was chosen to keep
the traction motor operating as close as possible to its region of
best efficiency.
Time did not permit the optimization of a control strategy for the CVT,
and the simulation actually gave a slightly higher fuel consumption than the
baseline, with considerably lower wall plug energy consumption. This would
indicate that an optimized strategy could trade off fuel for energy consumption.
Since the heat engine is ke_t close to its minimum bsfc point with both the
baseline system and the CVT, it is very informative to just look at the differ-
ences in total energy consumption between the two syst_s. These may be sum-
marized as follows:
(1) On the urban cycle, the CVT system had a I0.6_ reduction in total
drive train losses compared to the baseline system., and a reduction
of 5.6% in total energy consumption.
(2) On the highway cycle, the corresponding reductions were 6.3% and 1.7%.
(3) The corresponding yearly average reductions were 9.9% and 4.6%.
Ill
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Assuming that the reduction in total energy con_,_mption was all taken
from the fuel side of the picture, rather than from the wall plug, a CVT would
be expected to yield about a ?% reduction in fuel consumption relative to the
baseline syst_ (about 63% of the total energy used to drive the vehicle, on
a yearly average basis, comes from the he_ engine in the baseline system).
The conclusion was that the gain in going to a CVT was small, relative
to the disadvantages of giving up the shock absorbing characteristics of the
torque converter, and having to incorporate an additional clutch in the system
for :he traction motor.
Alternative Heat Enqine Configurations
Within the context of the work statement, which restricted attention to
stratified charge rotary engines, turbocharged and multi-rotor, variable dis-
placement variations in this basic enginc type were considered. Both these
variations represent approaches to a single problem, namely, to obtain the
............ _ _F _ s_all displacement engi_e when Lhe engine is
lightly loaded, together with the performance advantages of a larger engine
when the power demand is high. To put this subject in perspective, however,
it should be noted that this problem is relevant to the hybrid propulsion sys-
tem only if the type of control strategy used for the baseline hybrid, involv-
ing on-off operation of the heat engine, proves to be unworkable. First of
all, the hybrid inherenzly allo_s for the use of a small displacement heat engine
because the traction motor's output is available for peaking. Thus, at least
part of the objective of turbocharging or variable displacement is achieved
simply by the nature of the hybrid concept, independent of the control strategy.
Second, the on-off aspect of the control strategy used for :he baselin? hybrid
effectively removes light load operation from the province of the heat engine
and gives it to the electric drive system. Both these factors result in a very
lo_ average bsfc for the heat engine, as discussed previously, and remove the
need or desirability of turbocharging or variable displacement.
This is illustrated by the following analysis: The attached curve (Fig-
ure 4-24) is a fuel consumption compar'_n when operating a two rotor carbureted
engine on one or two rotors. Th_ ct_rve for single rotor operation was determined
analytically using data measured during two-rotor operation. By comparing output
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torque to bsfc at given engine speeds, a simpler comparison is possible than
when using bmep and calculating to find the same horsepower points.
It can be seen that at 3000 RPM, the fuel econo,ny was the same. At 1500
RPM, using 2.50 kg/m output torque as an operating point, a 7% bsfc improvement
resulted with one rotor operation.
Referring back to Figure 4-9, it will be noted that the hybrid control
strategy concentrates operation on the 1500-3000 RPM range during Mode l opera-
tion. Also, most of the operating points are grouped near the PHEMIN line,
which corresponds to a bsfc between 275 and 280 9/kwn over the RPM range of
15DO to 3000 RPM. From this line to the minimum bsfc point, there is a varia-
tion of about 7% in bsfc. Therefore, if the range of variation could be cut
to 3.5% by having two volumes to inject to attempt to further confine the
operations to low sfc regions, the cumulative benefit might be about 2% at
this region. The heavy cost penalty to have a multi-rotor engine vs. the
planned single rotor engine, in addition to the added fuel control arrangements
nullifies the slight potential gain possible. It should be noted that no
potential gain was indicated in Figure 4-24 at 3000 RPM.
Additional data on this subject is shown in Figures 4-25 and ¢-26. An
NSU 871 gasoline homogeneous charge engine which can separately supply fuel to
each bank was run on both two banks and with one bank firing. In Figure 4-25,
horizontal lines have been added where vertical bmep lines of 15, 30, and 60 bmep
intersect the curves shown. By projecting the horizontal lines to the sfc scale
at the left, it can be seen that for the same horsepower, the sfc changes at
2000 RPM were not significant. Figure 4-26 indicates the same information in a
plot of bhp vs. fuel flow.
In this effort, the conclusion has been made that in the hybrid engine
application, the operating regime of the engine has been focused toward the
better sfc areas as an inherent part of the system design, sufficiently to make
the slight additional gains possible from variable displacement not worth the
costs involved.
The same conclusion applies to turbocharging. Referring back to Figures
4-3, 4-6, and 4-7, the effect of turbocharging (maintaining constant power
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output) would be to squeeze the lines of constant bsfc downward in the lower
portion of the power range and increase the height of the basfc islands. Thus,
the bsfc along the PHEMIN line (Figure 4-6), where most of the Mode l operation
is concentrated, would move closer to the 260 g/kwh minimum. Again, the peak
variation involved is only about 7%, which could be cut to about 3-4% by turbo-
charging. The small gain in fuel economy does not appear to be worth the cost
penalty.
4.4.5 Electric Propulsion Subsystem Design Tradeoff Studies
The purpose of these studies was to evaluate various AC propulsion system
technologies, with potential for reducing the life cycle cost of a hybrid elec-
tric vehicle, and then recon_end one approach for further investigation. The
overall goal is to demonstrate the technology selected in an engineering model
by 1983 and in a test vehicle by 1985. As a result of the parametric study
performed by South Coast Technology, the vehicle selected for further analysis
was a six-passenger vehicle capable of inter-city travel. The electric motor
output power requirements were established by South Coast Technology as being
approximately 25 kw peak and iO kw steady-state over a speed range of 2000 to
6000 RPM.
The major components used in an advanced AC propulsion system, and which
are expected to have the greatest impact on system cost, efficiency, weight and
volume are the:
I. AC motor
2. Power semiconductors
3. On-board charger
4. Accessory power supply
The low power control circuitry, although potentially a significant per-
centage of the AC propulsion system cost, is considered to be a secondary factor
in terms of its influence on propulsion system performance, weight and volume.
Design Alternatives
The semiconductor devices considered as alternatives for the AC controller
power stage are the bipolar power transistor and thyristor (SCR). Technologies
such as gate turn-off SCR's (GTO), transcalent SCR's and power mosfet transistors
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were considered to be either not cost competitive for this application or to be
unavailable at the powerlevel needed by 1933. Parametric studies of the power
mosfet translstor 3 indicate, however, that it has the potential to control very
high power levels and should not be dismissed for long range (1990) electric
vehicle applications.
Valid comparisons between the bipolar transistor and the SCR must include
the cost of the commutation circuitry used to turn off the SCR. The commutation
circuit alternatives considered are individual pole and DC side commutation
since they represent two entirely different approaches. The AC motor alterna-
tives include the AC induction and permanent magnet synchronous motor. The use
of a conventional DC motor was not proposed as an alternative for this program.
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Methodology for Comparin_ Se.-.:iconductors
To compare the transistor and SCR, a correlation between device current
rating and motor output power was developed assuming the use of a three-phase
ACmotor. Approximate expressions which relate motor output power to the tran-
sistor and SCR current rating were developed for a wye connected motor with the
motor RMS line-line voltage denoted by VLL, motor RMS phase current by IPHASE,
motor efficiency by EFF, motor power factor by PF, and the propulsion battery
voltage by EBAT.
PM_X - _x VLL x IPHASE x EFF x PF (I)
For a six step waveform, the _IS value of the fundamental component can
be expressed as:
t--
VLL = _6 /_ x EBAT (2)
For a six step wavefonn, the relationship between the motor RMS phase
current and the main device RMS current ID(RMS) can be approximated by equa-
tion 3 assuming the main devices are conducting the total phase current:
ID(RMS) = IPHASE/_/-2 (3)
Combining equations I, 2, and 3 provides us with the following expression
for motor output power as a function of device current and propulsion battery
voltage:
PM_X = 6/7 x EBAT x ID(RMS) x EFF x PF (4)
Equation 4 was used in estimating the required power handling capability
and cost of the main inverter SCR's, given a specified motor output power.
Equation 5, shown below, was used in estimating the required power handling
capability and cost of the main inverter power transistors. Transistors are
rated on the basis of maximum collector current (IC) and not RMS current as
are SCR's. For equation 5, the transistor peak current is approximated as
being twice the device RMS current. An exact relationship between RHS and peak
transistor current would require defining a specific pulse-width-me:ulation
approach.
PMAX(TRANS) = 6/_ x EBAT x IC/Z x EFF x PF (5)
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Controller Design Considerations
I. Bipolar Transistor Capability
Cost reductions and improvements in the power handling capability of bi-
polar power transistors during the past five years has significantly increased
the feasibility of developing a vehicle propulsion system which utilizes an AC
motor.
Several questions concerning the use of bipolar power transistors in an
advanced hybrid electric vehicle are:
l . What transistor voltage, current and frequency capability is realistic
to assume for an advanced AC propulsion system? What effect will the
above transistor capability have on controller efficiency?
2. What will high power transistors, produced in large quantities, cost?
Howwill their cost compare to thyristors?
, Will low voltage, high current bipolar power transistors have a higher
cost than high voltage, low current transistors assuming both are
d_signed to control the same motor outpuz power?
. What percentage of the total AC propulsion system component cost is
due to the cost of the power transistors? Is it a significant per-
centage of the total propulsion system cost?
Several authors (4, 5, 6) have explored the tradeoffs between transistor
collector characteristics, switching and storage time and safe operating area.
One analysis of the capabilities of the power transistor, proposed by Johnson 4,
is based on the ultimate performance limits of the transistor as being established
by the product (E x VS)/2_ , where E is the semiconductor dielectric breakdown
voltage and VS is the minority carrier saturated drift velocity. This product,
which has a value of about 2 x l0 ll volts/second for silicon, emphasizes the
fact that a semiconductor material has a maximum capability for imparting energy
to a charge carrier. If the operating frequency is high, the time period is
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short; and only a small amountof energycanbe given to a chargecarrier. At
low frequencies, the inverse is true. In other words,device physics demands
an inverse relationship betweenfrequencyand the transistor powercapability.
Therelationship developedby Johnsonbetweenthe transistor volt-ampere
product, impedance level (XC) and gain-bandwidth frequency (FT) is shown as
equation 6:
(VCEO x IC x XC) I/2 x FT = 2 x IOII (6)
For the above equation, VCEO is the maximum collector-emitter voltage
rating (VCEO-SUS), IC is the maxim.am collector current with a minimum current
gain of lO (VCE-SAT = 2 volts), XC is the device impedance, and FT is the device
current gain-bandwidth frequency. For reference, the transistor impedance is
defined by equation 7 where COB is the device output capacitance:
XC : I/(2 x _ x FT x COB) (7)
Dne conclusion established by Johnson from equation 6 is that as the
volt-ampere product ability of a transistor is increased, the transistor current
gain-bandwidth frequency (FT) must decrease. As will be discussed below, de-
creases in the current gain-bandwidth frequency (F-F), as the transistor power
rating is increased, can be translated into increased transistor switching times.
This implies that transistor switching losses become a larger percentage of the
total controller losses as the maximum motor output power is increased. This
assumes that the motor operating frequency is held constant as motor output
power is varied.
To verify that Johnson's analysis is still valid, we examined the capa-
bilities of present (1980) power transistors and compared them with transistors
which existed in 1955. This comparison is shown in Figure 4-27 where the dashed
line represents transistor technology in 1965 and the solid line represents
transistor technology today (1980). The line corresponding to the technology
available in 1965 was obtained from Reference I. The numbers shown in Figure
correspond to power transistors commercially available today and which are listed
in Table 4-18 for reference.
Figure 4-27 indicates
that the major contribution of the last 15 years is the availability of higher
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Table 4-18. CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMERCIAL POWER TRANSISTORS (1980)
ITEM
NO.
I
2
3
41
55
6
7
8_
?
10
11
12
13"
14
15
17Z
19Z
DEVICE F'/N UCGO IC TR+TF FT COB
(VOLTS) CAMPS) (USE() (MHZ) (_F)
2N5583 (M) 30 0,5 .005 1300 4.0
2N4401 (M) 40 0.6 .05 550 6.5
2N3500 (M) 150 0.3 .12 150 8.0
Hit0009 (H) 500 20 3.0 8 325
MJ10021 (H) 250 50 %.5 15 700
BUR51 (SGS) 250 50 1.6 15 600
GSDSSO020 (GS_ 200 50 0.4 40 350
SUTS040 (TRU) 400 40 2.0 --- 750
HPT545 (IR) 450 40 1.3 i0 2000:
D60T450 (W) 450 40 1.6 7 2500
PT-3523 (FT) 450 50 1.0 iO 400
WT5504 (WCOPE) 450 50 1.5 ......
D67D (GE) 400 100(1) 8.5 1,0 2500
MT-6002 (PT) 400 100 .........
WT5704 (WCODE) 450 200 6.0 3.0 3000
2$D647 CTOSH) 600 100(1} 8.0 ......
2SD64S (TOSH) 300 400¢1) 12.0 0.5 3500
MT-6006 (PT) 400 300(2) .........
2SD698 (TOSH) 200 600(2) .........
DARLI_JGTON
(I} CURRENT GAIN OF 50 AT ZC
(_} CURR[NT GAIN OF 100 AT IC
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power transistors. It also indicates that very high power, fast switching power
transistors appear to be difficult to obtain as a single device (i.e., a 400 V,
300 A transistcr with a switching time of less than l uSEC). The possibility
that two or more devices can be paral|eled to obtain this power/speed capability
is being investigated; 7 and in certain instances, parallel transistors are manu-
factured for commercial use.
2. Transistor Controller [fficiency
Based on the infornlation presented in Figure 4-27, we estimated what tran-
sistor capability is realistic to assume for a 1985 system and what effect in-
creasing motor output power will have on controller efficiency. For our analysis,
transistor inductive switching time (TC) was approximated as the sum of the
current rise and fall time obtained with a resistive load. This method of esti-
mating trensistor inductive switching time is considered optimistic (provides a
low estimate) based on the procedure proposed by Westinghouse. 8 The reason for
estimatin§ inductive switching time is that not all power transistor manufacturers
provide this information in their device literature. Using Table 4-18, we plotted
the sum of transistor rise (TR) and fall (TF) time as function of device KVA
rating [(VCEO x IC)/lO00]. This information is shown in Figure 4-28 and was used
to estimate transistor switching loss when controlling a three-phase AC motor.
The assumptions made with respect to transistor switching loss are:
(1) the major percentage of transistor switching loss occurs at turn-off (since
the .n_Dtorload is inductive, turn-on losses are assumed to be negligible);
(2) the turn-off waveform is based on switchin 9 an inductive load; and (3) the
energy dissipated in the transistor is based on a triangular power waveform.
The maximum power dissipated in the transistor was assumed to occur when the
transistor current has dropped to 9(7 of its initial value and the voltage has
risen to 90% of its final value. With these assumptions identified, the energy
dissipated in the transistor at turn-off is:
WATT-SEC/PULSE = I/2 x 0.9 x VCE x 0.9 x IC x TC, (8)
where VCE is the voltage across the transistor, IC is the peak collector current
prior to turn-off and TC is the crossover time as illustrated in Figure 4-29.
Based on the inform.ation presented in Figure 4-28, an empirical relationship for
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the crossover time as a fGn_tion of transistor KVA rating can be developed,
TC = 3.4 x lO"8 [KVA] I'24 , (g)
where KVA is the transistor power handling capability and is related to the
maximum motor power as presented in equation 12. Our loss analysis assumea that
the transistor voltage rating (VCEO-SUS) is three times the minimum battery vol-
tage (EBAT) which occurs when the battery is providing _ximum motor power.
This takes into account the decrease in battery voltage under load, the increase
in battery voltage during regeneration, and the use of a safety margin in the
transistor voltage rating.
PMAX = (6/7) x (VCEO/3) x (IC/2) x EFF x PF (lO)
KVA = (VCEO x IC)/lO00 (ll)
Combining equations lO and II to eliminate VCEO and IC establishes the transistor
KVA rating to be used in equation 8.
KVA = [Pr_.x x 3 x 2 x _]/[60C,0 x EFF x PF] (12)
The VCE and IC values used in equation 8 are the actual transistor voltage
and current when the transistor is being turned off. As stated previously, the
transistor voltage at turn-off, when switching maximum motor power, is one-third
the actual transistor voltage rating.
VCE x IC = [PMAX x 2 x _]/[6 x EFF x PF] (13)
Inserting equations 9 and 13 into eq_atlon 8 establishes an empirical relation-
ship for the watt-seconds dissipat=, in the transistor at turn-off as a function
of the motor output power.
WATT-SEC/PULSE = [(PMAX x 2 x _)/(6 x EFF x PF)] 2"24 x lO-ll (14)
Using equation 14, controller efficiency as a function of transistor
switching frequency can be determined for a motor output power of Z5 kw. The
result is shown in Figure 4-30 where the line represented as one pulse/cycle
corresponds to six step operation; and the lines represented as 5, 8, and 14
pulses/cycle correspond to operation under pulse-width-modulation conditions.
Transistor conduction losses were approximated using equation 15, assuming a
saturation voltage drop of 1.5 volts per device.
P(COND) = (PMAX x 3 x _)/(6 x EFF x PF x EBAT) (15)
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ASis evident from Figure 4-30, the efficiency of a transistor controller
is dependenton the pulse-width-modulationapproachusedand the motorelectrical
frequency. Theeffect of variations in maximumotor output powercn controller
efficiency is shownin Figure 4-31 and indicates the significant improvementin
controller efficiency as the maximumctor powerrequirementis reduced. The
information shownin Figure 4-31 assumesthat the transistor switching frequency
is held constant as motor poweris varied andthat the motor operating frequency
is 150HZ.
3. Thxristor (SCR) Capabilities
To obtain a measure of the capabilities of the thyristor, we used an ap-
proach developed by Newell, 9 in which he derived a general relationship between
SCR turn-off time (TREV), blocking voltage (VDRM), and current rating (ID(RMS)).
In examining the capabilities of the SCR, our goals were, first, to identify
what variations from commercially available devices are feasible, and second,
tO identify those variations with potential for reducing the cost of an advanced
AC propulsion system.
The relationship, developed by Newell, for the power controlling capabil-
ity of an SCR as a function of its blocking voltage, turn-off time, and SCR
cathode area is shown in Figure 4-32. The accuracy of Figure 4-32 has been
verified by comparing it with SCR's commercially available today.
Based on the information shown in Figure 4-32, it appears feasible to
consider the use of SCR's having turn-off times less than lO uSEC (lO uSEC is
commercially available today) provided we can operate with the resulting lower
blocking voltage. This appears feasible since the SCR voltage rating required
for an electric vehicle AC controller will probably be lower than that used in
industrial applications. From Figure 4-32, an SCR with a turn-off time of l
uSEC would have a blocking voltage capability of 400 to 500 volts when designed
for maximum power handling capability. This low voltage rating, although not
usable for certain industrial applications (i.e., 480 VAC), may be suitable for
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an AC controller operating from a propulsion battery voltage of lO0 volts.
Using Figure 4-32, an SCR with a diameter of 23 mm (i.e., an area comparable
to a Westinghouse T627 or a GE C384 SCR) would have a maximum RF_ current rating
of 200-250 amps. This is approximately the current rating required by a 25 kw
AC controller operating from a battery voltage of 70 volts (at maximum power).
The reason for minimizing SCR turn-off time is to reduce con_roller commu-
tation losses, which are a significant percentage of the total SCR controller
losses. Discussions with Westinghouse and Brown- Boveri concerning the feasi-
bility of developing SCR's having turn-off times of 5 _sec or less have been
very positive. As turn-off time is reduced below 5 usec, the conduction voltage
drop increases and may become a limiting factor.
4. SCR C_mmutation Circuitry_
Comparisons made between AC controllers that use either transistors or
thyristors (SCR's) must include the cost of the SCR comutation circuitry. The
process of commutation is a power function and, as such, is a major factor in
the economic design of an inverter. Also important is the influence of the
commutation process on controller efficiency, since efficiency affects not only
controller cost (i.e., package design) but also propulsion system cost (i.e.,
propulsion battery size) and fuel consumption.
An. SCR can be switchod on by applying a suitable voltage and current to
its gate. The power required for this is almost insignificant when compared
to the power controlled by the device. To turn off an SCR requires that its
anode to cathode voltage be reversed for a period of time sufficient to enable
the SCR junction to regain its blocking state. This requires that the load
current flowing through the SCR be decreased to zero, a process which involves
power levels substantially higher than those used to turn the SCR on. The pro-
cess of turning off an SCR, defined as commutation, is a major factor in the
design of an SCR inverter.
During the past 15 to 20 years, numerous SCR commutation approaches have
been developed and comparisons made to determine if one approach is truly
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superior. The conclusion reached by Abbondanti and Wood ]0 with respect to the
idea of a truly superior co_mutation circuit seems most realistic. Their con-
¢lusion was that the peculiarities of the application enhance the desirability
of certain features and increase the penalties attached to others, thereby
affecting the selection of the commutation circuit. This dependence on the
application is one reason for re-examining the commutation circuit used in an
electric vehicle AC controller.
Our approach was to examine two fundamentally different commutation cir-
cuits with the goals being, first, to obtain an estimate of commutation circuit
cost, and second, to identify areas for potentially improving commutation cir-
cuit performance.
The two commutation circuits selected are individual pole commutation and
DC-side commutation. For each approach, there are many different variations
which can be developed. However, our goal was to examine basic capabilities
and not dwell on the many possible design variations. Individual pole commuta-
tion is probably best represented by the McMurray inverter illustrated in Fig-
ure 4-33. A review of the comparisons ll'12 made between this circuit and
others tends to support the selection of the McMurray inverter as being repre-
sentative of individual pole commutation.
The second approach is DC-side commutation, also known as input or buss
commutation. The major difference between these two aporoaches is that with
buss commutation, more than one main inverter SCR is turned off during each
commutation cycle, whereas with individual pole commutation, only one inverter
SCR is turned off.
As was the case for individual pole commutation, there are various ap-
proaches to DC-side commutation. However, the use of DC-side commutation is
not as widespread as individual pole commutation; and, therefore, few comparisons
exist in the literature to assist us in selecting the most representative ap-
proach. The circuit arrangment shown in Figure 4-34 is considered representa-
tive of those approaches proposed by several authors 13-17 and will, therefore,
be used in our comparison.
The cos% of an SCR inverter circuit is greatly influenced by two items,
the cost of essential passive components, i.e., the commutation inductors and
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Figure 4-33. McMURRAY FORCED COMMUTATED INVERTER {3-PHASE)
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capacitors, and the cost of the semiconductor devices. The cost of ancillary
items such as snubber networks, gate drive modules, fuses, etc., also contribute
but are not considered the dominant items for the motor power level being con-
sidered (25 kw).
To a first approximation, the task of appraising and then selecting an
SCR commutation approach can be made simpler if we can evaluate the size of the
passive components and use this information as a means of assessing circuit suit-
ability. Equations for sizing the commutation inductors and capacitors have
been previously developed for both the McMurray 18 and buss commutation cir-
cuits 13 based on minimizing the amount of stored energy required to commutate
a specific power level. These relationships are given by equations 17 and 18
for the McMurray inverter, and equations 19 and 20 for the buss commutated in-
verter. The values of L and C given below for the McMurray inverter correspond
to the com...ponentsidentified as L and C _._ Figure 4-33. The val_es of L and C
for the Buss comm.utated inverter correspond to the components identified in
Figure 4-34 as L, Cl and C2, wherethe value of C given by equation 19 is the
sum of Cl and C2.
C(McMurray) = (.893 x IL x TREV)/EBAT (17)
L(McMurray) = (.397 x EBAT x TREV)/IL (18)
C(Buss) = (I.47 x IL x TREV)/EBAT (19)
L(Buss) = (1.82 x EBAT x TREV)/IL (20)
EBAT is the minimum battery voltage in volts, IL is the peak load current
to be commutated in amps, and TREV is the circuit turn-off time in usec. Cir-
cuit turn-off _ime is the sum of the required SCR turn-off time and the addi-
tional margin provided to take into account circuit tolerances. The peak load
current (IL) for six-step operation is aoproximated as being 2.3 times the SCR
RMS current ID(RMS). IL is given below as a function of motor output power.
IL = (PMAX x _ x 2.3)/(6 x EFF x PF x EBAT) (21)
Com_utation Inductor Parameters
Our approach to estimating the value and cost of the commutation inductor
was based on the premise that the product of inductor core cross sectional
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area (AC) and window area (AW) is proportional to the amount of energy to be
commutated. This approach is frequently used 19 in the design of power trans-
formers and inductors, and most manufacturers rate the power handling capability
of their cores in terms of the core and window area product. This relationship
is developed below for the McMurray inverter:
L = (3.2 x N2 x AC x IO-8)/LG (22)
where L is the commutation inductance in uH, N is the number oF turns, AC is
the core area in square inches, and LG is the gap length in inches. The expres-
sion for the com_utation inductance used in the McMurray inverter is based on
the peak current in the commutation circuit being 1.5 times the peak load current
IL. With this established, the peak flux density in the commutation inductor is:
B = (0.495 x N x IL x 1.5)/LG (23)
The inductor window area (AW) can be expressed as shown below, where IW(RMS) is
the _S current in the inductor winding, J is the current density in amps/sq.in.,
and KC is the percentage of the window area occupied by the winding.
AW = (N x IW(RMS))/(J xKC) (24)
Combining equations 22, 23, and 24, we obtain the following expression for
the window area and core area product:
AW x AC = (L x IL x 1.5 x IW(RMS) x 108)/(6.46 x B x J x KC) (25)
To establish the value of the RMS current in the co_nutation inductor, we
will assume a sinusoidal current waveform (half sine-wave) where the current
pulse width (TP) is a function of the commutation inductance and capacitance as
shown below. The commutation inductor operating frequency (FC) is twice the
motor frequency for the McMurray inverter and three times the motor frequency
for the buss commutated inverter.
IW(RMS) = IL x 1.5 x [(TP x FC)/2] I/2 (26)
TP = 3.412 x (L x C) I/2 (27)
FC = 2 x FM (McMurray inverter) (28)
FC = 3 x FM (Buss Commutated inverter) (29)
SHbstituting equations 26 and 27 into 25, we obtain the following expression
for the window area and core area product:
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AWx AC = _.. ,_ _ •F(LxlL2x2-25xlOS}/(6-46xBxjxKC_IxF( x(LxC)l/2xFC_/211/2 (30)
i:
c
Inserting the expressions for the commutation inductance and capacitance
into equation 30 and assuming a peak flux density of 12,000 Gauss, a current
density of 2000 amps/in 2, a window utilization of 50% and a cost in high volume
of S20/in 4 (2 mi] silicon-iron C cores), we obtain the following expressions for
the total cost of the commutation inductors. Inductor cost for the Buss commu-
tation circuit is based on a peak current in the commutation circuit of 1.8 times
the peak load current. EQuations 31 and 32 are for the total cost of the induc-
tors in the Buss inverter and McMurray inverter.
SL(Buss) = 864 x IL x EBAT x TREV 3/2 x FM I/2 (31)
SL(_IcMu..ay) = 129 x IL x EBAT x TREV 3/2 x FM I/2 (32)
One conclusion which is evident from examining equations 31 and 32 is that
the cost of the commutation inductors is significantly higher for the Buss inver-
ter than for the McMurray inverter. The reasons for this are:
l . The operating frequency of the commutation inductors in the Buss
inverter is 50_ higher than in the McMurray inverter for the same
motor frequency.
. The inauc_ance required with the Buss commutated inverter, as given
by equation 20, is almost 5 times the value required with the
McMurray inverter.
One difference between the McMurray and Buss commutation inverters, not
evident from equations 31 and 32, is the difference in the main SCR turn-off
time due to the method of commutation. The diode connected in inverse parallel
across the main SCR of the McMurray inverter increases the SCR turn-off time on
the order of ].5 to 2 times that which can be obtained with a reverse voltage
of 50 volts. In estimating the cost of the commutation inductance and capaci-
tance, main SCR turn-off times of 10 and 20 _sec. have been assumed for the Buss
and McMurray _nverters, respectively. An additional 5 _sec. has been added to
account for ciFcuit tolerances.
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Commutation Capacitor Parameters
To a first approximation, the cost of the commutation capacitors is
proportional to the product of capacitance and capacitor peak voltage rating.
To estimate the capacitor cost in high volume, we assumed a cost of $0.0007
times the CV product where C is in uF and V is the capacitor peak DC voltage
rating in volts. The capacitor voltage rating fer both methods of com_utation
is assumed to be three'times the battery voltage (EBAT) when the battery is
supplying maximum power (25 kw). This takes into account the higher propulsion
battery voltage during regeneration and the overshoot in the capacitor voltage
du_ to the operation of the energy recovery circuit of the McMurray inverter.
Maximum motor power is assumed to be the same for motoring and regeneration
(25 kw).
is:
Based on these relationships, the cost of the commutation capacitors
$C(Buss) : 30B7 x !L x TREV (33)
SC(McMurray) = 5626 x IL x TREV (34)
Commutation SCR Parameters
To estimate the cost of the auxiliary SCR's used in the commutation
circuit, an empirical relationship (EQ 35), for the RMS current rating of
commercially available fast switching SCR's was developed. This relationship
is a function of SCR peak current and switching frequency (FAUX) and is based
on an SCR current pulse width of 50psec. and an SCR case temperature of 90 C.
IAUX(RHS) = [IPK x (FA,JX)I/2]/llO (35)
The operating frequency of the commutation SCR for the Buss and McMurray
inverters is:
FAUX(Buss) = 3 x FM
FAUX(McMurray) - FM
where FM is the motor electrical frequency.
(36)
(37)
For the ratio between the peak
current in the commutation SCR to the load current being l.B for the Buss in-
verter and 1.5 for the McMurray inverter, the RMS current ratipg of the auxil-
iary SCR's is:
IAUX(Buss) = (IL x FMI/2)/35.3 (38)
IAUX(McMurray) = (IL x FMI/2)/73.3 (39)
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The voltage rating cf the auxiliary SCR's is based on the maximum SCR
voltage being four times the battery voltage (EBAT) when the battery is supply-
ing maximum output power. This includes regeneration conditions an_ a safety
factor of 3_,o.
VAUX = 4 x EBAT [40)
Combining equations 38 and 40, the total cost of the commutation SCR's
in the Buss inverter and the con_nutation SCR's in the McMurray inverter is:
SAUX SCRS(Buss) = EEBAT x IL x FM I/2 x $/KVA]/4410 (41)
SAUX SCRS[McM) = [EBAT x IL x FM I/2 x $/KVA]/3055 (42)
Shown in Figure 4-35 is the total commutation circuit component cost, as
a function of battery voltage, for both the McMurray and Buss commutated inver-
ters (3-phase). Included in the component cost, in addition to the commutation
capacitors, inductors and auxiliary SCR's, are estimates for the cost of the
snubber and gate drive circuits (S3/SCR) and the energy recovery circuits for
the McMurray in_erter (Sl.O/kw). As is evident, the fewer commutation compo-
nents required with the Buss commutation circuit significantly reduces its cost
compared to the McMurray inverter. As indicated in Figure 4-35 , the cost dif-
ference between the two approaches also becomes less as the battery voltage is
increased. This is considered to be part of the reason for the popularity of
the McMurray inverter in inoustrial applications. Another factor is the effect
commutation circuit trapped energy has on inverter efficiency and component
losses.
5. SCR Controller Efficienc_
Five factors which influence the efficiency of an SCR controller are:
I. The commutation circuit quality factor
2. The turn-off time of the main SCR's
3. The regeneration power requirement
4. The circuit turn-off time tolerance
5. The method used to adjust the turn-off time as a function of motor
output power
, I
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To a first approximation, the com_nutation circuit quality factor can be
represented as an energy loss which occurs at each commutation and is a fixed
percentage of the total energy stored in the commutation circuit. The effect
of variations in the commutatlon circuit quality factor on controller efficiency
is illustrated in Figure 4-36 , based on loss percentages of 15%, 20%, and 25%,
a motor output power of 25 kw, a main SCR turn-off time of 20 _sec., and a pro-
pulsion battery voltage of lO0 volts. Equation 15 has been used to calculate
SCR conduction losses assuming a voltage drop of 1.5 volts per SCR. The total
energy stored in the co_utation circuit of the Buss commutated inverter is
given by the following expressions:
ENERGY (WATT-SEC) = I/2[(C x 2 x EBAT2) + (L x IL2)] (43)
ENERGY (WATT-SEC) : (4.64 x PMAX x TREV)/(EFF x PF) (44)
Designing the commutation circuit for a regeneration power level of 50 kw
and then operating at a maximum power during motoring of only 25 kw reduces
controller efficiency as also shown in Figure 4-36. For the hybrid system
under investigation, the maximum regeneration power has been limited to the max-
imum motoring power.
The effect of decreasing the main SCR turn-off time from 20 usec. to 7 _sec.
is shown in Figure 4-36 based on a fi::ed energy loss of 20% of the total energy
stored in the commutation circuit at each commutation. The increase in control-
ler efficiency if both fast turn-off SCR's are used (5 wsec.), and the design
margin (circuit tolerance) minimized, is evident.
The effect of adjusting the energy stored in the commutation circuit, as
a function of motor output pc_er, is illustrated in Figure 4-37 and shows that
a significant improvement in efficiency can be obtained. Various techniques 20
to accomplish this are possible. For- example, by adjusting the firing sequence
between the main inverter SCR's and the commutation SCR's in the McMurray inver-
ter, the energy stored in the commutation circuit can be adjusted as a function
of Toad. The advantages of this are significant when it is realized that an
electric or hybrid vehicle application is characterized by brief operating
periods at high power levels (i.e., acceleration at 25 kw) followed by consi-
derably longer operating periods at low power levels (i.e., cruise at lO kw).
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Successful implementation of "programmed commutation" (adjusting the
commutation energy as a function of load), regardless of the technique used,
is considered critical to the design of an efficient SCR controller for an
electric or hybrid vehicle application.
6. Transistor and Th_ristor Cost Projections
Several factors which are relevant when discussing the cost of power
semiconductors for electric vehicles are: First, present production capability
is well below the level needed to manufacture lO0,000 propulsion systems per
year. Second, large quantities will probably be produced using special produc-
tion lines tailored to the characteristics of the particular device used. 21
Third, high power transistors have only been commercially available during the
past few years which implies that significant cost reductions can be expected
to occur over the next five years as their use in energy conscious applications
(i.e., industrial drives) increases.
The approach used in establishing semiconductor costs was to obtain in-
formation from the major semiconductor manufacturers on what cost goals for
power transistors and SCR's could be established. Projected costs were dis-
cussed with several manufacturers and their estimates compared for consistency.
The manufacturers contacted were Westinghouse, GE, Toshiba, Motorola, PTC,
International Rectifier, TRW, Power Tech, General Semiconductor, and Westcode.
Their projections and recommendations were very consistent.
The expected cost of Darlington transistors, in high volumes, is estimated
to be in a range from $O.5-$1.O/KVA (per transistor) with the two extremes being
optimistic and conservative. Cost for non-Darlington transistors are estimated
to be SI.O-$2.0/KVA. In subsequent discussions, non-Darlington transistors are
assumed to be operated either in a Darlington configuration or with a forced
gain of less than lO in order to maximize power handling capability and minimize
cost. Information provided by Westinghouse for their D60T and DZOT power tran-
sistors shows an expected cost reduction from $200 in 1980 to $80 in i985 for
the D7OT, and from $IOD in 1980 to $40 in 1984 for the D6OT. These are based
on a production level of 250,0D0 transistors per year. Cost projections for
fast switching SCR's produced in high volume are $O.2-$O.3/KVA (KVA = [VDRM x
ID(RMS)]/I 000).
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Oneinteresting result is that semiconductorcosts (SCRand transistor)
are _lmost directly related to device powerlevel (i.e., KVArating) and that
no significant penalty is encounteredfor either high voltage, low current de-
vices or low voltage, high current devices. Extremevariations outside the
voltage range normally considered for an electric vehicle app3ication (a battery
voltage of 60 to 200 volts) and at power levels muchgreater than 25 kw_y,
however, present conditions which affect cost moresignificantly.
Curvesshowingtransistor and SCRcosts as a function of maximum otor
output powerare shownin Figures 4-38 and 4-3g , respectively, with device cost,
as a function of motor output power, given by equation 16 for both transistors
and SCR's:
SMA:NDEVICE= [PMAXx 2 x 2 x _]/[6DO0 x EFFx PF] x 6 x S/KVA (16)
The transistor VCEOrating used in developing equation 16 is twice the
battery voltage under load (VCEO= 2 x EBAT). This assumesthe transistor
operating voltage range has beenminimized to reduce device cost. Themethod
used in estimating transistor switching losses lequation lO) assumedthat VCEO=
3 x EBATand is considered a moreconservative estimate for the transistor vol-
tage rating. The $CRvoltage rating is assumedto be four times the battery
voltage under load (VDRM= 4 x EBAT). The SCRvoltage rating takes into account
the effect of the con_nutationprocess on SCRvoltage rating.
Motor Design Considerations
I. AC Induction Motor
One objective in selecting the AC induction motor power rating is to ef-
fectively utilize the maximum power capability of the propulsion battery over a
wide motor speed range. In addition, it is desirable to accomplish this with
the smallest motor possible in order to reduce motor cost and weight. The op-
erating speed of the rotary heat engine is in the range of 2000 to 6000 RPM.
Selecting the same operating speed range for the electric motor eliminates the
need for a speed reducer between the heat engine and electric motor and opens
up the possibility of using a coaxial mechanical configuration.
Specifying the maximum motor output power (PMAX) establishes the relation-
ship between the controller current rating and the minimum battery voltage.
J b
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This relationship was developed previously, based on a six-step waveform, and
is shown below for reference:
PMAX = (6/_) x EBAT x ID(RMS) x EFF x PF (45)
where motor efficiency is denoted by EFF, motor power factor by PF, main device
current rating by ID(RMS), and the minimum battery voltage by EBAT.
Since the same motor output power can be obtained with different battery
voltages, a tradeoff between battery voltage and device current rating must be
made. Using semiconductors commercially available today (both bipolar transis-
tors and SCR's) provides us with considerable flexibility in selecting the
battery voltage as shown in Figure 4-40 for device RMS current ratings of 125,
250, and 375 amps. As discussed previously, device cost is based on semicon-
ductor power handling capability (_IA rating) and is, therefore, not considered
a dominant factor in selecting the propulsion battery voltage.
To obtain maximum motor power (PMAX) over as wide a motor speed range as
possible requires tradeoffs in selecting the base speed at which the maximum
motor power is reached. The reason for this will be identified with the aid of
Figure 4-41 where base speed is defined as the motor speed at which the transi-
tion from constant torque to "constant power" occurs.
In the constant torque operating region, the motor terminal voltage is
increased almost linearly with frequency in order to maintain a constant air
gap flux. The method used to control the applied motor voltage in this region
is referred to as pulse-width-modulation (P%_). The basic approach is to apply
the battery voltage to the motor as a series of pulses during each half cycle
with the width of each pulse being varied to control the motor voltage. In a
preferred approach, illustrated in Figure 4-42 , the width of each pulse is
varied throughout the half cycle in a sinusoidal manner in order to improve
motor performance. As shown in Figure 4-41, motor output power in this region
increases linearly from zero speed to the base speed.
Motor output power in the constant torque region could be increased for
the same controller rating by shifting the motor base speed so that it occurs
at a speed lower than the 3000 RPM point. This is accomplished by changing the
motor voltage rating; but motor performance at high speeds will be degraded,
as will be discussed.
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Whenthe motor voltage has beenincreasedto the maximumoutput voltage
of the controller, which is established by the propulsion battery voltage, the
transition from the constant torque region to the "constant" powerregion is
made. This is the maximumpowerpoint whichoccurs at 3000RPMfor the example
shownin Figure 4-41. Operationabovethis speedwith an SCRcontroller is
accomplishedwith a six-step voltage waveformapplied to the motor, i.e., PW_I
is no longer required and operation is at constant voltage. If the motor rat-
ing hasbeenselected such that the motor is operating near its breakdowntorque
at basespeed(3000RPM),then increasing motorspeedabovebasespeedwill de-
creasemotoroutput power. For this example,operation at twice base speedwill
reducethe maximumotor output powerby 50%basedonconstant applied motor
voltage. This is illustrated as the constant voltage line in Figure 4-41
Thedecrease in maximum motor power above base speed is a departure from
our goal of being able to utilize the maximum power capability of the propul-
sion battery over a wide speed range. Shifting the maximum power point to a
lower base speed, as discussed previously, will further reduce the maximum
motor output power at high speeds.
A beneficial factor affecting motor performance is the effect of the
battery characteristic on maximum motor power. The output voltage of the con-
troller is a function of the power drawn from the propulsion battery, and any
decrease in the motor output power will increase the battery voltage. This
will be reflected as an increase in the motor output power above that repre-
sented by the constant voltage line and is shown as the cross-hatched area in
Figure 4-41.
The overall objective is shown as a dashed line and represents the abil-
ity to utilize the maximum power capability of the propulsion battery at any
motor speed above base speed. This characteristic could be achieved with in-
creased controller complexity by using a step-up chopper in front of the inver-
ter to regulate the motor voltage as a function of speed. One possible circuit
arrangement to accomplish this is shown in Figure 4-43. One advantage of
this circuit arrangement is the ability to use a high voltage AC motor with a
low voltage propulsion battery, thereby minimizing the safety hazards associ-
ated with high battery voltages. One disadvantage is that to supply power
from the motor to the battery (regeneration) requires additional circuitry not
shown in Figure 4-43.
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For the design tradeoff study, a methodof estimating the maximumbattery
power,given the maximum motor power, was required. To accomplish this, the
information shown in Figures 4-44 and 4-45 was developed using a computer model
of the AC propulsion system. Included in the model were equivalent circuits for
the AC induction motor, AC controller, and propulsion battery. The parameters
of the AC induction motor were provided by Gould's Electric Motor Division.
AC controller
semiconductor voltage drops, conmmutation losses and the characteristics of the
propulsion battery are included. The maximum battery power [PBAT(MAX)], shown
in Figure 4-44, was determined by multiplying the battery's specific power
density in watts/kg by the battery weight in kg. In developing Figures
and 4-45 , the battery's maximum power [PBAT(MAX}] was approximated as being
80% of the battery's peak power capability [PBAT(PEAK)], as shown below, where
EOC is the nominal open circuit voltage of the propulsion baztery.
PBAT(PEAK) = (EOC)2/4RBAT) (46)
PBAT(_X) = (EOC2/4R_AT) x 0.8 (47)
The relationship shown in Figure 4-44 is based on matching the bettery
and AC propulsion system in order to maximize power transfer from the propulsion
battery to the AC motor while also minimizing the size and cost of the AC induc-
tion motor. Use of Figures 4-44 and 4-45 can be illustrated with the following
example. Assume that the maximum motor output power required to meet the speci-
fied acceleration requirements has been previously determined to be 29 kw. Also
assume that this power is required over a motor speed range of 2300-4600 RPM.
From the efficiency map, shown in Figure 4-45, the ratio of maximum tO rated
motor/controller power is a factor of 2.6. For this example, the required
motor/controller steady-state power rating is then II.2 kw, or 15 HP. From
Figure 4-44 the maximum battery power given a motor/controller power rating of
15 HP is estimated to be 43 kw. For a lead-acid battery with a specific power
density of IO0 watts/kg, the battery weight is 430 kg.
Cost for a totally enclosed AC induction motor (4 pole), as a function
of motor 60 Hz power rating, is shown in Figure 4-46. Background data pro-
vided by Gould's electric motor division is
also plotted in Figure 4-47. The motor/controller rated power, given
in Figure 4-44, is assumed to be 50% higher than the standard 60 Hz rating.
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The final steady-state motor/controller power rating will, however, depend on
the motor's location in the vehicle and the cooling provided by vehicle ram air.
AC motor cost, as a function of maximum motor output power, is shown in Figure
4-47 and is based on the maximum motor pc_er being 2.6 times the motor control-
ler rating given in Figure 4-46.
2. AC Permanent Magnet SynchronousMotor
Recent advances in the development of magnetic materials has aroused in-
terest in the use of permanent magnet synchronous motors for several applications
including its use as a traction motor in an electric vehicle. 22 Its major
advantages are high efficiency and power factor, and reduced controller complex-
ity when compared to conventional AC induction motors and their associated SCR
controllers. Its major disadvantage has been high cost, but recent effort 23
in this area indicates that the permanent n_agnet motor could be cost competitive
with the induction motor depending on Lhe results of ongoing development work.
Advantages of higher motor efficiency and power f_ctor are the reduction
in s_iconductor cost, the more efficient utilization of the battery storeo
energy, and a reduction of life cycle cost. The perfo_.ance stated 22"2¢'26
to be obtainable with the permanent magnet motor is an efficiency of 90-95% and
a power factor of 9_-99C_.
A third and equally important advantage, when compared to the AC induction
motor, is the ability of the motorto coJm_:utatethe main inverter SCR's (six-step
operation), and thereby reduce controller complexity and cost by eliminating the
commutation circuitry. Obtaining low speed perforn_ance with a permanent magnet
27
motor does require a limited amount of con_nuta_ion circuitry. However, once
the motor has reached a speed where its back ENF is sufficient to turn off the
main inverter SCR's, the commutation circuitry ca_ be rendered inoperative. This
eliminates commutation losses when operating above a specific motor speed, and
is reflected in a higher controller efficiency. Compared tQ both the McMurray
and Buss commutated inverters, use of a permanent magnet motor offers significant
advantages in terms of reducing SCR controller cost. With a transistor control-
ler, no commutating circuitry is required; and, therefore, the advantages of the
permanent magnet motor over an AC induction motor are not considered to be as
significant with this type of controller. The effect of the nigher efficiency
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of the permanent magnet motor on main device cost, for both transistor and SCR
AC controllers, is shown in Figures 4-48 and 449 , respectively.
The critical question concerning the future use of apermanent magnet motor
is the motor's cost in high volume production. Brow_-Boveri and Siemens, who
manufacture rare earth (samarium-cobalt) and ferrite permanent magnet motors,
respectively, indicated that a cost from 3 to 4 times that of a comparably rated
AC induction motor was realistic with present technology. Obviously, the re-
sults of development work being done to reduce motor cost must be monitored
closely and the results factored into a hybrid development program.
On-Board Charger
The assumptions made relative to the battery charger and accessory power
supply used in an advanced hybrid vehicle are:
l° The vehicle will have an on-board battery charger and 600 watt acces-
sory power supply. The charger power requirements are dependent
on the size (stored energy) of the propulsion battery and the re-
charge time available. The advantages of each vehicle having its
own on-board charger are well recognized. For example, charging
can be accomplished at any location having a suitable AC power
source (i.e., 120/2O8/240 VAC), and each charger can be individu-
alIj programmed for the type of propulsion battery being used (i.e.,
lead-acid, nickel-zinc, nickel-iron, etc.).
. Both the on-board charger and accessory power supply should be
integrated into the AC controller to the greatest extent possible
in order to reduce cost. This can be accomplished with the major-
i_v of electric vehicle propulsion systems (DC er AC) since the
motoring and charging functions do not occur simultaneously.
. The input AC line to the on-board battery charger and the accessory
power supply output should be isolated from the propulsion battery.
This is an assessment of what will be done in the future based on
our experience with electric vehicle power systems.
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An evaluation of on-board charger and accessory power supply approaches
is really an assessment of _he circuit topologies of the transistor and SCR AC
controllers. Of the many different techniques for accomplishing the charging
function, only one topology for both the transistor and SCR approaches will be
selected for discussion. The transistor and SCR circuit topologies for perform-
ing the motoring function are shown in Figures 4-5D and 4-51. Modifications
to these two topologies to provide an on-board charger are illustrated in Fig-
ures 4-52 and 4-53 , with the assumptions made relative to these two approaches
being as follows:
I. Existing power semiconductors are used to conLrol the bat=ery
charging current.
. The charger inpu_ stage for both approaches is configured as a
step-up cnopper. This improves the input power factor and reduces
the input harmonic current by proper shaping of the input current
waveform. With the transistor approach, the semiconductors in one
motor phase are used as a step-up chopper, whereas with the $CR
approach, the commutation circuit is used in a step-up operating
mode.
° Transformer isolation is accomplished with the transistor topology
by using an isoletion transformer in Combination with :he two re-
maining motor phases. The transistors in these two motor phases
are assumed to be connected in a bridge configuration. Transfor-
mer isolation with the SCR approach is obtained by adding a secon-
dary winding to the commutation inductor to provide both isolation
and power transfer from the commutation circuit tO the propulsion
battery. In this configuration, the commutation circuit is being
used as a DC/DC converter and not for commutation.
, A circuit breaker is used with both approaches in order to separate
the battery and motor from the charger. If a circuit breaker were
not utilized to separate the battery and charger, some form of posi-
tive disconnect is still required. Test results obtained using a
Meinemann DC circuit breaker to protect an SCR inverter
have been very favorable and indicate that with further refinements,
, |
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a circuit breaker could replace the semiconductor fuse in an SCR
control 1er.
So The low power control used to control the motoring functions will
also be used to control the charger and monitor the propulsion
battery.
For these charging approaches, the cost of the components which must be
added to perform the charging function have been estimated, as shown in Table 4-19.
Costs are for a 2 kw charger.
Table 4-19. On-Board Charger Component Cost Estimate (2 kw)
Input Bridge
Input Inductor
Isolation Transformer
Power Devices
Circuit Breaker
Filter Capacitors
Output Inductor
Output Rectifier
Ground-Fault-Interrupter
Total Power Component Cost
Transistor SCR
S lO $--
lO --
30 --
30 30
10 10
10 --
10 I0
10 10
$120 $6o
With both approaches, the cost of the on-board charger has been signi-
ficantly reduced by integrating it into the AC controller. The major advantages
associated with integrating the charger into the controller are the reduction
in semiconductor cost, gate/base drive circuitry, heatsink requirements and
package complexity. The charger efficiency for both approaches is estimated to"
be in the range of 85-90%.
IgO
Accessory Power Supply
The accessory power supply is usually not considered a major component;
however, a closer examination of the overall function indicates that using
conventional techniques to provide an accessory power supply makes it a signi-
ficant part of the cost. For example, a 600 watt switching power supply, pro-
duced in high volume, is estimated, based on discussions with Gould's power
supply division, to have an OEM cost of S125-150. This is a cost comparable
to that of the AC induction motor (25 kw maximum power) and assumes that cost
reductions have been implemented to eliminate those components which are not
required in an electric vehicle application (i.e., input rectifiers, hold-up
capacitors, tight ripple and regulation specifications, and a separate package).
An examination of the transistor AC controller topology provides no
inTnediately obvious method of incorporating the accessory power supply into
the controller. Additional investigation may indicate an approach. The SCR
controller topology can, in a manner similar to that used for the on-board
charger, be modified to allow the accessory power supply to be integrated into
the controller. One _?F:roach is to add an isolated winding to each commutation
inductor and use the excess commutation energy normally returned to the propul-
sion battery during motoring to be used to charge the accessory battery. One
circuit arrangement to accomplish this is shown in Figure 4-54.
Battery Voltage Selection
The selection of the "optimum" battery voltage for an electric or hybrid
vehicle application has been and will continue to be a very complex and con-
troversial subject. The criteria for selecting the "optimum" battery voltage
for an advancL=d electric vehicle will most li"he y be influenced by the goal to
minimize vehicle life cycle costs. To accomplish this requires that we be
aware of those factors which influence life cycle cost.
To imply that presently available test data on electric vehicle batteries
is sufficient to enable one to select the "optimum" battery voltage is unreal-
istic. One reason is that the development of batteries specifically for electric
vehicles _has yet to reach the point where sufficient test data is available to
make a firm commitment to either high or low voltage systems. For example, work
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being done on low maintenance batteries and the improvements expected in battery
design and manufacturing techniques may have a significant impact on battery
reliability and, therefore, minimize the drawbacks of high voltage battery sys-
tems.
Increasing the propulsion battery voltage for the same motor output power
increases controller efficiency. This reduces the controller initial cost and
battery power and energy requirements for the same vehicle performance and range.
For example, increasing the battery voltage decreases _he semiconductor conduc-
tion losses and reduces the controller heat sink requirements and package size.
As _s_,,_ed _o,_^,,_i, variations _- the ......_ ' "--
........ j, ,,, _,v_,s;on battery volta_= _- not
influence the cost of the power semiconductors significantly since they are
sized and priced according to the peak power to be controlled. Extreme varia-
tions outside the range of 60-200 volts, normally considered for electric ve-
hicle propulsion systems, may, however, affect device cost due to the signifi-
cant increase in device area or device voltage requirements.
The effect on life cycle cost of increasing the propulsion battery voltage
can be examined using the results of the sensitivity studies performed by South
Coast Technology. Their results indicated that increasing the combined motor/
controller efficiency by one percentage point reduces vehicle life cycle cost
by about 548, or .03¢/km. Increasing the battery voltage (at maximum power)
from 50 volts to 150 volts was calculated to increase the controller efficiency
from 93.5% to 95.5%, as shown in Figure 4-55. The efficiency curve is based
on a peak motor output power of 25 kw and a motor frequency of 250 Hz. For a
motor efficiency of 87-91%, the increase in the combined motor and controller
efficiency is approximately two percentage points. This effect, by itself,
results in a reduction in the vehicle life cycle cost of $96 based on a lO-yea r
life, or .D6¢/km.
This, however, does not constitute the total change in life cycle cost.
For a fixed battery energy capacity, raising the battery voltage will increase
the battery acquisition cost and increase the weight, both of which impact the
life cycle cost. The magnitude of these effects for ISOA batteries are not
known; however, if the behavior of existing batteries is any indication, the
effect on acquisition cost is more significant than the effect on weight. In
other words, the larger quantity of smaller hardware (cell interconnections,
............................ i
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etc.) r_Kluired for a higher voltage battery affects cost more than it does
weight. Increasing the number of cells (voltage) also has an effect on bat-
tery reliability.
Reducing the propulsion battery voltage presents the possibility of re-
ducing the cost of the propulsion system by minimizing the number of addition-
al components which must be added to prevent accidental contact with the battery. •
The contact resistance of the human body between different points and the effect
of different current levels on life functions is well documented. For reference,
the effect of various current levels on a 150 lb. man are listed in Table 4-20.
The resistance for different skin contact conditions is shown in Table 4-21.
From the standpoint of safety, the lower the battery voltage, the lower the
probability of reaching the paralysis limits shown in Table 4-20 Translating
this into equivalent system cost must still be accomplished with the cost fac-
tors being not only special enclosures and barriers, but also indirect costs
such as insurance.
What can be concluded at this point, in view of the fact that the factors
discussed above (battery cost, reliability, etc.) tend to offset the effects on
life cycle cost of controller efficiency, is that battery voltage has only a
minor influence on life cycle cost; and the ultimate selection of battery vol-
tage will be based more on factors of technical convenience rather than cost.
4.5 General Conclusions
In order to focus the reader's attention on the salient elements of the
design approach, before discussing the conceptual design task, it would be well
to restate and generalize on some of the major conclusions of the design trade-
off studies task. The intent of this section is not to recap all the detailed
conclusionsdiscussed previously but only to highlight them in terms of their
impact on the overall design philosophy. Since the major objective of a hybrid
propulsion system is to conserve petroleum based energy at a life cycle cost
competitive with a conventional propulsion system, we shall discuss these con-
clusions in light of these two factors: fuel consumption, and life cycle cost.
The hybrid system is at a cost disadvantage, relative to a conventional
system, because of the high acquisition cost of the electric propulsion subsystem,
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:andreplacement costs for batteries. This cost disadvantage can be minimized
in three ways: first, by making the electric propulsion system small, thereby
keeping its acquisition cost and battery replacement cost at reasonable levels,
second, by achieving fuel savings which are large enough to pay, or nearly
pay, for the acquisition cost discrepancy, and third, by avoiding high cost
design approaches in areas which only marginally affect fuel consumption. It
is necessary to keep the maximum output of the electric propulsion subsystem
below 30% of the maxim_n system power requirement, and work the propulsion bat-
tery at or near its peak power when the electric motor output is at its maximum,
in order to keep the propulsion system and battery economics reasonable. How-
ever, the rate of increase in fuel consumption becomes quite large as the elec-
tric propulsion system output gets below about 25% of the system output, so
;).5-30%(.7-.75 heat engine power fractio,i)appears to be the range for the
electric propulsion system which gives the "best" combination of cost and fuel
consumption. This corresponds roughly to a peak electric motor output of 25
to 30 kw.
The factors to consider in specifying, designing, or evaluating a propul-
sion battery for use in a hybrid vehicle are not necessarily weighted the same
way they would be if the application is a pure electric vehicle. Specifically,
the most important factors for a hybrid application are specific power (w/kg)
and the ratio of specific cost to life ($/kg-cycle). Although specific energy
is a factor to consider, its impact on life cycle cost is much lower than the
previous two factors.
The most productive things that can be done to minimize fuel consumption,
and thereby obtain fuel cost savings which are large enough to offset the costs
associated with the electric propulsion subsystem and batteries, are to shut
down the heat engine when the system power requirements do not dictate its use,
and to load it enough (i.e., operate at a hlgh enough bmep) to achieve a low
bsfc when the power requirements dictate its use. This requires that the heat
engine be capable of being shut down and dec_pled from the system, and restarted
and brought back on line, according to the power demand. These events occur
quite frequently, and there are obvious development problems associated wlth
such a strategy in the areas of drlveablllty, emissions control, and engine
thermal control; however, this appears to be the only route that offers the po-
tential of achieving enough fuel savings to make the system economically viable.
q
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In addition, by limiting the load rangeoverwhich the engine must operate to
relatively high bmep's, this approach attains the same basic objective at which
turbocharging, variable displacement engines, and continuously variable.trans-
missions are aimed. Consequently, applying such high Cost approaches to the
hybrid does not return much in the way of fuel savings, and onlycompounds the
problem of acquisition cost.
The design approach dictated by these considerations involves doing every-
thing possible to alleviate the development problems associated with on/off
operation of the heat engine and to minimize overall system cost. An example
of this approach is the use of a torque converter in the transmission for drive-
ability and to soften the transients associated with turning the heat engine
on and off. The losses associated with the torque converter are outweighed by
the gains involved with on/off operation of the heat engine. Another example
is the use of the traction motor to supply hydraulic power for the transmission
and power steering when the heat engine is off, rather than using a separate
electric auxiliary drive. This necessitates the traction motor driving through
the torque converter; however, the costs involved in the associated torque con-
verter losses are far outweighed by the cost of a separate auxiliary drive.
In summary, then, the Design Tradeoff Studies task resulted in the con-
clusion that the design parameters and system configuration used in the baseline
design would provide a suitable starting point for a conceptual design, and that
the areas in which subsequent design and development activity should be concen-
trated are:
o Heat engine on/off operation, especially thermal control during
on/off cycling to minimize emission control problems.
o
-o
Cost reduction of the electric propulsion subsystem by optimizing
circuit design anddevice selection for the required power level,
and by integration of various functions (motoring, charging, acces-
sory power supply) to minimize tota_ hardware.
Design and development of propulsion batteries specifically for the
hybrid application (which is outside the scope of this particular
program).
5. CONCEPTUAL.DESIGN
5.1 Objectives and Scope
The primary objective of this task was to develop a conceptual design of
a hybrid propulsion system following the design directions established in the
Design Tradeoff Studies task. This design was to define design approaches for
all the major components and subsystems, and would illustrate how the system
might be packaged in a vehicle.
The scow of this effort involved ca_ng the design and anal_ical
effort far enough along to, first of all, establish the feasibility of the
approach {at least within the limii'_of mat can be accomplished in a paper
study), and second, to define principal areas mere development would be
required.
!
5.2 Technical Approach
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One of the basic conclusions of the Design Tradecff Studies task was
that the baseline hybrid propulsion system constructed in that task constituted
a suitable starting point for a more detailed design effort. Consequently,
the approach taken to the Conceptual Design task was simply to expand on the
detail of this baseline system, with particular emphasis on the foll_ng areas:
o Identification of hardware design approaches which appear to be
promising in terms of cost reductions or efficiency gains.
o Integration and packaging of components.
0 Conceptual design and inte(jrationof ancillary subsystems, such
as cooling, lubrication, hydraulic supply, fuel i_ection, ignition,
12 V supply, and so forth. <-
5.3 S.yst.m Description
The reader is referred to Section 4.4.1, Baseline System Description,
for a discussion of the basic elements of the conceptual design. In the fol-
5.3.1 System Control ler
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The control strategy for the advanced hybrid propulsion system is as
outlined in Section 4.4.1 under "Control Strategy Description." This basic
strategy may require modifications during the warm up period for the heat
engine, particularly in cold weather operation; for example, it may be neces-
sary to permit the heat engine to operate continuously until a pre-determined
coolant temperature is reached. With the addition of such modifications, then,
it can be concluded that the basic input/output variables for the system con-
troll_r are the followin§:
I. inputs (from suitable sensors)
o Driver
- Accelerator pedal position (power demand)
- Braking effort !probably measured by brake f|uid pressure)
o Vehicle
- Speed
o Heat engine
- Coolant temperature
o Electric motor/controller
- Speed {also measures heat engine speed when heat engine is
running)
o Battery pack
- Current
- Voltage
- Temperature
. Outputs (to suitable interface circuitry and elecTro-mechanical
actuators)
o Heat engine
- Injector pump rack position
- Ignition on/off
o Motor controller
Power (or current) com_mand
o Transmission
- Upshift/downshift signal
o Heat engine clutch
- Engage/disengage signal
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In order to process these input signals and generate outputs based on
the strategy described in Section 4.4.1, the controller must have the following
basic computational capability:
o Computation of battery state of charge from the parameters of current,
voltage and temperature. Based on this computation, the controller
decides whether Mode l or Mode 2 operation is required.
Computation of upshift and downshift speeds at the demanded power
level (see Figure 4-3); comparison of these speeds with present
motor speed to determine if an upshift or downshift is required.
o Computation of maximum available heat engine power and electric
motor power at the measured speed, from stored tables of these values
(see Figure 4-2) as well as the value of the control parameter PHEMIN
or PHEMN2 at the measured speed.
o Determination of the power split between the heat engine and traction
motor based on the algorithm defined in Section 4.4.1.
o Generation of co_and signals to the injector rack actuator and
motor controller to bring the heat engine and motor to the desired
power levels. This requires a table of rack position vs. heat engine
power and speed, and a similar function for the motor and controller.
These computational requirements imply that the only feasible method for
implementing the control strategy discussed above and in Section 4.4.1 is with
a microprocessor based system. A very similar control strategy was developed
in the Near Term Hybrid Vehicle Program conducted for the Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, and a complete discussion of the hardware and software for the micropro-
cessor based system implementing this strategy is presented in Appendix C of
the final report on that program. 1 Because those results are directly applicable
to the system controller for the advanced hybrid, only the major features will
be outlined here; and the reader is referred to the cited report for more detail.
°
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A suitable basic microprocessor would be an 8 bit unit, probably based on
N channel MOS (NMOS) technology, although a complementary MOS (CMOS) device
would also be a possibility. The seftware program must be executable at a rate
of at least 20 times per second to provide adequate pewer response, and it is
estimated that a program memory of between 2 and 4K bytes is required with a
data memory of 256 x 8.
5.3.2 Heat Engine and Controls
General Characteristics
The engine designed for the hybrid propulsion system is a single rotor
Wankel type rotary of 72 cubic inch displacement rated at 70 kw (93.8 HP) which
employs the direct injected stratified charge process.
Application of the stratified charge co_i_bustion process allows the signi-
ficant size and weight advantages of the homogenous charge rotary engine to be
retained, while offering diesel competitive fuel economy, exhaust emissions at
the best reciprocating engine level, and broad base liquid fuel capability. A
comparison of a 60 kw single rotor rotary with a 56 kw 6 cylinder VW diesel is
offered in Figure 5-I
When the stratified charge process is applied to the rotary, it, like the
reciprocating engine, benefits from the higher enthalpy efficiency accompanying
the use of high overall air fuel ratios, the reduced pumping losses resulting
from elimination of the throttle; and because of its geometry and kinematics,
it eliminates the need for the special devices added to the reciprocating engine
to generate the air swirl essential to the direct injected stratified charge
process.
The air movement, which is a byproduct of the rotery engine's kinematics,
is conceptually depicted in Figure 5-2 and compared to the same event in a strati-
fie_ charge combustion process as it occurs in a reciprocating stratified charge
engine with a similar combustion: process, the Texaco TCCS engine.
The combustion chamber configuration recommended for the hybrid rotary
is an outgrowth of an extensive stratified charge engine development program.
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Two of the more significant features in the rotary combustion chamber configura-
tion include the use of a pilot injector and maintenance of high rotor combus-
tion chamber pocket temperature.
During this development activity, it was concluded that the considerable
fuel distribution differences between light load to full load operation could
best be satisfied by using a pilot nozzle to initiate combustion and a main
injector to acconlnodate the varying load requirement. Oscilloscope traces of
combustion pressures show that use of a pilot injector provides for firing
regularity over the complete load/speed range, along with superior performance
and fuel economy.
A major benefit of the stratified charge engine is improvement of fuel
consumption, particularly in the part load range, over the homogenous charge
engine. Accordingly, Curtiss-Wright's efforts were directed toward exploiting
the fuel economy benefit for the rotary, not, however, at the expense of exhaust
emissions. Throughout the development cycle, the various parameters affecting
emissions, including the fuel delivery system and combustion chamber component
shapes and operating temperature, were controlled to minimize exhaust emissions
while improving fuel economy. Fuel economy and emission characteristics of the
stratified charge RCl-6O are shown in Figures 5-3 and 5-4 .
The end effect is that the raw emission level of the stratified charge
rotary is substantially lower than the homogenous charge version and represen-
tative of the lowest emitting reciprocating engines.
Testing revealed that a high rotor combustion chamber pocket temperature
tended to reduce exhaust emissions; therefore, a design was introduced which
uses an insulating air gap to maintain a high rotor pocket temperature. In
the designs tested to date, an insert, which is in effect the combustion chamber
pocket, is bolted to the rotor face. A favorable byproduct of this design is
that heat rejection to the oil is reduced; and, therefore, oil cooler size and
weight can be reduced. Particulates have not been measured for the stratified
charge rotary, but tests of other stratified charge engines indicate emissions
from this type engine are significantly lower than diesels.
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The ability noted earlier to burn a broad base.of fuels is another benefit
derived from the use of the direct injected stratified charge combustion process
employed by Texaco in their reciprocating engine design and by Curtiss-Wright in
their rotary engine design. This multi-fuel capability is achieved by combining
spark ignition with the fuel injection rate closely matched to the combustion
rate, a process which obviates the need for _ specific cetane or octane rating.
The engine's insensitivity to octane _r cetane requirements would, therefore,
permit use of existing fuels ranging from gasoline to diesel; but, more impor-
tantly, refinery output could be optimized to produce a middle distillate fuel
which obtained the maximum heat energy from a barrel of crude oil.
The heat engine in the hybrid system will be continuously subjected to
brief periods of acceleration/deceleration cycles to supplement electric system
power output as required to maintain performance requirements. The rotary's
low rotating moment of inertia minimizes time delays and reduces power transmis-
sion shaft loading during th_ heat engine assisted portions of the acceleration/
deceleration cycle.
Again, the unique characteristics of the rotary make possible the use of
a single rotor system, namely, dynamic balance over the entire operating range
with a torque output curve of comparable smoothness to a 4-cylinder reciprocat-
ing engine.
Heat engine costs are minimized by the use of a single rotor configuration,
which means that costs are low for the basic engine as well as the fuel injection
system, which required only two injectors instead of the four required by a four
cylinder diesel. The cost increment of the injection system over a carbureted
engine is minimized by this factor as well as by the use of state-of-the-art
diesel fuel injection equipment.
Engine Description
I. Basic Engine
The heat engine for the hybrid vehicle is a one rotor stratified charge
rotary combustion engine with a cell swept volume of 72 cubic inches. The ar-
rangement of the rotor, housing, injectors and spark plug is shown on the sec-
tiunal drawing, Figure 5-5.
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The single rotor is supported by a short crankshaft mounted on
two bearings. Counterweights are provided at each end of the crankshaft to
balance the rotating assembly. The drive end counterweight is incorporated in
the flywheel by removing material at the appropriate location.
The cotor is case of nodula_ iron. It is equipped with various seals, a
bearing, and internal ribbing to provide for strength and for oil cooling. The
rotor flank surfaces, and combustion pockets are coated with insulating mater-
ial. The consequent high surface temperatures are conducive to reduced emis-
sions anO reduced heat transfer to the lubrication system.
At the accessory end_ drives are provided for the coolant, oil, and fuel
injection pumps. The first two are toothed belt driven, and the fuel injection
pump is driven directly from the counterv_ight by means of a slotted disc coupl-
ing and an automatic timing device. Injector fuel delivery is controlled by
positioning a rack, discussed under "Auxiliaries"
Coolant circulation is provided with a centrifugal pump, and temperature
is controlled with a ful] flow bypass type of thermostat. An air-to-coolant
heat exchanger is required. An electrically operated fan controlled by a cool-
ant temperature switch is used to augment air flow through the heat exchanger.
Consequently, no engine driven fan has been provided. Curves of heat rejection
to the coolant and oil are given in Figures 5-6 and 5-7. Oil circulation is
produced with a gear pump from the three quart sump.
A tentative flywheel size has been chosen to limit instantaneous angular
acceleration of the crankshaft to an acceptable level. The consequent coeffi-
cient of speeo fluctuation is 2.8 percent at 5000 RPM and 90 horsepower. A
final choice of flywheel size will require consideration of the vehicle drive
system. Detailed analysis of the overall vehicle drive system include the
inertia contributions of the AC motor and torque convertor driving element,
which are direct]y coupled to the engine whenever it is running. These contri-
butions may be quite important in minimizing the inertia of the engine and its
flywhee] in order to provide the shortest possible start up time within the
basic limits on engine angular acceleration.
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2. Auxiliaries
The accessories required on the subject single rotor stretified charge
rotary combustion engine are relatively few in number and consist of the fol-
lowing:
o 0il pressure pump and pressure control
o 0il metering pump and control
o Coolant pump and thermostat
o Ignition system
o Fuel injectlo1, system
A normal (non-hybrid) installation would require the addition of an alter-
nator, a starter motor, and engine speed governor. The following is a brief
description of each of the auxiliaries to be used, with emphasis on maintaina-
bility, reliability, safety operational characteristics, and known problem areas.
0il Pressure Pump and Pressure Control
The lubricating oil for this engine will be supplled by a positive
displacement gear type pump belt driven from the engine crankshaft.
A typical oil system schematic is shown in Figure 5-8 ; this system
may ultimately be integrated with the transmission oil system and a
cooling/heat recovery system for the AC motor/controller, as outlined
in Section 5.3.5 . The system provides pressurized oil flow to
lubricate the engine bearings. This flow is assured by having the
proper sizing of flow components and controls such that a minimum
oil pressure below a permissible maximum temperature is always main-
tailed at the bea-ings. The system consists of a sump which is sized
to provide adequate surface area and settling time for de-aereation
to Occur, thus eliminating oil foaming as a problem. A suction
strainer and suction tube duct oil to the inlet of the belt driven
positive displacement pump. The strainer is sized to protect the
pump against foreign objects which can be accidentally dropped into
the oil sump during oil level checks or refilling. The oil then is
ducteo to an oil cooler, bypass, and diverting type thermostatic
valve arrangement which either allows full oil flow to the engine
directly or diverts a portion of the vehicle mounted oil cooler as
214
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necessary to limit the oil temperature to some maximum value. The
oil from the cooler then rejoins the main oil flow before the pressure
valve which controls the oil pressure by bypassing all excess oil flow
back to the pump inlet. The oil then goes to an ordinary spin-on type
full flow oil filter with integral bypass valve to prevent filter
element rupture and subsequent engine contamination. The bypass would
open only during operation with very cold oil or in case of gross
filter plugging due to lack of proper maintenance.
Two safety systems are employed in the oil supply system. The first
is the standard Tow oil pressure switch at the oil gallery which will
illuminate a warning light on the panel if the oil pressure is below
a preset minimum level; a logic signal will, of course, be needed to
de-energize the warning when the heat engine ix in the off mode. The
second sensor is a low oil level switch to remind the operator to add
oil.
The maintenance of this system, requires t_at the oil filter be changed
after a pre-set number of engine operating hours and that a certain
minimum oil level be maintained. The latter will be taken care of by
providing the oil level switch and dipstick for manual check and the
provision of a normal type oil fill location and opening. The filter
change presents a problem in that the operator will not know how many
hours or miles the heat engine has operated; therefore, the vehicle
control computer should be programmed to keep track of the heat engine
accumulated operating time to permit periodic filter changes.
Oil Metering Pump and Control
The rotary engines require that a small quantity of lubricating oil
be introduced into the combustion chamber to lubricate the apex seals.
The approach used on this engine design is to meter the oil to a spray
bar located in the intake manifold and mix the oil with the inducted air.
This method is well proven and does an excellent job of lubricating.
The system consists of a variable displacement pump (or shuttle valve
which receives oil from the pressure pump) whose displacement is con-
trolled by a linkage connected to the fuel injection pump rack such that
on a per revolution basis, a given percentage of the fuel flow is metered
I •
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and provided to the spray bar in the intake. A simple flow switch is
included in the line from the pump to provide an electrical means of
monitoring whether the system is functioning.
Coolant Pump and Thermostat
The cooling system for this engine is of the same type as all other
gasoline or diesel engine of rotary or piston type and should not
present any problems or unique maintenance considerations. There is,
of course, a possibility that a certain minimum coolant temperature
will have to be maintained constantly either for vehicle space heating
or to protect the engine so that the intermittent operation is not
destructive to the engine. The need for preheating will have to be
determined during the cyclic engine test program. A sche_atic is
shown in Figure 5- 9.
Ignition System
Th_ ignition system for this engine consists of a trigger or timing
signal, an ignition module to generate the required voltage and current,
and a spark plug. The system is kept as simple and reliable as possible
while maintaining a very high performance level. The trigger signal is
generated by a solid state device located in the fuel injection pump
such that it can use the variaole timing mechanism of the pump to time
the spark to the engine and provide the proper relationship between
pilot injection and ignition. This means that the ignition is timed
integrally with the fuel pump and is pre-set at manufacturing and is
not adjustable. The ignitioz module is a "black box" which receives
power from the vehicle and the trigger signal, and produces an output
which is proper to drive the spark plug and reliably fire the mixture.
This output is of relatively long duration and has the capability of
multiple r-i-lighting of the mixture if necessary to eliminate misfiring.
The spark plug is of standard automotive type and cost, and will have
to be re_laced at a pre-set number of operating hours with an indication
of the accumulated operating time provided by the vehicle computer as
described above for the oil filter. The ignition system design, being
similar to that in use on all automobiles today, is considered to be of
proven safety and reliability. Repair of this type of systB_ is not i
I
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something that the average mechanic can do. Instead, he will have to
have a single tester to determine whether the trigger module, ignition
control module, high tension lead or spark plug is the problem, and
simply replace the faulty item. It is, of course, possible to program
the on-board computer to diagnose the system; and it is possible to
build a fully redundant system. These items will have to be addressed
in the final design of the vehicle once all inputs are fully analyzed.
Fuel Injection System and Controls
The g_el injection system consists of a two cylinder, in-line type Diesel
fuel injection pump driven by the engine crankshaft through a centrifugal
type variable timing device. Fuel is drawn from the tank by a piston
type pump integral with the fuel pump and passed through a fuel filter
b_#ore entering the injection pump gallery. This low pressure fuel is
vented thru the pump by a relief valve set at about 55 psi and recircu-
lated back to the tank as per standard diesel practice. The tvm fuel
injection pump plungers are of different sizes with the smaller being
for zhe pilot fuel. Preliminary analysis of the RCl-72 indicates that
an injection System is required which will deliver 10 m_3/stroke from
the pilot plunger and 85 mm3/stroke from the main plunger. The quantity
of fuel injected is controlled by a rack in the pump which varies the
displacement of the pumping elements. The motion of the rack has a
different effect on the two pump elements in that it is basically only
an on-off control for the pilot pump with the pilot flow reduced to zero
when the rack is in the cut-off position. The control of the main flow
is linearly increasea as the rack is moved from the cut-off towards the
maximum fuel position. It is presently planned that the rack will be
controlled by the vehicle control computer thru a serve-actuator to con-
trol the instantaneous fuel flow to govern the speed of the engine/vehicle,
to limit the maximum fuel flow at all engine speeds, to limit the maximum
torque at all speeds, and to limit the exhaust smoke and emissions.
The only maintenance required will be for periodic fuel filter changes,
probably tied in with oil filter changing. Troubleshooting will be
done with ordinary Diesel diagnostics equipment including a set of clamp-
on injection line pressure transducers and either a diagnostic computer
or an oscilloscope and a set of pattern analysis pictures. The primary
mm
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mode of failure will be injector failure due to a variety of sources
such as fuel contamination and will require injector replacement. The
ease of operating this engine and its safety aspects will be governed
by how well the control system is implemented as the engine will have
no control of its own. It is recommended that a separate overspeed con-
trol capable of fully overriding the primary control of the fuel pump
rack be implemented to provide for the safe control of an engine over-
speed due to primary control failure.
Problem Areas
There are several potential problem areas associated with this applica-
tion of the rotary engine. The success of the design will depend on
their proper resolution.
I . Emissions - The stratified charge rotary engine is normally an
unthrottled engine and, consequently, provides an excess of air in
the exhaust at part load. Therefore, exhaust temperatures are low.
Although this should be beneficial for exhaust system durability,
it complicates the task of reducing emissions. Exhaust treatment
devices such as a catalytic converter require high temperature
exhaust to be effective. It may be necessary to incorporate an
inlet throttle to raise exhaust temperatures for the sake of emis-
sion control. The problem may be complicated on Mode l operation
by the conver'cer cool-down during engine off periods.
2_ Rotor Insulation - Thermal insulation of the rotor flanks is used
to reduce e_issions, fuel consumption, combustion deposits and
heat rejection to the oil. These highly desirable results require
the use of an insulating coating on the rotor or, alternatively,
a metal heat shield or both.
Experience with ceramic coating has shown benefits but indicates
that coating durability will need improvement. A metal heat shield
will require extensive development to insure mechanical reliability.
3. Torsional Excitation - The torque curve for the engine is shown on
Figure 5-1O. It is important to note that high positive peak torques
I220
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and significant negative torques are produced during each revolution
of the engine. Some form of torsional isolation will be required to
protect the engine and the vehicle's drive train, and to insure attain-
ment of a smooth power flow. Thorough analysis of the complete s_!stem•
!
will be necessary.
Startup Transient Analysis
In order to assess the effects of the variables involved in the engine
startup process on the transient acceleration experienced by the vehicle, a
dynamic analysis was performed utilizing a computer simulation developed during
1
the Near Term Hybrid Vehicle Design Program. This simulation contained the
fol lowing elements:
o The vehicle was assumed to be travelling initially at a steady speed,
being driven by the traction motor only, with the engine off.
At time zero, the command is given to engage the engine clutch. The
engagement of the clutch was modelled by a constant engagement rate;
i.e., torque transmitted was assumed to increase linearly with time
until full engagement was reached. Full engegement was defined by
the engine speed becoming equal to the motor speed.
The engine was modelled by its rotating inertia, together with a
torque characteristic. This torque characteristic _tarted at time
zero at a value corresponding to the engine motoring torque. The
torque was then assumed to rise to a fixed positive value, correspond-
ing to the power command. The rise was assumed to take one engine
revolution and was to begin a certain number of revolutions after
time zero.
o The traction motor was modelled by a torque/speed characteristic;
specifically, the torque was assumed to increase linearly with a drop
off in speed.
o Torque converter, transmission, and vehicle were modelled as in the
HYBRID2 program.
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The effects of the following parameters were investigated in this analysis:
o Clutch engagement rate
0 Motor torque/speed characteristic
o Vehicle speed
o Eng._.e torque rise delay
Engine rotating inertia (including clutch driving plate} and motor rotating
inertia (including torque converter driving element and clutch driven plate) were
kept constant at .08 kg-m 2 and ,19 kg-m 2 throughout the analysis. All other
drive line and vehicle characteristics were as defined for the baseline hybrid
system.
The results of the analysis are shown in Figures 541 through 5-14.
Figure 5_I shows the peak vehicle acceleration, peak clutch torque, and clutch
engagement time plotted as functions of clutch engagement rate for two motor
speed/torque characteristics, at a vehicle speed of 20 kph. The engine torque
rise is assumed to start after one engine revolution. In one case, the motor
torque was assumed to be independent of speed; and in the second case, a fairly
"stiff" speed/torque characteristic with an increase of .4 N-M of torque for
every RPM drop off in speed was assumed. As is evident, the results were quite
insensitive to the motor speed/torque characteristic, and this variable was re-
moved from further investigation.
Figures 5-12 and 5-13 are similar plots, but at vehicle speeds of 50 kph
and 80 kph. These figures show peak vehicle accelerations very similar to those
in Figure 5-11 , but with somewhat longer clutch engagement times and higher peak
clutch torques.
Figure 5-14 shows the variation in clutch engagement time with the delay
in engine torque rise, for a vehicle speed of 50 kph. As is evident, this time
is relatively insensitive to the torque rise delay. This, in conjunction with
the lack of sensitivity to the motor torque/speed characteristic, indicates that
most of the impetus to bring the engine speed up to match the motor speed comes
from motor, drive train, and vehicle inertia. Having the engine and motor.torque
increase during startup helps but does not provide the major starting impetus.
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Additional conclusions drawn from this study include the following:
o Pushing the clutch engagement rate beyond about 600 N-M/sec does not
result in a substantial reduction in engag_nent time and requires
clutch capacities which are considerably higher than that required
to handle the peak engine output torque.
o At 600 N-M/sec, the engagement time does not exceed I/3 second, and
a clutch capacity of about 200 N-M w_uld be required. With a small
amount of flywheel on the engine, this would probably also be enough
to handle the nominal peak engine output of 130 N-M. In the detail
design phase, a more detailed dynamic analysis of the engine and fly-
wheel, using the actual engine torque variation over each revolution,
would, of course, be required to more accurately define the clutch
and fl_n_heel requirements.
At higher vehicle speeds, it is probably not feasible to achieve
startup times less than I/4 second without improving unreasonably
heavy requirements on the engine clutch. At low speeds, I/5 second
looks like a reasonable lower limit.
5.3.3 Motor/Control Ier
In this section, a description of the _jor AC propulsion system components
is presented and those areas where detailed design effort is required are iden-
tified.
Power Semiconductor Selection
Based on the results of the design tradeoff study, transistors and thyris-
tots (SCR's) must both be considered as candidates for the main po_r semicon-
ductors in an advanced electric vehicle propulsion system. This is based on an
AC controller designed to supply a maximum motor output power in the 25-30 kw
range.
Selection of only one type of power semiconductor for further development
is difficult since, at this power level, neither a transistor or SCR approach
1
i
, i i ,
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has such a significant advantage over the other that the selection is obvious.
In a different application, i.e., an industrial drive, the selection process
may, however, be easier.
From the standpoint of commercialization, the major question is when power
transistor_, capable of con%rolling a maximum motor outpdt power in this range,
will be cost competitive with SCR's. A cost comparison between SCR and transis-
tor AC propulsion systems is shown in Table 5-I for the 25 kw level and _ndi-
cates that transistor costs must approach the optimistic estimate given for the
transistor inverter to be cost competitive with an SCR Buss commutated inverter
on a first cost basis.
Controller Circuit Operation
For the conceptual design, an SCR has been selected as the main power
semiconductor with the inverter configuration being a voltage source, force-
commutated inverter. The approach selected uses DC-side commutation to turn
off the main inverter SCR's. As discussed previously, one of the major advan-
tages of the Buss or DC-side commutated inverter is the minimum number of power
components required to control a three-phase AC motor.
Based on the information presented in the design tradeoff study, it is
possible to identify approximate values for the controller components. In
addition, it is possible to obtain an indication of where development effort
is required.
For our example, a nominal open circuit battery voltage (EOC) of 72 volts
will be used. This does not imply that this is the optimum battery voltage
but is used only as an example of a controller designed to operate from a low
voltage propulsion battery. If we assume that the maximum motor output power
(PMAX) has been previously established as 25 kw, then using Figures 4-44 and
4-45 , we can estimate the battery power rating [PBAT(MAX)] as 37 kw. For a
lead-acid battery having a specific power density of lO0 w/kg, the battery
parameters are shown below:
EOC = 72 volts
RBAT = 0.028 ohms
(1)
C2)
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Table 5-1. ADVANCED AC PROPULSION SYSTEM-
COMPONENT COST COMPARISON
(25KW PEAK/1OKW STEADY-STATE)
TRANSISTOR
OPTIMISTIC CONSERVATIVE
SCR
OPT!M!ST!C CONSERVATIVE
INDUCTION MOTOR $100 S150 $100 $150
LOW POWER CONTROL $*.00 $150 $100 $150
MISC $100 $100 S100 $100
COMMUTATION _ ---- $ 80 S100
CHARGER/ACC. PWR $150 S200 S 80 $100
MAIN DEVICES $250 $500 $120 $200
TOTAL $700 $1100 S580 $800
sYSTEM EFFICIENCY 86% 82%
I00
m m m
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The battery output power when supplying a maximum motor power of 25 kw is
determined using equation 3 below, where EFF(M) is the motor efficiency and
EFF(C) is the controller efficiency.
PBAT : FMAX/[EFF(M) x EFF(C)] (3)
i
For an average motor efficiency at this power level of 83% (over the motor
speed range of 2300-4600 RPM) and a controller efficiency of 94%, the battery
output power is:
PBAT = 32 kw (4)
At this power level, the minimum battery voltage (EBAT) is
EBAT = 56 vo]ts (5)
Using equation 4, given in Section 4.4.5 of the design tradeoff study, the
main inverter SCR RMS current rating is estimated to be 330 amps. A Westinghouse
T627 SCR, designed to have a turn off time of five _sec. and packaged in a power
module having appropriate thermal characteristics may be used.
The commutation circuit par_meters are estimated based on the information
presented in the design tradeoff study and are given below:
TREV = ? usec.
C -- 140 uF
L = l l_i
(6)
(7)
The value given above for the commutation inductor may be suitable for
motoring; however, it is too low to accomplish the charging function as discussed
in the on-board charger section below. As discussed, the inductance must be
increased from l uH to 5 UH; and, therefore, the inductor cos% is also increased
by the same factor.
The cost of the power stage components, for a n_ximum motor power of 25 kw
and a nominal battery voltage of 72 volts is shown bel_:
SAux(SCRs) S24
$Commutation capacitors Sl6
$Commutation inductor $40
Gate Drive/snubbers S 6
$86
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The cost of the main devices is:
SMain SCR cost (6 SCR's}
SMain diDde cost (6 diodes)
$89
$44
S133
Operation of the Bus5 commutated inverter, shown in Figure 4-34 in Section
4.4.5, can be described as follows. Assume that Cl is charged to 2E volts with
the polarity shown and that C2 is charged tO E volts with the polarity shown.
Also assume that inverter SCR's numbered SCRI, SCR2 and SCR3 are conducting cur-
rent. To commutate SCRI requires that SCR7 be gated on which will place 2Z volts
across the commutation transformer winding TIA. This will reverse bias SCR1 and
also SCR3 and allow them to regain their blocking state. The effective path to
turn off SCRI is through D4, SCRI, TIA, and the filter capacitor C3. Once SCRI
has regained its blocking capability, rectifiers D4, D6, and SCR2 provide a p_th
for inductive load current.
Since the circuit _ormed by SCRT, TIA, Cl and C2 is a resonant circuit,
the voltage on Cl will reverse. When the voltage on Cl reaches E volts with a
polarity opposite that shown in Figure 4-34 , the voltage across winding TIB
will also be E volts and in such a direction that Dl will now conduct current
and return energy to the propulsion battery. This will clamp the voltage on Cl
at E volts and the voltage on C2 at 2E volts with a polarity opposite that shown.
The commutation circuit formed by Cl, C2, T2A, and SCRB is now ready to commu-
tare SCR2.
As indicated in the design tradeoff study, there are various approaches
to implementing a DC-side commutated inverter. The approaches described in the
literature generally refer to one area as presenting special difficulty: recov-
ery of the trapped energy circulating in the commutation circuit after a main
$CR is turned off.
Trapped energy in the commutation circuit is considered to be one of the
primary reasons for the limited use of DC-side commutation in industrial appli-
cations, due to the following factors:
l .
2.
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Trapped energy decreases controller efficiency.
Commutation circuit losses are dissipated by fewer components in
a DC-side commutated inverter than in a McMurray inverter. This
implies that individual component temperatures will be higher.
As discussed previously, controller efficiency can be increased and,
therefore, component temperatures reduced by adjusting the commutation energy
as a function of load. This is particularly applicable to an electric vehicle
where motor output power varies over a very wide range.
One approach to accomplishing this is il]ustrated in Figure 5-15. For
discussion, assume a turns ratio between TIA and T]B of l-l. This turns ratio
establishes the maximum comlnutation capacitor voltage (2E) and the maximum
stored energy in the commutation circuit. This energy must be sufficient to
co_tlutate the main SCR's when the motor is supplying the peak output power of
25 kw. Efficient operation at a motor power less than 25 kw is expe,cted to
require some form of programmed commutation energy in order to decrease the
I
stored energy in the commutation circuit. Dne approach is to control the gat-
ing of the main SCR's in such a manner as to transfer energy from_he_ commuta-
tion transformer to the motor insteaa of returning the energy to _he propulsion
battery. 1
I
The Buss com_utated inverter shown in Figure 5-15 requires that commuta-
tion of the main inverter SCR's occur &Iternately between the top SCR's (SCRI,
SCR3, and SCR5) and the bottom SCR's (SCR2, SCR4 and SCR6}. The commutation
!
interval can be considered as consisting of two phases. The fi/rst phase is the
/
forced commutation of either the top or bottom SCR's. The second phase is the
recharging of the commutation capacitors to store energy for the next commuta-
;ion. The time duration of Phase I is a function of the energy stored in the
commutation capacitors and the load current. The duration of Phase II is a
function of the commutation inductance and capacitance. For a successful re-
charge of the commutation capacitors to occur, gating of the main SCR's in the
Buss being commutated must be inhibited for a minimum period of time. This time
interval starts with the gating of the appropriate commute=ion SCR and ends when
the commutation capacitors have been charged to their desired value. VShen the
commutation capacitors have been charged to their desired value, the main SCR's,
in the Buss which has been con=nutated, can be gated which places the load across
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the resonating LC commutation circuit via the main SCR devices and, thus, diverts
the energy in the commutation transformer to the load.
Integrated Controller/Charger/Accessor_ Power Supplz
In an advanced AC propulsion system, integration of the on-board charger
and accessory power supply with the controller is expected to provide significant
advantages in terms of reducing cost, weight and volume. Integration is also
expected to present conflicting requirements which must be addressed during the
actual hardware design. For example, if motoring was the orly function to be
accomplished with the power circuit shown in Figure 5-15, then the commutation
inductors could potentialQy be constructed in an air-core configuration. However,
if we also want to use these inductors as transformers during charging, by the
addition of windings TIB and T2B, then to obtain good coupling, a magnetic core
material such as powdered iron or a metallic glass may be required. Identifying
the tradeoffs to be made between these different functions is considered one of
the major development areas to be addressed during the hardware design•
As one example, assume that the capacitor Cl is charged to 26C volts based
on a peak AC line voltage of ]70 volts and a battery voltage of 90 volts (2.50
volts/cell and 36 lead-acid cells). At this capacitor voltage, the peak current
in winding TIA, based on an inductance of l uH, will be approximately 3000 amps
and would exceed the current ratirg of SCRT. To reduce the peak current in the
commutation SCR, the inductance of winding TIA must be increased to approximately
5 uH.
Each time SCR7 (and SCR8) is gated on, a percentage of the energy stored
in capacitors Cl and C2 is transferred to the propulsion battery. This percen-
tage is approximated as:
Energy (Charge) = 0•5 x C x V2 x 0.5 (9)
where C is the total capacitance (Cl + C2) given by equation 19 of Section 4.4.5,
and V is the initial capacitor voltage. For a capacitor value of 140 uF and an
initial capacitor voltage of 260 volts, the energy transferred to the propulsion
battery is 2.37 watt-seconds each time SCR7 or SCR8 is gated on. If SCR7 and SCR8
are cycled at a combined frequency of I000 Hz, then the total power transferred
to the propulsion battery is 2370 watts. For a commutation circuit loss factor of
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I0%, the total con_nutationlosses are 473 watts and the charger efficiency is
approximately 83%.
On-Board Charger Operation
One approach to providing an on-board charger can be illustrated using
Figure 5-15. For single phase operation AC line power is applied to two phases
of the inverter. Rectifiers Dl, D3, D4, and D6 are used in a full bridge config-
uration to convert the AC line voltage to a rectified DC which appears across the
filter capacitor C4. Capacitor C4 is considered to be part of the main capacitor
bank used during motoring, and which has been separated into two separate units
(C3 and C4) by the P/LI excircuit breaker. By cycling the commutation circuit,
consisting of Tl, T2, Cl, C2, SCR7 and SCRS, in a manner similar to that used
during motoring, energy can be transferred from the commutation circuit to the
propulsion battery via transformer windings TIB, T2B, and rectifiers D7 and DS.
The major development areas considered important to the success of this
I. Optimizing transformer efficiency by exploring new methods of using
conventional and/or new magnetic materials (i.e., metallic glass).
2. Identifying techniques to minimize line harmonics and maximize the
AC line power factor.
3. Development of a circuit breaker capable of protecting the main SCR's
during motoring.
Although not critical to operation of the charger, a circuit breaker does
provide a positive means of disconnecting the propulsion battery and eliminates
the inconvenience and potential safety hazards encountered in replacing a semi-
conductor fuse.
Accessor$ Power Suppl$ Operation
One possible approach to an integrated 12 volt accessory power supply is
illustrated in Figures 4-54 and 4-55 in Section 4.4.5. _qhen SCR7 in the commu-
tation circuit is gated on, the voltage across the transformer winding TIA is in
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sucha direction that the voltage at the dot is positive. In the accessory power
circuit, this n_ans that SCR9 is reversed biased and cannot conduct. When the
voltage across winding TIA reverses, the voltage across win_ing TIC in the acces-
sory power circuit will also reverse. If SCR9 is gated on after the commutation
process has been completed and the commutation capacitor has been charged to the
desired value, then the energy stored in the transformer Tl, which would normally
be returned to either the load or the propulsion battery, can now be used to
supply the 12 volt accessories.
in a similar manner, T2C can also supply energy to the 12 volt accessories
when SCR8 is gated on. This does not interfere with the commutation process
since the commutation capacitors Cl and C2 can still be charged to the desired
level since only the excess energy which is trapped in the co,_utation circuit
is used. The advantages of this approach are the relatively few components needed
to provide the 12 volt accessory supply, the size of the accessory battery can
be reduced and isolation between the propulsion battery and the accessory battery
is provided by the transformer.
AC Induction Motor
AC motor development for an advanced hybrid electric vehicle is envisioned
as addressing three major areas: First, improvement of motor efficiency; second,
elimination or simplification of the shaft mounted tachometer; third, development
of an integral motor/controller package.
I o Efficiency Improvement
Improvements in motor efficiency must address both the overall motor
design and its interaction with the controller. This includes not
only the use of better core materials, the use of copper rotor bars
and improvements in the stator copper utilization, but also an evalua-
tion of how to optimize the stator winding configuration for operation
on the particular excitation waveform supplied by the controller.
With regard to this last area for improving _tor efficiency, the
idea is to improve the motor air-gap flux waveform by careful design
of the stator winding arrangement in order to improve system effi-
ciency. This could potentially allow a 6-step waveform to provide
a motor efficiency comparable to that developed from a PWM inverter.
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ConventionalACinduction motors are designed to operate from a
sinusoidal three-phase AC source. An AC induction motor, desioned
specifically for an advanced hybrid electric vehicle, need not,
however, be restricted to three phases. Based on the limited amount
of work described in the literature, 28-30 it has been shown that
increasing the number of motor phases can increase motor efficiency,
reduce the amplitude of the torque pulsations and potentially increase
the overall system reliability. The division of the total inverter
rating into a greater number of phases reduces the required current
rating of the individual semiconductors. Increasing the number of
phases with the Buss commutated inverter does not increase the number
of commutation components; however, it does increase the commutation
frequency which will have an affect on the controller efficiency.
All the areas available for improving motor efficiency must be consi-
dered with respect to their effect on manufacturing cost. For example,
the use of copper rotor bars presents special difficulties in motor
manufacture which must be included in the hardware design process.
2. Tachometer Simplification
Precise control of the magnitude and direction of motor shaft torque
requires knowledge of the instantaneous value of the motor's slip
frequency. By definition, slip is a direct indication of the discre-
pancy between the inverter output frequency, which determined the
speed of the rotating field in the motor, and the actual shaft speed.
The conventional approach is to use a speed transducer coupled to the
motor shaft; however, the presence of this transducer spoils the char-
acteristics of ruggedness and mechanical simplicity normally associated
with an AC induction motor. This method also requires the use of a
rather precise tachometer, since even small relative errors between
the two terms of the subtraction greatly affects the difference.
The drawbacks of a tachometer coupled to the motor shaft will, in all
probability, be eliminated or greatly reduced in an advanced AC propul-
sion system. Several techniques to accomplish this are under develop-
ment, w_th one technique 31 being to obtain information on the slip
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level by signal processing techniques applied to the instantaneous
values of the stator voltage and current. In this case, the slip
sensor is envisioned as part of the low power control.
3. integral Motor/Controller Packaqe
Controlling the temperature of the heat eogine lubricant was consi-
dered by Curtiss-Wright to be an important step in achieving reliable
and efficient on/off operation of the heat engine.
One technique for controlling the lubricant temperature at Iow ambient
temperatures is to use the losses generated by the motor and control-
ler to heat the engine lubricant. This system will be discussed fur-
ther in Section 5.3.5. TO limit the maximum lubricant temperature under
high ambient conditions, a heat exchanger was envisioned. Estimates
made by South Coast Technology indicate that the maximum lubricant
temperature at the heat exchanger outlet could be maintained below
65-70°C.
Thyristors are normally rated for operation at a maximum junction
temperature of 125 to 140_C. This temperature rating makes it feas-
ible to consider using the engine lubricant to cool both the motor
and the main power semiconductors. One approach is to mount the SCR's
directly to the aluminum frame of the motor, thereby minimizing system
weight and removing the controller from inside the vehicle.
One problem in mounting conventional stud or hockey puck devices
directly to the motor frame is maintaining the required isolation
between devices. To eliminate this problem, an isolated power hybrid
module is envisioned as being an attractive alternative. This approach
does allow easy device assembly and replacement, and eliminates the
problems associated with isolating the motor frame from each semicon-
ductor.
For such a package, the SCR junction to plate thermal resistance is
D.12°C/W, the estimated interface thermal resistance is O.08°C/W, and
assuming an individual SCR power dissipation of 75 watts under steady
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state conditions, the junction temperature rise above the motor frame
is 15°C. For a junction temperature of ]25°C, the maximum allowable
temperature rise of the motor frame above the engine lubricant temper-
ature is 40° to 45°C. Depending on the oil flow rate and the place-
ment of the oil around the motor frame, this temperature rise is
considered attainable.
In the hybrid vehicle configuration under study, the motor is to be
mounted in line with the transmission. To accomplish this requires
a special motor frame design to meet the overall length requirements.
The estimated motor dimensions, based on discussions with Gould's
electric motor division, are an overall length of II inches and an
outside diameter of 15 inches for a motor having a standard 60 Hz
rating of lO HP at 180D RPM.
5.3._ Transmission
The conceptual design retains the 4-speed automatic transmission with
torque converter used in the baseline systems, based on the tradeoffs discussed
in Section 4.4.4 . This would provide the best starting point for development
in terms of permitting the development effort to be concentrated in the most
critical areas, namely, on-off control of the heat engine and the associated
emission control strategy, optimization of the overall control strategy, and
driveability. It may ultimately be feasible and desirable to utilize a trans-
mission such as the Ford FIOD which has split torque paths in the higher gears
tO minimize torque converter losses. The feasibility of such a unit will ulti-
mately depend more on driveability characteristics, in particular, the harshness
of the engine on-off and off-on transients, than on efficiency considerations.
The mechanical torque paths in the higher gears would, of course, tend to increase
this harshness relative to a transmission in which all torque is transmitted
through the torque converter.
5.3.5 Lubrication and Cooling Systems
One of the problems in the design of a hybrid propulsion system in which
the heat engine is operated only intermittently involves temperature maintenance
and regulation of the heat engine. One approach to this problem is to use
.ij :
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conventional cooling and lubrication systems for the heat engine which are
independent of the other lubrication/cooling systems required for the other
propulsion system components. An alternative is to use a single fluid to
perform the following functions:
o Lubricate the heat engine.
Maintain the temperature of the heat engine within certain limits;
i.e., during periods of high load on the heat engine, it would meet
a portion of the heat engine's cooling requirements, just as the oil
in a conventional engine does; and_ during periods when the heat en-
gine is off, it keeps its temperature from dropping too low.
o Cool the motor and controller.
Cool and lubricate the transmission, and provide a source of hydraulic
power for the transmission, just as a conventional transmission fluid
does.
o (Possibly) provide a source of hydraulic power for the power steering
system.
A schematic of such an integrated cooling/lubrication system is shown in
Figure 5-16. Note that the heat engine will _till require an independent, con-
ventional cooling system. The underlying idea behind the system shown in Fig-
ure 5-16 is to utilize the waste heat from the traction motor and transmission
to maintain an elevated heat engine temperature during the periods of time when
its duty cycle is very light. It is felt that such a system would go a long way
toward reducing the startup, driveability, and emissions problems associated
with an on-off engine operation, as well as improving engine life by reducing
the amount of thermal cycling it has to go through. Other potential benefits
include a reduction in package size of the motor controller by using liquid
rather than air cooling, and more rapid warm up of the heat engine and transmis-
sion from a cold start.
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The fluid used in the System would be a variety of automatic transmission
fluid. In particular, the formulation DEXRON-II has been found to be suitable
for use as a lubricant in rotary engines. As indicated in Figure 5A6 , the
tempera-"_e of the inlet fluid to the controller ;s controlled with a bypass
mo _. The controller components are the most critical in the entire sys-
_- __. these are located at the coolest part of the circuit. To maintain
,..... temperature not in excess of 125°C, it is estimated that the maximum
fluid temperature at point A in Figure 5-16 should not exceed about 60°C (140°F).
The system flow rate and heat exchanger size must be selected with this in mind.
T_e system utilizes the transmission sump to Supply both the engine oil pump and
the transmission front pump. If the pressure requirements of the heat engine
and transmission are compatible, these could be combined into the same pump.
The engine sump is "dry" and is scavenged by a pump which feeds the heat ex-
changer and the motor/controller. Alternatively, a common wet sump could be
used for the engine and transmission, with the sump oil being circulated through
the heat exchanger and motor/controller in a separate circuit. Such a common
_mo might, however, be difficult to implement in an in-line heat engine/motor/
transmission arrange,nent (Section 5.3.6).
5.3.6 System PackaqinQ
Unlike conventional piston engines, the rotary engine is similar to an
electric motor in its general conformation, in that it is roughly symmetric
about the output shaft centerline. By designing the electric motor with a
diameter similar to that of the rotary and a short overall length, the two units
can be packaged in-line, with the heat engine engagement clutch between them,
achieving a very compact power unit with a minimum of mechanical complexity.
This configuration would be suitable for a conventional front engine, rear drive
vehicle or, for a front wheel drive. A front drive with a longitudinal engine
arrangement in which the power unit and transmission straddle the differential
requires an additional ge',r set to transfer the drive forward to the differential.
A transverse confi_ur__tion is some_.hat more difficult to _mplement with this
basic power unit layout than with a piston engine because of the relatively large
diameter of the rotary engine and the electric motor. This necessitates a very
large offset between the transmission input shaft and the axle half-shafts in
I I
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order for the half-shafts to clear the power unit. Consequently, an intermediate
gear would be required between the transmission output and the final drive gear,
unlike the case of a conventional transverse drive arrangement using a piston
engine, in which the final drive pinion is located right on the transmission out-
put shaft. Table 5-2 compares the three arrangements in terms of the number of
transfer gears required and the type of final drive; the systems are listed in
order of increasing mechanical complexity. The first two entries in the table
are probably equivalent in terms of efficiency, since the advantage of the rear
drive system in not requiring the additional transfer gear is probably wiped out
by the increased losses of a spiral bevel or hypoid final drive. Based on these
considerations, the straightforward in-line configuration was chosen for the
conceptual desi gn.
Table 5-2.
Configuration
Gearing Requirements of
Alternative Drive Confi)urations
Type of Final Drive
Transfer
Gears
Requ ired
Front engine, Spiral bevel or hypotd 0
rear drive
Transverse front engine,
front drive
Longitudinal front
engine, front drive
Heli caI l
Spiral bevel c,r hypoid
5.4 Projected System Characteristics
The conceptual design for the advanced hybrid propulsion system differs from
the baseline used in the design tradeoff studies only in the use of a higher bat-
tery discharge limit, DBMAX. As discussed in Section 4.4.2 under "Control Strategy
Variations," DBMAX = .8 appears to be a better choice than the value of .6 used
in characterizing the baseline design. Apart from making the appropriate adjust-
ments for this parameter change, the various characteristics of the baseline system
discussed earlier in this report are also applicable to the conceptual design. In
particular, the acceleration and gradeability characteristics are defined by Fig-
ures 4-12 and 4-13. The energy consumption figures are as stated in Table 4-4,
with the following changes to account for the change in DBMAX :
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Operating range in Rode 1 to DBMAX = .8 is 62.5 km on the urban cycle
and 78.1 k_ on the highway cycle.
o Yearly average fuel consumption is 27.4 g/kin and wall plug energy
consumption is .221 kwh/km.
In Table _-6, the total energy consumption and petroleum energy consump-
tion figures for DBMAX = .8 can be used for the conceptual design. The acquisi-
tion costs in Table 4-7 need no modification; however, the life cycle cost of
7.17¢/km with S2/gal. gasoline and 7C/kwh electricity drops slightly to 7.13¢/km.
I m J
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APPENDIX A - DOCUMENTATION FOR "HYBRID" COMPUTER PPO_RAM
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
HYBRID computes the fuel and energy consumption of a hybrid vehicle
with a bi-modal control strategy over specified component driving cycles. Fuel
and energy consumption are computed separately for the two modes of operation.
The program also computes yearly average fuel and energy consumption using a
composite driving cycle which varies as a function of daily travel.
The distribution of daily travel is specified as input data, as well
as _he weights which the component driving cycles are given in each of the
composite cycles.
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EQUATIONS FOR "HYBRID" COMPUTER PROGRAM
I. Required Tractive Effort
l.l Acceleration
FAC : (MT + IDL,
aV (H)
1.2 Rolling Resistance
FR = MTg (Cl + C2V) (N)
1.3 Aerodynamic Drag
FA = CDA " I/2pV 2 (N)
1.4 Net Tractive Effort
FNE T = FA + FR + FAC
2. Final Drive Assembly
2.1 TDO = FNETR T
22
• TT0 _- TDO / ( _DrD ) , FNET > 0
ITDo uD / rD
2.3 WDO = (60/2_) v/R T
2.4 WTO = WDO rD
• FNET < 0
(RPM)
3. Transmission
3.1
PSO =
2g
• 60,000 TTO _FO / PT " FNET _> 0
21T
!=_ TTO _TO u FNET > 0
(N-M)
:. (KW)
4. Heat Engine/Motor/Brakes (Output)
A. For FNET _ 0 • V > O, or aV > 0
4.1 PBRK = 0 (Mode l and Mode 2)
4.2 PGO : 0 (Mode l and Mode 2)
I |
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Equations for "HYBRID" Computer Program (cont'd)
4. (cont'd)
At. On Mode I:
4.3
,{0 • PSO -<PEOMIN
i
PEO = I PEOMIN " PEOMIN < PSO _ PMMAX + PEOMIN
i
PSO - Pt_4AX " PMMAX + PEOMIN < PSO
4.4
PMO
Pso ' PSO _ PEOMIN
i
= _Pso - PEOMIN " PEOMIN < PSO _ PMMAX + PEOMIN
l
PMMAX " PMMAX + PEOMIN < PSO
A2. On Mode 2:
4.5
PEO =
f
:PSO " PSO <-PHEMAX
J,
; PHE_X " PSO > PHE_X
t
f
iO , PSO <- PHEMAX
PMO = i
J
I,Pso - PHEMAX • PSO > PHEMAX
B. For V = av = 0 (Car at Rest, Mode 1 and Mode 2):
4.7 PEO = PMO = PGO = PBRK = 0
C. FNET < 0 (Deceleration, Mode l and Mode 2):
4.8
4.9
4.10
PMO = PEO • O
f
P$O ' PSO _ P,vt41N
PGO =
RII4IN ' PSO < PrW41N
0 , PSO _ PMMIN
PBRK =
PSD - PI_IIN " PSO < Pl_qlN
* This representation is a bit fictitious in that it models th_ brakes as being
at the transmission input. However, this is of no significance as far as the
propulsion system computations are concerned. |
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Equations for "HYBRID" Computer Program (cont'd)
°
.
.
Heat Engine Input (Fuel, Modes 1 and 2}
5.1 IO = 0
FC = " PEO
I PEo " BSFC = PEO " f(PEO )' PEO _ 0
Battery Output (Electrical, Modes l and 2)
6.1 PB = I PNLD + PMO/_m + PGO UGURG
(PNLD + PMO/_m + PGO uG URG2
(gm/hr)
(Mode l)
(Mode 2)
Energy and Fuel Over the Interval (0, T) (Mode l and Mode 2)
7.1 Rolling Resistance
T T
ER = 10-3 f" PRdt = 10-6 f" FRVdt
0 0
(MJ)
7.2 Aerodynamic
EA = lO-3 / PAdt = lO-6 / FAVdt
0 0
7.3 Final Drive
T
ED = lO-3 f /PT-PD/dt = iO-6 .
0
T
_02 f ITTo_To.TDo_}oo/dt
7.4 Transmission
= 2 TTo_o/dtET fT/Pso-PT/dto = I0-3 //Pso 60,000
7.5 Brakes
T
EBRK = 10-3 0y/PBRK/dt (MJ)
URG and _RG2 represent average battery regeneration efficiencies on Modes 1
and 2, respectively. URG2 is assumed to be higher than URG because of the
lower average state of charge on Mode 2.
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Equations for "HYBRID" Computer Program (cant'd)
7.6 Engine Output
T
EEO = 10-3 I PEodt
0
(MJ)
7.7 Motor/Generator Output
T
EMO = 10-3 f PModt
0
T
EGO = 10-3 f PGodt
0
(MJ)
7.8 Battery Output
T
EB = 10-3 I PBdt
0
7.9 Fuel
FCT = 1/3600
T
f Fcdt
0
(g)
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NOMENCLATURE FOR "HYBRID"
Parameters
Efluation
BSFC
Ut
r o
UD
RT
Cl
C2
Program
NPWR
PHEZRO
FCDL
FUELSG
PHEC(20)
BSFC(2O)
EMUT
NDDSCH
CHGEFF
DDISCH(2O)
CYCLES(20)
DRATIO
EMUD
RTIRE
CTIREI
CTIRE2
NCYCLE
NTC(3)
NPRTC(3)
NUNITS
DTC(3)
TFC(3)
TIMC(3,200)
SPEDC(3,200)
NCOMP
DSTAV
DSUP(30)
DNC(30)
GAMMA(30,3)
NCASE
Units
Kw
g/Hr
Kw
m
sec
sec
sec
Km/Hr
km
Km
Description
PHEZ, BSFC matrix size
Heat engine power, nominal
Fuel consumption at idle (unscaled)
Fuel specific gravity
Heat engine power (unscaled)
Brake Specific fuel consumption
Transmission efficiency
(DDISCH, CYCLES) matrix size
Battery charging efficiency
Battery discharge depth
Number of cycles at battery discharge depth
Differential ratio
Differential efficiency
Tire radius
Rolling resistance coefficient
Rolling resistance coefficient
Number of driving cycles
(TIMC, SPEDC) matrix size
Output printing flag for driving cycles
Miles/Mr to Km/Hr conversion flag
Time interval for driving cycles
Final time for driving cycles
Time on driving cycles
Speed on driving cycles
(DSUP, DNC, GAlenA) matrix size
Average usage
Max. distance on driving cycle
Fraction of total distance
Driving cycle weights
Number of cases
Travel
distribution
} data
t
Nomenclature for "HYBRID" (cont'd]
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Parameters
Equation
Peomi n
PHEMAX
PMMAX
PMMIN
_m
ug
PNLD
_R£
_RG2
%
IDL
CDA
PEOMIN
DBMAX
PHEMAX
PMMAX
PMJ_IN
EMUM
EMUG
PINNLD
WB
EBMAX
EMURG
EMURG2
VMASS
DLI
CDA
Units
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kg
Wh/Kg
Kg
kg-m 2
m2
Description
Heat engine minimum power
Battery discharge limit
Heat engine power, maximum
Motor power, maximum
Motor power, minimum
Motor efficiency
Generator efficiency (of motor)
Motor no-load input
Battery weight
Battery energy density
Average generating efficiency (of motor}
Maximum generating efficiency (of motor}
Vehicle mass
Driveline inertia
Drag coefficient * area
7
7"
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Nomenclature for "HYBRID" (cont'd)
Variables
Tquation
PB
PE
Program .
A(3)
BLI FE
DBAR(30)
DDAV
DELT
DIST(3)
DLDW
DT
EB
EB2
ECAV
ECBAR(30)
ECBAR2(30)
ECHE(3)
ECMAV (30)
ECONS(3)
ECONS2(3)
ECSYS(3)
EHEAV
EHEBAR(30)
EK(80)
ESYSAV
ESYBR(3D)
FCAV
FCBAR(30)
FCBAR2(30)
FCIDLE
FCMAV(30)
FCONS (3)
FCONS2(3)
FEAV
HEEF
INTI
INT2
Units
m/sec 2
Km
Km
Km
sec
M
Km
sec
Mj
Mj
Mj/Km
Mj/K_n
Mj/Km
Mj/Km
Mj/Km
Mj/Km
Mj/Km
Mj/Km
Mj/Km
Mj/Km
Mj/Km
rlj/Km
g/K_
g/Km
g/Km
g/Hr
g/Km
g/Km
g/Km
Km/L
Description
Accelerations
Battery life (expected)
Interpolated values of driving cycle distances
Avg. distance on driving cycle
Time interval size
Distance on each cycle
Minimum distance on driving cycle
Time increment
Mode l battery power output
Mode 2 battery power output
Yearly average energy consumption
Mode I composite cycles energy consumption
Mode 2 composite cycles energy consumption
Heat engine energy consumption, each cycle
Mode averaged composite cycles energy consumption
Mode l cycle energy consumption
Mode 2 cycle energy consumption
System energy consumption each cycle
Yr. avg. heat engine energy consumption
Heat engine energy consumption, composite
Runga-Kutta integration variables
Yr. avg. system energy consumption
System energy consumption, composite
Yearly average fuel consumption
Mode l composite cycles fuel consumption
Mode 2 composite cycles fuel consumption
Fuel consumption at idle (scaled)
Mode averaged composite cycles fuel consumption
Mode l, cycle fuel consumption
Mode 2, cycle fuel consumption
Yr. avg. fuel economy
Heat engine energy fraction
F:nczion subroutine, l dimensional interpolation
Function subroutine, 2 dimensional interpolation
Nomenclaturefor "HYBRID"(cont'd)
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Variables
:.quation
PBRK
V
EA
ER
ED
ET
EMO
EEO
Program
K
NPRNT
NTIME
PBRK
PBRK2
PEO
PE02
PGO
PG02
PHE(2O)
PMO
PM02
PSO
RANGE(30)
REFRAC(30)
SKALE
SPEED(20)
T
TF
TIME{200)
TTMP
V(6)
VMASS2
VTMP
VTMPL
WPAV
YCI)
Y(2)
Y(3}
Y(4)
Y(S)
Y(6)
Y(7)
Y(8)
Y(9)
Units
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Km
KmlHr
see
sec
sec
sec
ml sec
kg
m/sec
m/sec
"Kw/Km
Mj
Mj
Mj
Mj
Mj
Mj
Mj
Mj
Mj
Description
Incremented print flag
Print flag for specified cycle
Number of time points for specified cycle
Mode l braking power output
Mode 2 braking power output
Mode 1 engine power output
Mode 2 engine power output
Mode l generator power output
Mode 2 generator power output
Heat engine power (scaled}
Mode l motor power output
Mode 2 motor pov_r output
System power output
Range for new battery discharge limit
Fraction of total driving cycle
Heat engine scale factor
Speeds for specified driving cycle
Time (incremented for integration)
Final time for specified cycle
Times for specified driving cycle
Time holder
Velocities
Vehicle inertial mass
Velocity hold
Velocity hold
Yr. avg. wall plug output
Aerodynamic energy loss
Rolling resistance energy loss
Differential energy loss
Transmission energy loss
System output energy
Motor output energy, Mode 1
Motor output energy, Mode 2
Engine output energy, Mode l
Engine outputenergy, Mode 2
Nomenclaturefor "HYBRID"(cont'd)
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Variables
Pro ram
EGO
EBRK
FCT
EB
Y(IO)
Y(ll)
Y(12)
Y(13)
Y(14)
Y(15)
Y(16)
Y(17)
Y(18)
Y(19)
YDOT(20)
YTM P(20)
Units
Mj
m/sec
Km
Mj
Mj
Mj
g
g
Mj
Mj
Description
Generator output energy, Mode 1
Velocity
Distance
Generator output energy, Mode 2
Brake output energy, Mode l
Brake output energy, Mode 2
Fuel output energy, Mode l
Fuel output energy, Mode 2
Battery output energy, Mode l
Battery outout energy, Mode 2
Runga-Kutta integration variables
Runga-Kutta integration variables
_Jm
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SUBROUTINE "VEHIC"
Variables
Equation
FA
FAC
FC
FR
FNET
PBRK
PEO
PGO
PMO
PSO
WDO
TDO
TT 0
Fronram
FA
FAC
FC
FC2
FR
FNET
PA
PBRK
PBRK2
PD
PEO
PE02
PGO
PG02
PMO
PM02
PR
PSO
PT
RPMDO
RPMTO
TDO
T[O
VMPS
VDOT(20)
Units
N
N
glHr
g/Hr
N
N
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
Kw
RPM
RPM
NT-M
NT-M
m/sec 2
Descri£tion
Force of aerodynamic drag
Force of acceleration
Mode l fuel consumption
Mode 2 fuel consumption
Force of rolling resistance
Net force on wheels
Aerodynamic power
Mode 1 braking power output
Mode 2 braking power output
Drive train power
Mode I engine power output
Mode 2 engine power output
Mode 1 generator power output
Mode 2 generator power output
Mode l motor power output
Mode 2 motor power output
Rolling resistance power
System power output
Transmission power
Drive train output
Transmission output
Drive train output torque
Transmission output torque
Velocity (meters/sec 2)
Variables of integration.
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_PPENDIX B - DOCUMENTATION _OR "LYFE2" CnMPUTER PROGRAM
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
LYFE2 computes the life cycle cost of a propulsion system over a lO-year
span. Included in operating cost are maintenance, repair, fuel, and battery
replacement {all mileage dependent). Life cycle cost is operating cost plus
propulsion system acquisition costs and minus propulsion system and battery
salvage values.
Two versions of this program were developed. Version "A" was used during
the Parametric Studies task. It considered two cost cases: Case l (minimum
mark-up), and Case 2 (maximum mark-up). In Case l, propulsion system acquisi-
tion cost was computed at twice the manufacturing cost of a reference conven-
tional propulsion system plus 1.25 times the differential in manufacturing cost
of the hybrid system over the conventional system, and battery acquisition and
replacement costs were computed at 1.25 times the battery O_M cost. In Case 2,
all acquisition and replacement costswere computed at twice the corresponding
manufacturing or OEM cost. Version "A" required the propulsion system manufac-
turing cost to be computed separately and used as an input. Version "B" was
used during the Design Tradeoff Studies task. It incorporated within the
program the manufacturing cost vs. power relationships for the heat engine,
electric propulsion subsystem, and transaxle. It also used a different set of
mark-ups from base manufacturing or OEM costs to acquisition costs, as discussed
in Section 4.3 of this report.
• . _._ ..
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EQUATIONS FOR "LYFE2" COMPUTER PROGP.AM
(See Nomenclature for explanation oF s_bols)
I. Version "A"
Acquisition Costs
A. System (not including batteries)
B•
Cost Case l:
Cost Case 2:
Batteries
Cost Case l:
Cost Case 2:
PSPP _ 2* CMRP + 1.25" (CMH - CMRP)
PSPP = 2" CMH
BRC : 1.25" BOEM
BRC = 2* BOEM
Operating Costs
A. Maintenance (C/Yen)
l Heat Engine: HEMC = PHE* .003106
• .746
2. Electric Propulsion Subsystem:
.001242
EMMC = PM* _ + .037273
3. Batteries: BMC : WB* .000248
B. Repair (c/Km)
C.
D°
+ .111818
I. Heat Engine: HERC = PHE* _'00497 + .173939
2. Electric Dropu]sion Subsyst_:
EMRC = PM* .00124
.746 + .05591
3. Transaxle: TRC = (PHE + PM)* .000808
+ .03106i
Fuel (¢/Km}
I. Ga_oline: PFCK = 53* GGPK (corresponds to $2/gai.)
2. Electrical Energy: EFCK = 7* EKWHPK
Battery Replacement
(Same as b_ttery acquisition)
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Equationsfor "LYFE2"ComputerProgram(cont'd)
II. Version "B"
Manufacturing Costs
Note: Program computes manufacturing costs in 1980 S and divides
by 1.28 to get equivalent 1976 S. The following relationships
are stated directly in 1976 S.
A.
B.
C.
Heat Engine: CHE = PHE*4.36 + 121
Electric Propulsion Subsystem: CEP = PM*I7.6 + 195
Transaxle: CTRANS = (PHE + PM) * 1.31 + 125
Acquisition Costs
Heat Engine: RCHE = 2.3 * CHE
Electric Propulsion Subsystem:
RCTRANS = 2.3 * CTRANS
RCBAT = 1.3 * CBAT
A.
B.
C. Transaxle:
D. Batteries:
Operating Costs
Same as Version "A"
RCEP = 2.2 * CEP
J
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NOMENCLATURE FOR "LYFE2"
|
Name Units Description
AL
ALBR
ALCCK
AOC
AOCK
AP
APBR
AVKT
BMC
BOEM
BR
eRC
BRK
BSV
CMH
CMRP
CEP
CHE
CTRANS
CBAT
DAOC
DF
DLCCK
DOCK
DYLCC
EFCK
EKPY
EKT
EKWHPK
EMMC
EMRC
FMC
GDPK
GGPK
S
S
$
S
S
S
S
.Kin
¢
S
Km
S
Km
S
S
$
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
$
Km
Y,m
Kwh/Km
¢
Lt/Km
Lt/Km
System loan amount
Battery replacement loan amount
Average life cycle cost per Km
Annual operating cost (Vector)
Average operating cost per Km
System loan, payment amount
Battery replacement loan, payment amount
Average annual vehicle Km traveled (national average)
Battery maintenance costs
Battery manufucturing costs
Km tally for battery replacement
Battery replacement costs
Life expectancy of batteries
Battery salvage value
Manufacturing cost of
Manufacturing cost of
Manufacturing cost of
Manufacturing cost of
Manufacturing cost of
OEM COSt of batteries
hybrid propulsion system
reference conventional propulsion system
electric propulsion subsystem
heat engine
transaxle
Discounted annual operating cost (Vector)
Discount factor
Discounted life cycle cost per Km
Discounted operating cost per Km
Discounted annual life cycle cost
Annual electricity cost per Km (Vector)
Adjusted annual Km travelled [Vector)
Average annual vehicle Km travelled - Passenger car forecast,
U.S.A. (Vector
Electricity consumption rate
Electric motor maintenance cost
Electric motor repair cost
Flywheel maintenance cost
Diesel fue_ consumption
Gasoline fuel consumption
Nomenclature for "LYFE2" (cont'd)
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Name Units Description
HEMC
HERC
KBR
NCASE
PDP
PFCK
PHE
PM
PSPP
PSSV
PV
RCEP
RCHE
RCTRANS
RCBAT
RKF
TAOC
TDLCC
TDOC
TFCK
TK
TLCC
TMCK
TRC
TRCK
TRCKF
VKT
WB
WV
YLCC
¢
¢
D
¢
Kw
Kw
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
Km
$
¢
¢
¢
Km
Kg
Kg
$
II II
l! I|
Km repair factor
Heat engine maintenance cost
Heat engine repair cost
Battery replacement flag (Vector)
Number of cases to be executed
Percentage down payment
Annual petroleum cost per Km (Vector)
Heat engine power
Electric motor power
Propulsion system purchase price
Propulsion system salvage value
Vehicle price
Acuisition cost of electric propulsion subsystem
" .... heat engine
" transaxle
" batteries
Total annual operating cost
Total discounted life cycle cost
Total discounted operating cost
Total annual fuel cost per Km (Vector)
Total Km (lO years)
Total life cycle cost
Total maintenance cost per Km
Transmission repair cost
Total repair cost per Km
Total repair cost per Km " K_,(Vector repair factor
Annual vehicle Km travelled - National average (Vector
Battery weight
Vehicle weight
Annual life cycle cost (Vector)
II
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APPENDIX C - DOCUMENTATION FOR "HYBRID2" COMPUTER PROGRAM
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
HYBRID2 computes the fuel and energy consumption of a hybrid vehicle with
a bi-modal control strategy over specified component driving cycles. Fuel and
energy consumption are computed separately for the t_o modes of operation. The
program also computes yearly average fuel and energy consumption using a com-
posite driving cycle which varies as a function of daily travel.
Th_ modelling techniques used include the following:
Heat Engine - Represented by a map of bsfc as a function of bmep and rpm,
together with a curve of maximum torque versus rpm. The displacement of
the engine for which this data is supplied is used as input; the program
has provisions for scaling the data to other displacements.
Electric Motor/Controls - Electrical input represented as a piecewise
linear function of mechanical output in both drivin 9 and braking modes.
Maximum (driving) and minimum (braking) torque as functions of rpm are
also required.
Battery - Modelled by a fractional depletion technique using the power
averaged over a specified time interval rather than instantaneous power.
Engine Accessory Load - Represented by a curve of torque required vs.
system out,Jr (torque converter input) rpm. Included in this load is the
transmission front pump, in addition to belt-driven accessories.
Torque Converter - Represented by curves of speed and torque ratios
(output/input) as functions of an output speed-torque parameter equal
to output speed/_/uutput torque. An input speed-torque factor, (input
speed)2/(input torque), at stall must also be specified.
Gearbox - Represented by a set of gear ratios with different efficiencies
for each ratio. Spin loss coefficients (exclusive of the front pump)
may also be specified.
Differential - Same treatment as gearbox.
m m
I | I
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Vehicle Road Load - Represented by a combination of an aerodynamic load
(proportional to speed squarEJ) and tire rolling resistance. The rolling
resistance coefficients can include a constant term and one which is
linear with vehicle speed.
The program structure is modular, with the control strategy and shift
strategies being contained in separate subroutines. A breakdown of the program
routines and their functions is as follows:
I
|
I
I. HYBRID2 (main program)
- Input of case data
- Output
- Numerical integration
- Computation of yearly average fuel and energy consumption from
individual driving cycle results.
. VEHIC
- Computation of road loads, power flow through the vehicle system
up to the torque converter output.
- Computation of derivatives of all variables of integration.
3. HYREAD
- Input of fixed, detailed component data.
. GRSHFT
- Controls transmission gear ratio in accord with a pre-set shift
strategy.
. PHOVR
- Controls heat engine/motor power split in accord with a pre-set
control strategy.
. TQCON
- Computes torque converter input speed and torque given output
conditions, or output torque and input speed given input torque
and output speed.
279
7. FILTER
- Filters battery output power to provide a smoothed battery output
power curve.
8. INTI, INT2
- One and two dimensional interpolation routines, respectively.
,i
!
/
i
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EQUATIONS FOR "HYBRID2"
I , Required Tractive Effort
Acceleration:
(nt) l.l FAC = (MT + IDL ) av
RT2
Rolling Resistance:
(nt) 1.2 FR = MTg . (Cl + C2V)
Aerod_'namic Drag:
(nt) 1.3 FA = CDA I/2pv 2
Net Tractive Effort:
(nt) 1.4 FNE T = FA + FR + FAC
. Final Drive Assembly
60 V
(RP_I) 2.1 _DO = _ RT
(RPM) 2.2 _TO = ml)OrD
Torque loss due to friction (load independent loss):
(N-M) 2.3 TLF D = CDI + CD2mTO
Output torques:
(nt-m) 2.4
(See equation 3.2)
!FNETRT
TDO = i (TTo - TLFD}rD/_D
FNET > O, or FNET< 0 and
[TTco <TSO or PSO_> O]
FNET < O, T'Tco>Tso and P'SO <0
IEquations for "HYBRID2" (cont'd)
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i |
(nt-m) 2.5
I TDO/_Dr D + TLF D
TTO = _TDo_D/rD + TLFT
I
(Tso - TLFT)rT/U T
FNET_O
FNET <0, and T'TC 0 -:__T'sor P'SO >__0
FNET <0, T'TC 0 >T'so and P'SO <0
3. Transmission
(RPM) 3.1 _SO = _TOrT
Torque loss due to friction (load independent loss)
3.2 TLFT = CTI + C-F2'"TOrT
Preliminary computations, input torque and input power:
3.3X T'SO = TTO _T/rT + TLF T
_ 2
3.4X P'SO 60, OOO T' SO_SO
FNET < O)
Final computations, input torque and input power:
(used only when
(see equation 4.5X)
(nt-m) 3.3 FTTo/UTrT + TLF T FNET _> 0
I
I 'TSO = T SO FNET < O, and T TCO <--T'SO or P'SO > 0
LT'Tc o FNET < O, T'TC 0 > T'SO, and P'SO < 0
2
(_) 3.4 Pso " 60,000 TSO_SO
4. Torque Converter and Accessories (transmission front pump and power steering pump)
FNET _ O: Input RPM, input torques
(RPM) 4.1
mTCN
: _so
mIDL
(CTc_} . Tso/TQRI)I/2
TSO > 0 and _SO > 0
TSO : 0
V=O,A:O
TSO > 0 and mSO " 0
(cont'd)
TsoIf(=SO/_'Ts°)* TACCt_TC_) XS0 = 0
TACC(_TCI_ v=O,A--O
(_IDL}2/C_c_)* TACC(_TCI_)
TS0 > O, _SO = 0
_SOf( SOIN'TTCI_}
\_IDL
, TACCt=TC_)
• Tso/TQRI
preliminary computations of input RPI4,%o_que and outpUt torque
J_CI_> 0 and USO > 0
= 0
TTCN > 0 and USO
TTCN = 0 and _SO _ IOt
JTCN = 0 and USO < IDL
_TC_ < 0 and =SO > 0
TTCN < 0 and _SO = 0
4.4X
4.5_,
T'TCO
T'TCIN = FC_SO) such tha%:
_'TC_ CT'TC'.W _SO) = (T'TCI_)
where:
TC_) =-TMMIN(m_ " TACC(_)
> 0 and uSQ
T, Tg_f {_SO/T_TCIII) _'TCI"
_'%CIIi> 0 and _SO
I T'TClI_TQRI = 0
T'TCIN
l
= _ 0 < 0 and _)SO
, T'_CI_
1 T'TCII_ 0 and _SO%'TCI_ >
(_IOL)21C_c_)
>O
=0
Equations for "HYBRID2" (cont:d)
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FNET < O:
(RPM)
Final Computations
4.3
TCN
f U'TcN(T'TcIN, wSO)
 sof(%o/d soso)
IDL
!
T'TC 0 > T SO
|
T'TCO _-- T SO
!
T'TCO <-T SO
and mSO > 0
and mSO = 0
.L
L
(nt-m) 4.4
TTCIN
!
T TCIN
I TSO + TACC(mTCN )
i (mIDL)2/CTc¢ + TACC(mTCN )
T' > T'
TCO SO
T'TCO --< T'SO' SO
TCO --T'SO" SO
>0
=0
(nt-m) 4.5
TTCO
:f T'TC 0
i
= _ TSO
TQR 1 IDL)Z/CTc@
T'TCO > T'SO
T'TC 0 <_T'SO and 40 > 0
T'TC O < T'SO and 40 : O
5. Heat Engine, Motor, Brakes (output)
Output Torques
> O, v > O, av > O(A) FNET _
(kw) 5.l PCOM
2_
60,000 TTCIN_°TCN
(kw) 5.2
2_
PMMAX - 60,000 mTcNTMMAX =
2_
60,000 _FCNf(_FCN )
(kw) 5.3
(kw) 5.4
PNOM :
PHEMIN =
(kw) 5.5 PHEMAX :
f
I PEoMIN PEOMIN < PMMAX
_PMMAX PEOMIN > PMMAX
i 60,000 {TEoM¢_TCN + ATEoM(B(_TCN - %)) mTCN
TEOM_mTCN _T,CN <-mO
----F_cNTHEPL_X= --60,OO0 6o,ooo TC.f(?TC.)
Equations for "HYBRID2" (cont'd)
(AI) On Mode 1
(nt-m) 5.6
TEO :
0
TTCIN
TEOMI N =
284
PCOM _ PNON and V _ VMA x
PCOM > PNOM or V > V[,_X, PCOM _ PHEMIN"
and TTCIN < TEOMI N
60,000
2----_--PHEMIN/_TC N
PCGM > PNOM or V > VMA X ,
PCOM _ PHEMIN' and TTCIN _ TEOMI N
TTCIN - T
MMAX PCOM > PNOM or V > VMA x and PCOM > PHEMIN
(nt-m) 5.7
TMO
, TTCIN - TEO
<
iT
PCOM <- PNOM and V _< VMA X,
or PCOM < PHEMIN + PMMAX
PCOM > PNOM or V > VMA×,
and PCOM > PHEMIN + PMMAX
(A2) On Mode 2
(nt-m) 5.8
T
EO
IO
I
: I THEMAX
TTCIN
PCOM _ PHEMIN
THEMA X < TTCIN and PCOM > PHBMIN
THEMA X _ TTCIN and PCOM > PHEMIN
(nt-m) 5.9 ITTclN PCOM <- PHEMIN
T :
MO ITTCIN " TEO PCOM > PHEMIN
(B) For v = av = D (Car at rest, Modes l and 2)
(nt-m) 5.10 TEO = 0
(nt-m} 5.11 TMO = TTCIN
Equationsfor "HYBRID2" (cont'd}
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(c) For FNET < O (Decelerating, Modes l and 2)
(nt-m) 5.l2 TEO = 0
(nt-m) 5.13
(nt-m) 5.14
TM0
TGO
! 0 T'TC 0 > T'SO or TTCIN < 0
J
_TTcIN T'TC 0 < T'SO and TTCIN > 0
I '0 T TCO <-T'SO and T'TCIN > 0
I
TTcIN T'TC 0 <__T'SO and TTCIN <_ 0TMMIN T'TC 0 > T'SO
Output RPM and Power
(RPM) 5.15 PCOM _ PNOM and V _ VMA X (Mode I)"
wEO
_TCIN
i ¢0
TCN
0
PCOM > PNOM or V > VMA x (Mode I)
PCOM! PNOM (Mode Z)
PCOM > PNOM (Mode 2)
FNET < O, or V = 0 and av = 0
(kw) S.16 2 11PEO = 60,000 TEOmEO
(kw) S.17 2 -/iPMO = 60,000 TMOmTCN
i
FNE T >_ 0
I
J
(kw) 5.]8
(kw) 5.]9
PGO
PBRK =
0
2_
60,000 TGOmTCN
FNET >__0
FNET < 0
0
PRW - PD
FNET_ 0 or T'Tco_T'so
2 1/
60,000 WDoZFNETRT- TDO]
FNET < 0 and T'TC 0 > T'SO
" ..L.
• ,. : _ _._._._ ::_':
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Equations for "HYBRID2" (cont'd)
6. Heat Engine Input (fuel)
(g/hr) 6.1
FC =
O PEO = 0 TEO)125.664
PEO BSFC = PEof(_EO, BMEP) = PEof(WEO displ. PEO _ 0
7. Battery Output
(kw) 7.1 / PNLD + PM_./_M_.÷ PcO_'_.. P"O.,< P' and PGO + P' > 0
+ _ p,) ___ l) + PMO > P' and + P' > 0PNLD PMO/uM + (PMo ( UM PGOIJM, PGO
PB =
PNLD + PMO/I_M+ PGO_M + (PBo + F')(_M -U'M)' PMO < p' and PGO + P' < 0
__ __l)+ + + p,)(UM _ p,M)PNLD + PMO/uM + (PMO " P')( - M PGO_M (PGD
PMO > P' and PGO + P' < 0
o
(mj)
Energy and Fuel Consumed Over Time Interval (D, T)
Rolling Resistance and Aerodynanlic
T T
8.1 ER ÷ EA = I0"3 $ (PA + PR)dr = I0°6 : (FA + FR)Vdt
0 0
B.2 Drivetrain Energy (final drive, transmission, torque converter)
T
EDT = I0-3 ; (!PT " PD1 + IPso - PT} _ IPLTcI)dt
0
T
II0-6 _0 fO(ITTomTo - TDOWDOI + ITsoWso - TTD'"TOI
: + ITTcI_TC N - Tso_sol)dt
T
_i0-6 2_?__$ (ITTo_TO _ TDO_DO I + ITsG_so - TTO_TDI
60 0
+ ITMI_IN_TCI_- TSOWSOI )dr
FNET >_ 0
or
TTC0 <_TSO
FNET < 0
and
TTC0 > TSO
T
EBRK = lO-3 f IPBRKIdt
0
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Equationsfor "HYBRID2"(cont'd)
Engine Output
T
(_j) 8.4 EEO : lO-3 I PEodt
0
Motor/Generator Output
(mj) 8.5 EMO = 10-3 fT
0
PMOdt ; EGO = lO-3
t
: PGodt
0
Battery Output
(mj) 8.6 EB = 10_3 sT
0
PBdt
Fuel
1 T
(g) 8.7 FCF = 3600 _ Fcdt
9. Fuel and Energy Consumption on Driving Cycle K
Battery Depletion
9.1 P'MOT(t) = 103pB
l t + Atf
(w) 9.2 PMOT(t) = _tf _ _ t_ P'MOT(t)dt
• PMOT(t)
le(T B ) wB
(uKi) 9.3 ERG(t) = iIWBEB_t_X
URG
{_) 9.4 DeplK 1 / PMOT(t)
- 3600DK 0 ERG--_(_-)--dt
PMOT(t) >_0
PMOT(t) < O
Fuel Consumption (Mode 1 and Mode 2)
FCTK FCTK
(g/fan) 9.6 FC1K = O---K- FC2K DK i
Equations for "HYBRID2" (cont'd)
Energy Consumption (Mode l and Mode 2)
EBK EBK
(mj/km) 9.7 ECl = 3.6OK EC2 K -K 3"6DK
lO. Composite Cycles Fuel and Energy (k ranges from I to the number of driving
cycles; j ranges from I the number of composite cycles)
Battery Energy Consumption
n
(kw) I0.I _J = k=IZY.kDepl3k
Energy Consumption, Mode I and Mode 2
Cmj/_)
n
=
I0.2 E-CIj k=l YjkECl k
(mj/_)
n
I0.3 E-C2j = zk=l Yj kEc2k
Fuel Consumption, Mode I and Mode 2
(g/M) I0.4
n
)-Clj = k_l YjkFClk
i
lO. 5 FC'
2j
n
= Z yj kFC2k
k=l
(glkm)
_2j = (_'2j " EC'--lj- FCl,jEC2j)
(_]j - _-C2j)
Average Velocity
(m/sec.) 10.6 Vj
l 3600
n n
= z = z y-
k=l Yjk jkTkk=l
Corrected for non-zero
energy consumption
on Mode 2.
(kw)
Specific Power
m
I0.7 Pspj = 103E-CIjVj
WB
[]
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Equations for "HYBRID2" (cont'd)
Range
(m) 10.8 Rj
Fraction of Driving on Mode l for Each Composite Cycle
(-) lO.g R_j =
0 Dwarm > Dsupj
Dwarm _<Dsupj, Rj _<Dsup(j_ l) - Dwarm
D
warm
Dwam < Dsupj, Rj > Dsup(j_l)
Rj > Dsupj - Dwarm
2
Dj j SUp,] sup(j.l )" I Dwarm <_Osupj
Rj > Dsup(j-l) - Dwarm
Rj <_Dsupj - Dwarm
Mode Averaged Fuel and Energy
(g/kin) lO.lO _ = R_jFClj + (l - R_j)FC---_
(mj/km) lD.ll _ = R_j_-Clj+ (l- R_j)E-C2j
II. Overall Yearly Averages (fuel and energy)
N
(g/m) II.I FC = Z dj_j--1
N
C,_/_) 11.Z EC : Z djE_j-l
I
!
I
.i
Equations for "HYBRID2" (cont'd)
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Battery Life
(kin) 11.3 ._ =
EC- Dst
.04W B
(kin) 11.4 BL : Dst f (DD)
Fuel Economy
F
(km/l) 11.5 FE : 103-_C
Wall Plug Output
EC
(kw/km) II.6 WP = ---
-- UCH
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NOMENCLATURE FOR "HYBRID2"
.',_eter$ I
NPRMNMEP
FUELSG
DISPL
SKALE
RPM(20)
TQMAX(20)
BMEP(20)
BSFC(20,20)
NOP
RPMBST
PBEST
PEOP(20)
RPMEOP(20)
NSPMO
F.MUM
EMUG
TMSKL
PINNLD
RPMIDL
RPMOPM
SPMO(20)
TMOMAX(20)
TMOMIN(20)
JCVT
EMUCVT
RATUP
RATDN
NTSP
CTCCRP
TSP(2_)
TSP2(Zb?
TQR(20)
SPR(20)
Units
g/cc
C(
rpm
ntm
bar
gw/kw-hr
m
rpm
kw
kw
rpm
kw
rpm
rpm
rpm
ntm
ntm
rpm2/ntm
rpml ntm
Description
Number of RPM's (engine)
Number of BMEP's
Fuel specific gravity
Displacement
Scale factor for engine
RPH (engine)
Maximum torque (engine)
Brake mean effective pressure
Brake specific fuel consumption
Number of engine powers
Best operating speed (engine) i
Best operating power (engine)
fEngine power
Optimum engine speed at specified power_
Number RPM's (motor)
Motor efficiency
Generator efficiency
Scale factor for motor
No load input power (motor)
Idle speed (motor)
Best operating speed (motor) (used with CVT)
RPM (motor)
Maximum torque (motor)
Minimum torque (motor)
= l - Continuously variable transmission (CVT)
Efficiency (CVT)
Speed up ratio (CVT)
Slow down ratio (C_)
Humber of TSP's, TQR's and SPR's
NI**2_I(S"TALL)
N04/ --60
T0[TI
NOINI
(used with CVT)
Nomenclature for "HYBRID2" (cont'd)
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Parameters
----_Equation _gram
NGEAR
NTH
UPSEL
DNSEL
NLOCK(5)
TRATIO(5)
CTI(5)
CT2(5)
EMUT(5)
THSET(5)
UPSHFT(5)
DNSHFT(5)
NDDSCH
NDENS
WB
EBM_.X
EMURG
EMURG2
CHGEFF
DDISCH(20)
CYCLES(20)
PDEr_S(20)
EDENS(20)
DRATIO
CDI
CD2
EMUD
RTIRE
CTIREI
CTIRE2
NAX
RPMAX(20)
TAX(20)
VMASS
DLI
Units
rpm
rpm
ntm
ntm/rpm
kw
rpm
rpm
kg
w_/kg
m
kw
ntm
ntm/rpm
m
I/(km/hr)
rpm
nt -m
kg
kg -m2
Description
Number of gears
Number of THSET's, UPSHIFT's, and DNSHFT's
Shift up for electric operation
Shift down for electric operation
Lock-up (gearbox)
Ratio (gearbox)
Spin loss coefficient (gearbox)
Spin loss coeffient (gearbox)
Torque efficiency (gearbox)
Set of powers defining shift function
Upshift RPM
Downshift RPM
Number discharge depths (battery)
Number of specific powers (battery)
Battery mass
Energy density (battery)
Average regeneration efficiency (battery)
Maximum regeneration efficiency (battery)
Recharge efficiency (battery)
Discharge depth (battery)
Cycle life (battery)
Specific power (battery)
Specific ener@y (battery)
Differential ratio
Spin loss coefficient (differential)
Spin loss coefficient (differential)
Torque efficiency (differential)
Rolling radius (tire)
Rolling resistance coefficient (tire)
Rolling resistance coefficient (tire)
Number speeds and torques (accessory load)
Speed (accessory load)
Torque (accessory load)
Vehicle mass
Driveline inertia
Nomenclaturefor "HYBRID2"(cont'd)
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--'-_arameters
E_ation I Program
CDANCYCLE
1  c(3)
NPRTC(3)
NUNITS
DTC(3)
TFC(3)
TIMC(3,200)
SPEDC(3,200)
NCOMP
DSTAV
DWARM
DSUP(30)
DNC(30)
GAMMA(30,3)
NCASE
TEOMIN
TEOMN2
DBMAX
PEOMIN
VMAX
DTFLTR
Units
m2
m
S_
sec
S_
_/hr
nt-m
nt-m
kw
k_I/hr
Description
Drag coefficient * area
Number of driving cycles
TIMC, SPEDC matrix size
Output print flag for driving cycle
Miles/hr to km/hr conversion flag
Time interval for driving cycles
Final time for driving cycles
Time driving cycle
Speed !
DSUP, DNC, GAMMA matrix size
Average usage {travelWarm up distance
Maximum distance - driving cycle
Fraction of total distance
Driving cycle weights
Number of cases
Minimum engine torque (Mode l)
Minimum engine torque (Mode 2)
Ba:tery discharge limit
Heat engine minimum power
Transition speed
Low-pass filter sub-interval length
distribution data
i traveldistribution
ldata
t
Z94
N_nclature for 'mHYBRID2"(cont'd)
"Variables
_ Equation Program
A(3)
ABPI
BDBAR(30)
BLIFE
BPI
DBAR(30)
DDAV
DEL'F
DEPL(3)
DZST(3)
DLOW
DT
EB
EB2
EBMAX
ECAV
ECBAR(30)
ECBAR2(30)
ECHE(3)
ECMAV(30)
ECONS(3)
ECONS2(3)
ECSYS(3)
EHEAV
EHEBAR(30)
EK(SO)
EKIN
ERG(2800)
ESYSAV
ESYSBR(30)
FCAV
FCBAR(30)
FCBAR2(30)
FCMAV(30)
FCONS
FCONS2
Units
m/sec 2
J
kw
J
km
km
$ec
I/k_
m
km
sec
mj
wh/kg
mj/km
mjlkm
mjlkm
mj/kin
mjlkm
mj/kin
mjl_
mjlkm
mjlkm
mj/kin
mj
mj
mjlkm
mjl_
g/_n
g/km
g/bn
g/_n
g/_n
g/_n
Description
Vehicle acceleration motor
Absolute value battery power
Battery energy consumption - composite cycle
Battery life (expected)
Battery power
Interpolated values of driving cycle distances
Average distance on driving cycle
Time interval size
Battery depletion on each cycle
Distance on each cycle
Minimum distance on driving cycle
Time increment
System output energy - Mode l
System output energy - Mode 2
Energy density (battery)
Yearly average energy consumption
Composite cycles energy consumption - )(ode l
Composite cycles energy consumption - Mode 2
Cycle heat engine energy consumption
Composite cycles mode averaged energy consumption
Cycle energy consumption - Mode l
Cycle energy consumption - Mode 2
Circle system energy consumption
Yearly avg. heat engine energy consumption
Composite cycles heat engine energy consumption
YDOT hold vector
Kinetic energy
Battery specific energy
Yearly average system energy consumption
Composite cycles system energy consumption
Yearly average fuel consumption
Composite cycles fuel consumption - Mode I
Composite cycles fuel consumption - Mode 2
Composite cycles mode averaged fuel consumption
Cycle fuel consumption, Mode l
Cycle fuel consumption, Mode 2
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Nomenclaturefor "HYBRID2"(cont'd)
Variables
Equation Prr__
FEAV
BEEF
IBP(2O)
IFLAG
INTI
INT2
ITIBP
K
NPRNT
NTIME
PBRK
PEO
PE02
PEOP
PGO
PM0
PM02
PMOT (2800)
PRW
PSO
PS02
RANGE(30)
RFRAC(30)
RPMTCI
RPMTC2
SPEED(200)
SPENG(25)
SPPWR(25)
T
TIME(200)
TTMP
V(6)
VAVG(3)
VBAR(2S)
VMASS2
VMPS
Units
kw
kw
kw
kw
kw
kw
kw
w
kw
kw
kw
km
rpm
rpm
k_/hr
mj
kw
sec
sec
$ec
km/hr
mlsec
m/sec
kg
mlsec
Description
Yearly averaged fuel economy
Heat engine energy fraction
Storage for cycle battery power distribution
Denotes when gearshift has occurred
Interpolation subroutine (l dimensional)
Interpolation subroutine (2 dimensional)
Total number of cycle time iteration_
Print skip control counter
Number of skips between successive prints
Number of TIME's and SPEED's
Braking power
Engine output power
Engine output power 2
Set of powers for optimum power curve
Regenerative output power
Motor output power
Motor output power 2
Storage for cycle specific battery powers
Rear wheel power
Hybrid system output power
Hybrid system output power 2
Range for new battery discharge limit
Composite cycles fraction of total driving distance
Torque converter RPM - Mode l
Torque converter RPM - Mode 2
Driving cycle speed
Composite cycle specific energy - Mode l
Composite cycles specific power - Mode l
Time in simulation
Driving cycle time
Time holder
Vehicle speed vector
Average velocity
Composite cycles average speed
Effective vehicle inertial mass
Vehicle speed
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Nomenclature for "HYBRID2" (cont'd)
Variables
Equation Program
VRECIP
VTMP
VTMPL
WPAV
Y(1)
Y(2)
Y(3)
Y(4)
Y(S)
Y(6)
Y(7)
Y(8)
Y(9)
Y(IO)
Y(ll)
Y(12)
Y(13)
Y(14)
Y(15)
Y(16)
Y(17)
Y(18)
Y(19)
YDOT(20)
YTMP(20)
MOT
JGEAR
JGEAR2
NTM
TF
Units
sec/m
m/see
m/sec
kw/km
mj
mj
mj
mj
mj
mj
mj
mj
mj
mj
m/sec
km
mj
sec
sec
g
g
mj
mj
sec
Description
Reciprocal of avg. velocity for composite cycle
Velocity hold
Velocity hold
Yearly average wall plug output
.\erodynamic + rolling resistance energy loss
Drivetrain energy _tput - Mode 1
Drivetrain energy output - Mode 2
Braking output energy
System output energy - Mode l
System output energy - Mode Z
Engine output energy - Mode l
Engine output energy - Mode 2
Motor shaft output energy - Mode l
Motor shaft output energy - Mode 2
Velocity
Distance
Generator output energy
Heat engine on time - Mode l
Heat engine on time - Mode 2
Fuel output energy - Mode l
Fuel output energy - Mode 2
System output energy - Mode l
System output energy - Mode 2
Runga-Kutta integration variables
Runga-Kutta integration variables
Number of entries in vector PMOT after power function
smoothed
Gear Mode l currently in
Gear Mode 2 currently in
Number of entries in vector PMOT
Final time in simulation of cycle
Nomenclaturefor "VEHIC"
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Variables
_uation Program
BRMEP
BRMEP2
FA
FAC
FC
FC2
FG
FNET
FR
PA
PD
PLTC
PLTC2
PR
PRW
PT
RPMDO
RPMEO
RPME02
RPMSO
RPMS02
RPMTO
SFC
TDO
TEO
TE02
TLFD
TLFT
TLFT2
T$O
TS02
TTO
NLCK
NLCK2
Units
bar
bar
nt
nt
g/hr
g/hr
nt
nt
nt
kw
kw
kw
kw
kw
kw
kw
rpm
rpm
rpm
rpm
rpm
rpm
g/kwh
nt "m
nt -m
nt "m
nt-m
nt-m
nt-m
nt-m
nt-m
nt'm
Descriptior,
Brake mean effective pressure
Brake mean effective pressure 2
Aerodynamic drag force
Acceleration force on vehicle
Engine fuel rate - Mode l
Engine fuel rate - Mode 2
Road grade force
Net vehicle force
Rolling resistance force
Aerodynamic drag power
Differential output power
Power load on torque converter - Mode l
Power load on torque converter - Mode 2
Rolling resistance power
Rear wheel power
Transmission output power
DiFferential output rpm
Engine output rpm
Engine output rpm 2
Hybrid system output rpm
Hybrid system output rpm 2
Transmission output rpm
Specific fuel consumption
Differential output torque
Engine output torque
Engine output torque 2
Differential torque loss
Transmission torque loss
Transmission torque loss 2
Hybrid system output torque
Hybrid system output torque 2
TransBission output torque
Gear lock-up flag, Mode l
Gear lock-up flag, Mode Z
_°
Nomenclature for "PMOVR"
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Variables
Equation Program
CC
PCOM
PHEMAX
PHEMIN
PMMAX
PNOM
RPMTC
RPMTCN
RPMTCO
TACC
TG0
THEMAX
TMMAX
T_;;_IN
TMO
T_(]2
TTCIN
TTCNI
TTCN2
TTCO
JBRK
Units
mw/(ntm-rpm)
kw
kw
kw
kw
kw
rpm
rpm
rpm
nt.m
nt'm
nt.m
nt-m
nt-m
nt'm
nt'm
nt'm
nt-m
nt-m
nt.m
Description
(rad/sec)/(lO00 rpm)
System power command
:_aximum heat engine power
Minimum heat engine power
Maximum motor power
Nominal power
Torque converter rpm
Torque converter input rpm
Torque converter output rpm
Accessory output torque
Generator output torque
Maximum heat engine torque
Maximum motor torque
Minimum motor torque
Motor output torGue
Motor output torque 2
Torque converter input torque
Torque converter input torque - Mode 1
Torque converter input torque - Mode 2
Torque converter output torque
Braking (not) required flag
Nomenclature for "TQCON"
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Variables
_-E_quation Program
SPRAT
TQRAT
TSPAR
TSPAR2
Units
rpm/vn-t--.-._
rpm_nt-m
Description
Speed ratio
Torque ratio
Torque-speed parameter (output/output)
Torque-speed parameter (input/output)
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